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Centributors to This Issue
NILS HOONER is a well known American artist whose home was. for many yearg. in the
Southwest. He has done work in oils. water color. and other mediums with
Indian themes. Recently he hall-- painted and drawn the Mexican .scene. As a
portrait artist his work has also won attention. He lives in Litchfield. Connecticut.
but includes New Mexico regularly in his summer travel.
PAUL HORGAN has become an outstanding figure. in American letters through the
award of the Harper Prize, in 1933. for his novel. The Fault of Angels. and the
subsequent publication of two other novels. No Quarter Given and Main Line West.
Mr. Horgan has published poetry, critical articles and other books. He is
librarian at the New Mexico Military Institute in Roswell.
ETHEL B. CHENEY is the winner of the recent Oren Strong Poetry Contest. sponsored
by the Health City Sun. weekly newspaper of Albuquerque "Futile Spring,"
appearing in this issue. was winner of first award. "My Neighbors' Roofs" placed
third in the same contest. Mrs. Cheney has published poetry in the QUARTERLY
before.
.
ALFRED CARTER is an instructor in the New Mexico Military Institute where he finds
time for the composition of both creative verse and prose. His poem. "The Kneeling Nun." was a feature of the, QUARTERLY for May. 1933.'"
KATHERINE POWERS GALLEGOS has written both short stories and poetry for the
QUARTERLY. Her especial interest is the folk-lore of New Mexico. She lives in
Los Lunas and has studied at the University of New Mexico.
GILBERT ESPINOSA is a specialillt on the santos of New Mexico. Knowledge of their lore
and distinctive features has been supplemented by a fine private collection of both
the retabl08 and bultos which he discusses in this QUARTERLY. Mr. Espinosa is
known as the translater of the epic by Gaspar de Villagra, written in 1610. entitled,
La Historla de Nueve Mejico.
LARESSA Cox McBURNEY lives in Clinton, Oklahoma, where she contributes to poetry
magazines. New Me:t:ico. THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY. Her verses appeared in
the special poetry number of the QUARTERLY. published in May, 1935.
VINOENT GAROFFOLO is a student in the Upper Division of the University of New
Mexico. He has published poetry'and prose in the New Masses and in Pacific
Weekly.
MAUDE DAVIS CROSNO has written a volume of poetry called Earth Dust.' She is a
graduate of the University of New Mexico and has published poetry in New Mexico. the QUARTERLY. and other magazines.
SlODlE JOE JOHNSON is a Texas poet whose first book of poems, Agarita Berry. appeared
in 1933, published by The Southwest Press. Her present work comes from
Corpus Christi, Texas.
.
DOROTHY MARIE DAVIS is active in the work of Gillmer Brown's Pasadena Community
.
Playhouse. She has. contributed poetry to the Saturday Review of Literature.
Literary Digest. Poetry World. Frontier, Commonweal. and other magazines and
has been represented in a number of anthologies, among them ContetmporaT1/
American Women Poets. Brodie jg a mining town of eastern California which
though not a ghost town has approached that stage from its heigh day when Mark
Twain knew it and Aurora, Nevada, nearby.
GEORGE W. LAW has lived in New Mexico near the capitol. Santa Fe. but sends this
study of Indian life and ritual from Scotts Valley, Santa Cruz, California.
IRENE FISHER is a pen woman of Albuquerque who has published poetry, feature
amicles, folk-lore and recently saw a one-act pIa? produced before the Writers'
Conference at New Mexico Normal University in Las Vegas.
CURTIS MARTIN is a former student of the University of New Mexico who has had stories
published in Manuscript, Story. Hinterland, and Vernier. This summer he held
a fellowship at the Writers' Conference at Colorado University, at Boulder.
Mr. Martin teaches in the winter at Cimarron, New Mexico.
,
ROBERT DARK is associate editor oJ Poetry Caravan and has published verse in The
Westminster Magazine, The Southwester. The .southern LiterfJ,ry Review, Better
Verse. and many other poetry journals. He is a mUsician living in Tyler, Texas,
where he has done professional work in theater and radio.
THE SMOKE TALK CONTRIBUTORS this time are HANIEL LONG, poet of Santa Fe; ERNA
FERGUSSON. writer and lecturer on the Southwest and Mexico; DUDLEY WYNN.
teacher and critic, of the University of New Mexico.
MAX KAUFMANN holds degrees from the Universities of Cincinnati and Columbia and
lives in New York City. where he contributes to such magazines as Social Science,
The New Humanist, The Frontier and Midland. He has appeared before as a
contrib,utor to the QUARTERLY.
WILLIAM ALLEN WARD is a newspaper man of Dallas, Texas.. He has written poetry,
short stories. and feature article:;.
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American Landscapes
•

A Little Exhibition
By PAUL HORGAN'

CATALOGUE
1.

It

HUDSON RIVER VALLEY

i.

. (Oil)

II.

KANSAS

( Water color)
III.

INTO CLEVJ<.:LAND

(Woodcut)
IV.

~RANDYWINE V ALLEY
i (Tempera)

I.

V.

THE CATTLE PLAINS

.'

(Pastel)

VI.

~,

NEW ENGLAND r..AKE

(Oil)
VII.

HELL
AT, PHILADELPHIA
,

(Pastel)
VIII.

~UFFALO HARBOR

(

i (Lithograph)
o

IX.

DIVIDE IN THE ROCKIES •
i

!
!

X.

(Tempera ongesso)

qENER# PULASKI SKY\VA Y

I (Motiim picture)
I

I

[ 163]
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I.

HUDSON RIVER VALLEY (oil)·
HE RIVER looks white in the opal lights of afternoon.
The banks are dark with the musky life of moss. Like
shadow on the ground the rich rot of leaf and fern lie~
brown, and the gray tree trunks arise like the pipes of, an
organ 'through which we can see light, like white pages
tipped end-to. In to the sky slowly drifts the green smoke
of foliage, and at its edges, against the afternoon streaks of .
light, leaves show. The leaves are the· scalloped sky-lying ,
lace of trees, and each leaf is painted carefully, in a scale of.
color from brown to greeri. On the ground little ferns stand
articulate like the leaves themselves; exactly traced and
veined. The sunlight of late day enchants the loamy exuberance of growth into golden peace; no leaf stirs, only the
current runs downstream in silent mimicry of sky. And
across the river against the dark palisade dramatising the
scene with the fury of life a train goes pulling a white sc~rf
of steam above black cars and escaping the shadow.

T

II.

KANSAS (Water color)
The feeling of an eternal Sunday simmers in the pale atmosphere. Far across the bleached wheat fields there is
a low red barn like a furnace ashing to idlenesS;. A silver
silo stands beside it blue with the heat {)f the sky. Like a
conduction into that heat, a line of telegraph poles leads in
rapid curve and diminishing perspective across the fields and
'past the distant farm. It is a noble sight in the simple colors
of home-weaving, flax, crushed berries for dye, the fluff of
combed worsted in natural shades. A road with a speeding
car on i~ throws dust a little way into the air. ,But it is
Christian dust, settling over an eternal Sunday. The sky
is white where it meets the imagined fields of distance, and
a ~e cloud, strangely whiter still, dwells alone and unreal
in another country beyond the horizon.
'
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III.

INTO CLEVELAND (woodcut)
Loolpng down from the railroad embankment to the industrial river, the river curves in a great black scything
past the furnaces.' Weare looking against the light and the
steel mil~s rise skyward in their dark domed towers. They
.unpleat qownward in the river and dweH in the mysterious
current there fumes linger, hazing the course of the river
with duslcY veils. Three tug bo~ts are moored to a barrier
of Piles,~'orgeous with the beaten beauty of use. One tug
lets smo e idly from her leaning funnel, and this smoke,
richly d zling against the facing light, weds river to ashy
land, Ian to furnace, and domed furnace to the sky stepping
, to~ard 19ht in deep.ening black.
IV.

BRANDYWINE VALLEY (tempera)
.Winter
lies aiong the stone ,walls whiter than the white
I ·
barn's qlue on their shadowed cheeks.
Trees with
bayonets Istand regimentally along the white crests of hills,
and march
into the !distance like hedges and fade into the
I
sweet·saejl violet sky where no sun lives. It is impossible to
escape t~e Revolutionary War "in the scene. Red brick
houses a~d barns and mills occur in every curving junction
of hill with valley. The river is black and secret between its
:snowy btnks where yellow weeds linger. In the sky like
dream-c~anged echoes of hunting. horn and freedom's bugle,
the pale ~Iue silk is streaked with the pearly long clouds of
winter, srOke of forgott;n battle hushing the birds.
I

i

.

..

1

V. TH~ CATTL~ PLAINS (pa.8te~)
. . I~thrate in the endless plai~stands the win~mill an? its
dIrt-rIIlllhed water tank. It IS noon. The lIght brIngs
back a m mory of the scent of summer noon on the desert ...
a dry sw etness that is herblike, so~ehow including the dry
musk of nakes and the flake rot from bones. The water in
the tank lis the co)or of pale lilacs and it rings with the sky
in a chord of the white horizon and the bay-blue of the
I
.
I

'
t
I
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zenith. Little clouds shot through with the gold light drift
rainless and hardly shado'wed over the plain. Warmth falls
from the sky and ~armth is given back by the earth,' the
straw colored plain, the charred low hills, the silver windmill, and one cow colored like white velvet shading to spilled
sherry wine and rubbed coal.
VI.

NEW ENGLAND LAKE (oil)

Like little pagodas the black pines cut the su~mer.
night : sky, across the lake, which is grey except in reflection. There is much sky,. wherever sky IS there
is lake, doubling the heavens.
It is an American
place full of pine board summer' shacks and undergraduate motor boats. But for the moment they are out of
the picture, leaving the lake and the sky to a miracle of exchange; for low on the dark, Mars is rising, and his mystery
is taken by the lake in a long trembling fall of ruby light into
the haziI;lg grey of inland wa~er.
{!.

VII.

HELL AT PHILADELPHIA (pastel)

From a train. A blue sky with the unnatural gray clouds
of industry blowing wanly upward. There is water
beyond. There are tracks in the foreground. Mounting in
stacks, towers, iron sheds and exhaust pipes is an industrial
plant colored with the most extraordinary tones of black,
now dull, now worn to rust-red, now ashed with blue dust,
yet all reading black, like the clinkers left from a once-active
hell. And in front of it, by the white steel tracks, is a dump .
of sulphur; a mountain of the devil's own yellow, gorgeous to
the eye, sharp to the thought, meanings of acid and blast, the
blench of furnaces, the spew of celery yellow waste on the
cindery earth.
VIII. BUFFALO HARBOR (lithograph) .
Printed over and over on the stone~blank sky are the
hulls of the freight boats,.chained and steamless for the long
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hibernation. They' have plied their summer, and have come
through before the ice time of the lakes. All winter the water
at their rusting hulls will be black, and the sky above their
white wheelhouses, forward, and their white cabins, aft, will,.
be pale and stormy. The great arm of the breakwater will
bash the lake back in fans of spray. There will be gulls black
and despairing against the light in the sky. Sometimes out
of the tug basin wil~ come a motor boat with a fisherman who
will pass the silent freighters and in his black sou'wester
-clamber to the breakwater and remotely cast his line too thin
. ' to s~e.
,
IX.'!" DIVIDE IN THE ROCKIES (tempera on ge88o) ' ,£
.

c

"

•

Three feelings and no form take the beholder of those'
~orizons where time after time' the world falls away"
First is the feeling of universal light, light as a part of air,
Ught from over and under the world both. Second is the
feeling of starry' bleakness, wonderful and not ha~itable,
. bare rock and wind driven gray wood. Third is the roll of
land on the known earth; and there feeling takes color, and is
recognized in its green of timber~ its blue of valleys, its,
tawny plains, and its silver vein of running river bearing
the wonder of the IDok outward forever.
X.

GENERAL PD:LASKI SKYWAY (motion picture)
"

The ribboned' movement, like low airplane flight
rises and curves and dips and soars across the blighted
meadows of New Jersey, land of a simple sweetness in soil
and grass, now hushed and turned back with blankets of
gases which you c~n see as well as smell. The canals and
rivers that wander tf) the factories below us are motionless
with the heavy sprawl of oil. Towering chimneys in chords
of three gasp softly toward the movie sky; gray' and white.
The Skyway banks and swoops. It is lined with cement barriers at its edges. These barriers are pierced in a regular,
pattern. We:can see through them as we fly in the car. At
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the proper speed the effect is that of a motion picture proj~tor, with the shutter speed perfectly synchronized with
the film travel. So with a faint stone-gray flicker we observe
one life killing another kind of life. Newark smoking like
a map of a battle spreads wide and shallow below; trains,
moved by the insect-like and mysterious vigor of electricity,
thread the gaseous pall on the meadows; deeply American,
.amiable meadow withered, river sky stenched, traffic as
triumph, the abstractness of beauty, the picture that to be a
likeness must be told with speed and motion, the stuff and
the art of machinery, both life and death to man.

Fu~ile Spring'
By.ETHEL

B.

CHENEY

I can endure it that the house is still,
Dark shuttered to the sunlight, that the doors
That knew no keys are fast to April's call
And only,silence creaks across the floors.
I can endure it that the narrow path,
Winding through orchard ways, beneath the grass
Holds all unknown pale violets and stars
Of wild strawberries where no footsteps pass.
I can endure that petals drift unseen .
On hidden streams, that swallows dip and wing
Thrice circling round; but grief too great is this:
The wide barn doors are closed against the spring.
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'Reproach for the Critics
•

By ALFRED

CARTER

if anything, disenchantment to the
observer of the state of criticism in metropolitan areas.
From the geographical remoteness of New Mexico, for instance, the hustling personalities of our critics should be but "vaguely discernible-the critics" as personalities with life
and enthusiasm and warm ~onv·ictions are only too clearly
in the metropolit~n's mind: they should recede before the - .
vastness and the remoteness of our isolation, here: their
records alone should stand before us: their critical philos- ,
ophies should crystallize before us, brilliant and complete
in their formation, significant in facets,' objective: and .
colorful.
-,
,Here, where the most comple,te emancipation is at hand
for looking at their critical practices, where there are few of
the pressures of time and circumstance, few of the eXigencies
of business, none or little of the hurry and tension which
govern the metropolitans, we should be in a pQsition to
comment dispassionately upon the state of criticism~
Even a casual look at the criticism written is disheartening.
In a series, of articles 'in The Nation, beginning with the
issue of October 23,.1935; and running through five installments in alternate weeks, Margaret Marshall and Mary
McCarthy have gathered a depressing bulk of evidence to
· s~ppo,rt their statement, ~'Criticism in America during the
past ten years has on the whole worked for the misunder- .
standing of works of art 'and the debasement of taste~" It
is true that the writers sought out the guilty and practically'
ignored the competent or the genuinely fine critics in their
survey, but they did clearly show that the men and women
who write most of the comments on books in this' countrythose whose words in actual number are a hundred times the.

D

ISTANCE LENDS,

0,

[ 169]
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output of sounder critics and who are read more widely, are
amateurish if not prankful amateurs, and their influence is
forming the literary taste of the pliblic. Even worse, it is
demonstrable from the evidence of the series that most of
these writers care' very l!ttle for literature-they" have
neither a genuine interest in the literary craft nor in litera..
ture as a system for expressing creatively the universal
problems of man.
The ultimate truth is that the popular critics have for;.
gotten their debts: a bankrupt citizen could not more
ser~nely ignore his obligations. Emerson's statement, "the
greatest genius is the most indebtea man," is true of the
critic as well as true of every other kind of person.
What the public reads for its criticism is easily demon. strated: The Saturday Review of Literature, the New York
Times Book Review, the Herald-Tribune Books, the Nation,
the New-R~public,~nd even such magazines as New Masses
and Esquire (to name two at the widest variance in editorillJI
differenCeS)-these~. e the elected journals.
It was only a fe days gone by that the Hound & Horp
was abandoned, an before that a comparatively short while
the Dial vanished. The Yale Review, the Virginia Quarterly
Review, the American Review, and no more than a' half
dozen others remain to encourage honest criticism. For the
rest, the" art of criticizing is as rare as the art of conversa.tion-a comatose if not an expired dodo.
Esquire, with the finest opportunity for developing a
reliable critical spirit, is notoriously without taste. . The
others Ii)entioned with it in the foregoing paragraph have
behind them commercial or social purpose's, frankly explicit
or thinly disguised by assumptions of innocence, which precludes the possibility of honest intellectual criticism.
If he;were faced with no other necessity, the haste with
which th~ metropolitan critic must function in these days
of rotary presses is inimical to the critical purpose. Such is.
their need for expressing ideas that soon the metropolitan
writers find themselves wholesaIins.- patterns of thought,
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dealing with ideas in such enormous· haste that all of them
bear the stamp of frantic uniformity which is neglect. Business exigencies have forced this condition: escape is the only
salvation-like the tonic of a week at 'a spa, even temporary
escape is of great'value-but only outside the metropolitan
area is the value.of that escape to be fully realized.
The newspaperman who must wrile down a column of
words daily about 'current books cannot hope to do justice to
a single wQrk: he can dismiss the bad Qnes as trash, but that
is negative!criticism. He cannot possibly do justice to a book
worthy of the name without time for speculation.
,
The staff writer whose reviews comprise most bf the
material i~ the weekly book supplem~nts of newspapers is
equally harassed. And everyone of them, whether working
for the daily ,edition or the weekly supplement, is strictured
in expression, for the newspaper publishes "book news"
only in 6rder to make its bool}-advertising profitablepublisners will not advertise unless the newspaper readers
are encouraged by the reviews to buy: since book~olumns
are designed to sell all books advertised, their co~ments
cannot be uninfluenced by that purpose. This is sensible
enough to the busi!les~ offices,'but noxious, deadly, critically.
At its best, such criticism may avoid hysterical enthusiasm
•
of the Hollywood-ballyhoo practice; at its worst it is deceitful; vicious, advertising! But usu"ally it take; a middle
course, for the reviewer with a conscience is always caught
. between Scylla and Charybdis, in this case his integrity and
his job.
~. ,The situation leads to expressions such as this of Ferner
1'luhn, writing in Books, March 8, 1936, of Hans FaIlada's
most recent novel:' "A big, uneven, conglomerate work, viVid
and moving in parts, but not wholly successful in meeti,ng ,
either the human or the social questions raised by' the material ... The elements are present for a truly powerful study
of the decay of agrarian individualism in the face or modern
forces. The author, ho.wever, has curiously muffled his
theme."
.

-,
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I

i

.

This is criticism of the faint-hope-after-all school, the
I-klnow-it-isn't-good, but- flow of thought: obviously, it is
fair to condemn Mr. Nuhn for such writing: he knew it
wa~ not a good novel, but he was not permitted to say so in
so !many words-he must even resort to such evasions as
"curiously" in order to save offence.
• Fanny Butcher was offended by John Evan's Shadows
Flying, but she did not'say so baldly: instead, in the Chicag6J
Daily Tribune for April 11, 1936, she wrote "John Evans, im
this book is not supremely gifted, either as a psychologist
or as a writer, and his novel has exactly the reality of its
title. His characters are shadows, not real people, and his
sty,le is a cloudlike shadow of good writing
The whole
book is as callow as a seventh grade theme
" The book
was not only not gifted, it was objectionable to her from
every one of her critical principles,but she could not honestly
say so: haste, or pressure, or both, prevented her from comrpleting an honest exnression.
One of the worst practices resulting from the feverish
output of books is the publishers' judgment that a book. which
sells widely is a good book to se1l, and byOall the clever devises
of advertising, ballyhoo, and insinuation he diffuses his
opinion. Then, having distributed his propaganda, he asks
the public to endorse his maneuver: letters and postcards are
sent out inquiring what the public thinks of a work's good
points, and this is re-distributed as critical convictionsomething with which to face the critics at teas and dinners.
The metropolitan critic must find it difficult indeed to keep
his judgment sound and his perspective cleared of confusion
when he lives in association with men who will and do use
him for every commercial purpose they can devise.
In certain publications, criticism has been altogether
subordinated to propaganda: "one has only to look at a single
copy of New Masses, for instance, to"accept this as fact. The
men who review books for such a publication are undoubtedly
sincere in their convictions, but criticism cannot be based ,
on social considerations without losing force: it must be

noi

I
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.universal, not partisan. Socialist ~r communist' doctrine
masking itself as criticism is unfair, and in most instances
fragments of sucli doctrine appearing in otherwise fine criticism seems ridiculous and stupid.. Partisanship expressed
in other departments of life dealing with behavior: social,
political, moral: are equally unfa~r, and equally unintelligent.
, The competitive spirit of metropolitan areas has created
•an almost hysterical need for individual recognition, and this
•
has worked again and again to the detriment of sound criticism. To be heard at all, the metropolitan critic must be
unique: spectacular, gaudy, clever, or whatever: he cannot
rest within a cloister, but.he must assume the stridency and
the manner of a sideshow barker before anyone will know
of .his presence. It is he, and not literature, who becomes of
paramount importance--he must attract readers, impress '
crowds, win plaudits; competition with a thousand aspects of
life at once forces him into such a false position that he must
be always approaching himself in his writing instead of approaching his subject, which is literature: and in order to
create a self which the public will recognize, he will minimize
literature, play'" with it, reproach it- anything to keep himself "going" before the public.
Once he finds that sueh behavior
is the best
way to win
r
recognition the critic is lost to literature, yet it is just then
that he may consider his work important: he will have
"mapped ·out" career for himself" ;' he win have adopted a
point-of-view ·and a method which" in combinati.on, will
prove commercially valuable. There are several possibilities:
He m~y follow the disdainful tradition of writers whose
false obje9tivity is one of the consequences of Mr. Henry
Mencken's'l great skill ~ without Mr. Mencken's intelligence, '
force, or e,thusiasm, the reviewer may follow h'is technique Ji
of approaqhing serious igeas with a light manner-"I say
this as I dr, for there has been no other Mencken than the
original,y¢t many have parodied his manner with care, pnd
have made1themselves a "success."
,,"
I

a

I

'
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As a second possibility, the writer may engage in the
use of superlatives, and his voice, conjoined in earthly harmony with the horde of hyperbolic enthusiasts for all
form and all substance, may be acclaimed enthusiastically
and rewarded by popularity-and riches.
J!:e may take a third course, widely diversified and quite
fascinating: the didactic school is 'Open to him-he may advocate, with a hundred variations for each category, anarchy, fraternity, complexity, simplicitY,masculinity, temperanc~the list is infinite.
Whichever of these channels he follows, because he
began with ego, he may come round to it again full circle:
he may belong at last to the chosen few, to the school of
.reminiscence, and there, patronizing literature altogether,
sacrificing it for a quip, he will gather the flowers of anecdote
and give them, kindlily but with elegance, to those unfortunate poor things, his public.
If only this were a joke, a supposition!
If only this were not true!
.'
But that these 'remarks have much truth in them, one
may learn from the following extracts, taken from the Book Review Digest for 1935 (for additional material of the same
nature, consult the series, Our Critics, Right or Wrong, in
The Nationr-or look at the current ~ssues of periodicals and
magazines mentioned elsewhere in this article).
Of no value, critical or otherwise, is such a statement as
this of Mr. R. L. Duffus, written in the New York Times'
Book Review for October 2,7, 1935:
,-

Mr. (Rockwell) Kent's writing must always
be an afterthought of his drawing and painting.
It is the writing of a robust artis1r-full of visual
images, sometimes too thick-lined, but far befter
writing than most of our literary men's painting
would be.
~
It is perhaps unfair to Mr. Duffus to quote this passage
without saying that he can write fine criticism: he can: but
the critic's business is to be judicious, and if he hastens to
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betray himself ,he should be reminded of his fault. I will
say it: thf painting of literary: men has nothing to do with
his job as pritic.
To i~lustrate.' the diffident caution which gives our
critics a ~anus-Iike opportunity for looking two w~ys at
9nce, let these extracts suffice:
~
First~ Lewis Gannett, writing for the New York Herald
Tribune, qctober 21, 1935: •
:aecause the book (It Can't Happen Here) is
-,
angrier than anything Mr. Lewis has written since
"El~~r Gantry," it has t~e :'Old. authentic Sin~lair
. LewI~ fire. In one sense, It IS hIS worst book SInce
"Elm r Gantry" ; I think it also, and more truly, his
,
,
best ook since "Atrowsmith."
.
:
And econd,
Louis Paul's
The Pumpkin Coach, neither
II
•
accepted or rejected by J. H. Britten in BfJoks, April 7,
1935:
I find "The Pumpkin Coa~h" a little diffused, a
bit w rdy (Mr. Paul seems inclined to get intoxicated with his own talk) ,but in the main a deIightf I and disarming piece of. work.' Through the
Quain talk of the gentle Samoan lad, Mr. Paul
spea
softly of our America and carries a big
punch

.'
-.'j

Mr. rlewiS' book is poor, yet refreshing; Mr. Paul's,
delightful, yet weak; soft, yet strong. Quite unfortunately
for Ameri an criticism, these exa~ples might be multiplied
indefinitel ;'
The h ste with which reviews must be written may be
in part res onsible for theit weaknesses, for many are filled
with half- oughts which are more confusing than illuminating, rna
more contain hints toward criticism which, if
followed b development, mIght lead to valuable discoveries.
Of
Brett Young's \Wkite Ladies, Gladys Graham

Francil

I
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wrote in the Saturday Review of Literature -for
14,1935:

Septemb~r

The present novel shows its author at his uncanny best in endowing things and places with
qualities that giv~ them the poigiiancy of human
nature. The bitter determination of the house,
White Ladies, gives to its portrayal ~ deep and
tragic note. Inanimate loyalties are long loyalties.
It is clear that what ever the reviewer intends to say;
she does not say it:, there is nothing uncanny about Mr.
Young's genuine competence in evocation of atmosphere, it
is sound traditional literary practice-but if Gladys Graham
finds ,something strange in his work, she should analyze it
until that strangeness dissolves before complete understanding. The meaning of the last half of the foregoing
extract is completely undiscoverable.
A natural consequence of haste and presstire is the
critics' practice' of tltying to pin dGwn forever the work of
a writer, and once having struggled to understand what the
author "means," to insist upon the, author's observance of
this code of behavior in ~u!>sequeIit works. Here is a very
brief example from Books for January 6, 1935:
This (Heaven's My Destination) is a most
curious and unexpected novel for Thornton Wilder
to write.
.Why curious? Why unexpected? 'It should be neither,
unless the critic assumes the right to tell the author what he
should -do-unless as critic it is his privilege to insist that
artistic consciousness and the use of resources at hand to
that consciousness be forever arrested after the critic's
perusal of an early work.
Here is another example of the now-you-stay-put kin,d
of criticism, the criticism of prejudiGed viewpoint and instructed approach:
Where a Flaubert troubled by much the same
conflict between imagination and conscience, was
J
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able I t the end to attain the high detachment of
"L'E ucation Sentimerttale", Miss Cather (in Lucy
. Gay eart) surrenders to the temptation of 'facile
senti entalism which has been her greatest temptatio since the beginning. For those who had
hop that the archaeological holiday of.her last
two ovels might: be followed by a return to the
clearly envisaged ,experience of her earlier books
about the West, this most recent novel can only be a
sour<:ie of grave discouragement.
.
This lis the work of William Troy, in The Nation for
August 11, 1935. It is critically just for Mr. Troy to attack:.
the sentirpentality of Miss Cather's work if ~e feels that
sentimentality is there, but from what critical position does
, he derivel'the right to indicate Miss Cather's .material to
her? W, should he, more than Miss Cather, herself, know:
what Mis~ Cather should write? ;
One hlOre e«ample of the same tendency: in this instance it iIs Mr. F. T. Marsh, writing in Bookifor February,
3, 1935: !
.'
,
I
!

'

i'No Quarter Given". (by Paul Horgan)
strik~s the reviewer-as a novel of littfe releyance,
signipcance or Intention in a modern world. But
its virtuosity is undeniabre. It is a long novel displaying an unusual talent. A few of the fifty-five
secti9ns are of the stuff of ,that "high" comedy
whic~ is a part of our literary heritage. Fewer still
are i,ept, for Paul Horgan is an accomPliShetl,. taletelle~: But the first duty of the novelist of-social
comeilY is to know, even if he does not directly deal
with at, his background, the body out of which rises
the ~roth and the fl~vor. Meredith, likel Henry
Jam~s and Proust, was instinctively aware of it. In
our ~resent age, "high" come.dy, to be significant
must take a new and original turn.
.
I sho~ld like to know why !\ir. M,arsh labels Mr. Horgan
as a writEt of "high" comedy only to quarrel with the, author
because he does not conform to Mr. Marsh's definition of a
Meredithirn; Did Mr. Marsh read the resolution of the
j

•
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book, I wonder, or the scenes of Edmund;s childhood? But
it is too'tempting, this impulse to quarrel" with the reviewer:
instead, let me return to the purpose of this essay. How
can a novelist be a virtuoso in any sense, who writes without
relevance, significance or intention in the modern world?
How 'could Mr. Marsh endorse an accomplishment, a talent,
whi~h makes no intellectual appeal to him whatever? With'
time to weigh his words, I am sure he would have explained
his position, but in his professional role of critic he did not
take the time required.
Pressures of some kind spoil even the criticism of such
men as Henry Seidel Canby and Mark Van Doren. In the
two extracts following they,. are forced into making a brave
show of words which will not stand the ~east analysis:
Fi.rst, Mr. Canby, writing of Heaven's My Destination
in the Saturday Review of Literature for January 5, 1935:

.

Yet it has no moral in the usual sense of that
phrase, but springs from a gusto for living, which,
although every scene can be interpreted ironically,
. is not really ironical, and certainly not cynical, because Wilder is completely in love with moral
aspects of human nature, whether he finds them in
bawdy houses, court rooms, country stores, or hay
_" lofts where young ladies are ruined by accident.
•

.

.

I know nothing of the accidental nature of the ravishing'
of young women in hay lofts, but I am concerned about the
situation in which an author opens-his work as a target for
ironic~l interpretation
on every page of a substantially long
.
book, and yet does this as if by accident. Candide is accidental in the same fashion: and Erewhon: is it possible that
Mr. Wilder' was~unusually subtle? The comprehensive love
of Mr. Wilder for. moral aspects of human nature is something I wish Mr. Canby (in typing I misspelled" the name
once as Candy) would explain fully.. Mr. Canby has made
here assertions which must .be substantially proved and explained.
~
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And now for Mr. Van Doren's work in The Nation,
"October 9~ 1935, concerning" T. S. Eliot's Murder In The
Cathedral:
Within its limits the play is a masterpiece; a
thing' of crystal whose appearance of flawlessness
is not alter~d by the weird reality' of the fQur
spe~cp.es in prose delivered by the murderers after
their i job is done. For the irony which tinkles
throu~h those speeches is merely the accompanimentJof the iro~y pervading the whole, and reaching i~s deepest tones in the last words of Becket.
Mr. ~liot has written no better poem than this and
none which seems simpler. It is of course not
simp e, but that is another of its ironies. I
'
I should like to know the limits, to have them defined,
so that I might appreciate more the flawlessness which Mr.
Van Doren tells us is circumscribed by some esoteric periphery. But more. than that, I think I am entitled to know
just what he is' driving at when he makes the statement
which is t~e last one in this passage:' he tells the world that ;
he has a$ecret: he is amused by it, and patronizes us for
not disco\fering' it ourselves: but as a critic he has not
played fa~r with his readers-he should disclose his dis,covery, 0 keep it out of his review. A statement which
is not bac .ed by fact has no place in criticism.
.
Surely enough has been written to show that th~ metropolitan cdtic is losing, if he has not already lost, the most
precious ~ his tools: an overwheltning: love of literature:
, and with that has gone the vast curiosity and the patience
and toler~nce which alone are the' aids to critical understanding, Let us treat the metropolitan generously by ascribing this deplorable condition .to the complex circumstances of his life.
Seldom from the metropolitan is there a criticism which
describes the essential quality of a novelist or of his work, .,
his characters. The critic names, perhaps, but he has no;
time to elucidate" and we may condemn, him on the same
ground that we would condemn a doCtor who stopped treat-
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ing a patient as soon as he had made a diagnosis of the
case. No time! No time !-the situation is like Alice's
being conironted by the Dormouse with "no room, no room !"
Seldom does the critic take time to see the work of a
writer as Percy Lubbock, for instance, would see it, 'as. a·
complex, unstable, living creation-a being, a personality,
not a clinical 'case to be diagnosed and dismissed upon the
spot. So seldom is there a development· of critical ideas be
yond a single point of praise or of condemnation that such
notes are rapidly coming to define what criticism means. It is
true than many books deserve no fuller treatment, but there
are a great many which do, and such books deserve consideration for their own existence and not for their similarity to
previous patterns or to old ideas. It is especially' unw~rthy .
of the critics to pigeonhole a writer in some type-cranny,
and to jam all of the writer's works into that once-found
niche, for any author worthy of th'e name will grow and
change and become something new in each work-nature
demands that of all living things. The good books should
exist for the spirit and the heart and the generous life that
is in them: not for categories, labels, type-identities.
All this is apparent from such a territpry as ours in
the Southwest, where the ever-growing complications of
metropolitan centers are remote. Qne does not have to
come so far as this from New York. or Boston or Chicago
to feel the freedom of his individuality, restored and his
critical sense readjusted to the fine sharpness of enthusiasm: in most of the nation, which still consists of uncrowded
areas, a man still has time to devote to literature-to read
classics of literary creation and of critical expression-to
turn to Coleridge and Hazlitt, to Sainte-Beuve, to Henry
James, to Cardinal Newman, to Ruskin, to Emerson, and to
the fine spirits since their time. In any such setting as ours,
where the mind need not be scourged by impressions, there is
still time and opportunity for re-establishing sincere r~
actions toward our modern literature. A renaissance of
criticism, from latitudes wide of metropolitan areas, seems
imperative.
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New MexIcan Santos
By GILBERT ESPINOSA
HE

I

S~UDY OF early Colonial New Me~icf.h rci'ligious art

T
is
than a study of image makinJg. 'The traditions,
the histor , the culture, the daily toil and
of the
m~e

pl~.~!!:t:es

New Mexcan, all are inseparably connected with" the New
Mexican ~anto which in Colonial New Menco w:as a verit, able instithtion.
,'-'
First of all, what do I mean by a Santo?' Literally a
Santo, meaning a Saint, is a personality, one of those elect
of God whose exemplary human attainments have merited
. special consideration in his Celestial kingddm. In using the
term Santo I do so in its secondary meaning. I refer not to
the personality portrayed but to the object., To those
thousands of repre~entations of the Deity, the Virgin, and
God's Celestial court, the angels and saints, be they carved
images, ~aintings on wood,' on, ,tin or caJ1tvas found
throughoqt the Spanish Southwest. ' In writing o~ the object,
it is diffiqult to refrain from referring to the personality
portrayedl So I ask the indulgence of my readers. It will'
be impossIble to Abstain from the use of the word in both its
meanings~ Also' ple~e note that the image does not necessarily portray a Saint. Christ is not a Saint; neither are the
rchangel ,yet the object which portrays them is referred to
as Sant.
.
use the term "New Mexico Santos" also in an advisory
se~se. T ese objects, images, Santos if you please, are not
peculiar t New Mexico. They'llfind their very near counterpart in tne "Russian "Ikon." They are sim'iliar in design
and make and identical in subject with the Religious Art
of Europe of the period. Identical objects are found in all
of the Spanish Southwest, in Mexico~ and in South America.· '
But I am now dealing with New Mexico where these santos
have beel1j painted and carved for from seventy-fiv~ to three
hundred qr more years; their intimate' connection ,with the

,,'

f
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life of the New Mexican well entitles them to the name "New
Mexico Santos".
The art of image making is as old as Christianity itself.
It is older. Since the days when man first traced his rude
pictures on walls of prehistoric caves there was ever an
urge to represent in crude drawings and carvings his conceptions of the deity or deities he worshipped. ,St. Luke was'
a'maker of images, a Santero to use our New Mexican term~
In considering any phase
of New Mexican culture, .
,
we must bear in mind that there.is practically nothing'cul- :" .
tural in Colonial New Mexico Which is not -essentially f
Spanish in origin. Language, customs, arts, and crafts, it
is Spanish to the core. ~he New Mexico Santo represents
nothing more than a New World continuation of Old World
religious art, brought here by the Conquerors four centuries ago and little ch~nged with the passing y~ars.
When Hernan .Cortes, conqueror of the empire of the
Montezumas, entered the valley of Mexico early in the 16th
Century, he carried with him a small painting of the Virgin
which was the special object of his veneration.
'-r
When the Adelantado Juan de Onate, first entered the
valley of the Rio del Norte, he carried with him also a small
portrait of the Virgin which' he was especially devoted to,
and when Don Diego de Vargas, the reconqueror of New
Mexico gloriously reentered Santa Fe in 1690, he carried
in his triumph with him' his Santo a carved image of the
Virgin which may be seen today at the Rosario Chapel in
Santa Fe.
..
Wherever the Spaniard went, he carried with him the
Old WorId culture and implanted it in the colonized soil.
The Spaniards who came to Mexico with Cortes, brought
with them as part of the necessary church service, and as
their individual possessions, Santos. Fer their churches,
they brought large and :well wrought oneS', made in the
mother country no doubt, and for the soldiers and colonists
smaller ones for their personal veneration, perhaps made
also in Spain, perhaps in the Spanish settlements. We know
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that everywhere the Spaniards settled, the arts and crafts
fiour~shed almost contemporaneously.
In Mexico, within a generation after the conquest, the
arts and sciences flourished on par with those of the mother
country. The most eminent artists of Spain and Europe
jo~rneyed to Mexico where they adorned the churches and
cathedrals of New Spain. Bea~tiful Talavera ware equal
if not superior to the of the mother country was manufactured in Mexico.
At Quer'etaro, soon after the conquest, the Franciscan
friars established a Santeria, a place where Santos were
. manufactUTed. Here they taught their Indian converts the
art of image making. From this Santeria, images were distributed o~er the entire Spanish America and perhaps even
found thei~ way to. Spain. Without question many of these
.
found theit way to New Mexico. ~
The S anish colonists who settled New Mexico in 1600,
brought w'th them their Santos. Some of these were probably made in Spain, for many of the colonists came direct
from t}1e other <!buntry. The majority were probably of
Mexican 'forklnanship fDr th~re would be little object in
bringing ,nything excepting the most prized pieces from
across thelwater when it could be made just as,-well at home.
Be this as, it may, the point I desireto make is that the re.ligious art/brought to New Mexico was essentially a medieval
European art which changed very little with the passing
years up t the time of the coming, of the Am'ericano in the
middle of he 19th century.
The rmanent colonizatjon of New Mexico as we know
dates fro the'~econquestby Don :Diego de Vargas in 1690.
~ow soo thereafter the development of arts and crafts
began we 0 not know but it is reasonable to believe it took
.place im ediately after the cbI.onists were established in
their new omes. The isolated condition of the New Mexican
made it·i perative that a local development in arts and
crafts tak place immediately, for they were upon their own
resources to produce and manufacture what their needs re-

a
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quired. Unquestionably there were skilled artisans among
the colonists who, once they were established, laid the beginnings of the industries which later reached such a high
development. From about 1700 to 1848, the period of the
coming of the Americano~, all the arts and crafts, including
weaving, dyeing, wood carving, and the· making of Santos,
flourished.
Lummis.has referred to New Mexico as "The Land of
Poco Tiempo." It might well be called, "The Land of Santos"
for wherever in New Mexico a Spanish settlement was established, invariably it was placed' under the special protection of one of the saints of the church. Before the colonists
had roofs over their heads they broke ground for a church
and dedicated it to the patron saint of the community. The
church was never complete witho~t its Santo, its image,
carved or painted, of the special protector. The same custom
was followed in the Indian Pueblos. This one was dedicated
to Santo Domingo, that one to Santa Ana~ and among the
towns, we have San F~lipe de Aibuquerque, and San Fer.nando de Taos. Land grants were dedicated to the SaintS,
sU,ch as La Merced de Nuestra Senora del Rosario, San
Francisco y Santiago. Rivers and mountains were likewise
dedicated to the Saints of God, as El Rio del Espiritu Santo
and La Sierra de San Mateo.
As I have before stated, in New Mexico the Sa11to ,was
an institution. No matter how wealthy or how poor the
individual, no matter if he lived in a feudal hacienda or an
humble adobe or a lowly jacal, no home was complete without
a Santo. Perhaps it' was the representation of the saint
whose name the lord of the manor bore, or it was the image
of any particular saint who for any of many reasons he had
adopted as his speciaj intercessor. Perha]5s some favor asked
and granted had prompted its adoption as his protector. At
any rate, it was his Santo and to the Holy One whose i.mage "
it portrayed the owner and his family offered up their
prayers and petitions for relief from sickness, aid for their
crops, protection from the savage Indians and from the'
.
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fcountless d"ngers and afflictions to which a primitive people
on the far putposts of civiliza~ion are expo~ed. The Santo
was a part 9f the everyday life of the New Mexican. He was
rewarded for favors granted, and in their simple faith the
. people even punished him '\when he failed them, by turning
the Santo to the wall, locking him in dark closet or chest and
the like.
The feast day of the Santo was celebrated ,with enthusiasm, as indeed it ~till is in many New M~xicanhamlets.
The Fiesta was begun with religious Lservices, a'· mass~
sermon, and procession in ·which the Santo was carried
through the village .on the parijuela with music, prayers and
chanting of litanies, interrupted now and then 'by the fire
~rom ancient muskets, caramplones.
The festivities followed. It was a gala day and the 'caballeros and senoritas
and even the viejitas attended en masse, the former in their
most gorgeous 'attire. .The latter sat quietly in a corner,
one eye exposed from under their tapalo Moorish.· fashion,
mitsing nothing. It was a day of thanksgiving and rejoicing.
. The New Mexiean had his special intercessor and his
special Santo for every contingency. What ever the situation in which h&.found himself, he' had an advocate before .
. the celestial court. To San Antonio he appealed to find lost ' .
articles; Santa Barbara was his protectress against the
dangers of storms and lightning; San Jose was the protector
of the home and was appealed to for a -happy mart:iage and
a happy death; in business matters it was San Mateo, the
former Roman tax collector, who was appealed to; San
Cristobal was the patron of the traveler; expectant mothers
prayed to San Ramon Nonato; young girls prayed to San
Antonio for a worthy spouse; and to San Miguel, the leader
of' the armed hosts of God, the New Mexican, as did his
fathers in the mother country. invoked aid in battle.
New Mexico Santos are of four types.
First are the carved figures. These are known as
• bultos. This infers a solid object, something'with a bodyas distinguished from a flat painting. Bult08 were of several
."':"

'.
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types and combinations of these typ~ First, the plain
carved object, fashioned out of soft wood, then covered with
yeso and decorated. The second type was made by stretching
cloth or skin which had previously been impregnated
with jaspe over a· framework of reeds or strips of wood.
The cloth or skin was moulded to form, dried and decorated.
A third class of bultos are carved objects. These are rarely
met with.
Crucifixes are very common. These may be classed
as'bultos. Often times they have figures in bulto on the base
of the pedestal, generally St. John, . Mary Magdalen, or
Roman soldi~rs.
The second classification of New Mexico Santos are
Retabl,!s or, as they are sometimes called, Tablas. These
are exactly what the name implies, paintings on wood. The
wood, generally pine, was first treated with a glutinous substance, described hereinafter, then cqated with jaspe, a sort
of native gypsum, sanded to shape and then the image
painted on the surface.· Sometimes the image was moulded
in semi relief. There are numbers of sizes and types, of
Retablos varying from miniatures to the pretentious reredos
which are used as the background of an altar and are fn
r~aIity only a series of retablos.
The third classification includes paintings on tin, or
skin and on canvas. In !.'Iew Mexico, canvas was little used
except of comparatively late years.
'
Tin work was an industry which produced articles
adaptable for religious work rather than images. In these
tin frames the New Mexican placed a print or painting of a
saint. The whole was a Santo. All this work, tin candlesticks, sconces, nichos, picture fram.es, etc., is typical of the
transition period; the coming of the Americano provided tin;
the commerce gradllally creeping in from the East brought
French prints, etc.
In making his Santos, the Santero, or maker of Santos,
utili?~d all materials available and in~eed developed an as~
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sortment admirably suited to his needs. It is interesting to
note the materials he worked with.
'In the manufacture of his bulto8.~ the Santero generally
used cottonwood. This is soft and could be "easily shaped.
For the smaller bultos he used the yet softer' root of the
cottonwood. First he would carve his form. Very seldom
. was the carved image made in one piece. The' head, arms
_and legs were separately carved and then joined with pegs
and glue. .l\fter the parts were shaped, they were treated
with a gelatinous glue made by boiling cow's horns and cow's
hoofs in water for several days. When this dried it gave (
a hard/surface. There was next applied a mixture made of
this same glue and jaspe. After this had dried it was eare. fully sanded with pumice stone and "shaped to satisfaction.
Successive coatings of jaspe were applied and each coat
sanded untn the santero was
satisfied..I The object was
then
•
.
painted.
The, New Mexican Santero worked exclusively with
earth and vegetable colors. He never used oil paints as is
commonly believed. He learned his :vegetable and earth
colors no d<i>ubt from the Indian who ~sed these to mix his . (
war paint. The earth colors, oxides an,d ochres, were mixed
with egg yolk, one part to ten of colof and water mixed to
thin. This rwas applied as tempera paint. When dry it was
given a coating of egg white to waterproof it. If a partic-ularly lustrous surface was desired, it was often burnished
with a knob of glass or similar object. Often, the Santo
when finishied was rubbed with mutton tallow. With time,
the grease disappe-ared leaving th~~ e?Ccessive yellows a~d
browns we !frequently see in old Santos.
. {
A Santo once treated and painted as above would last
. almost indelfinitely.
To mi~ his paints,
the Santero used many sou-rces of'
\.
color. In his red, besides natural colors, he probably used
, Cochineal, ~rought from M~xico. which he mixed with white
yeso asa b.se. Red was also extracted from natural ochres
and from r~d sands and clays. The method was simple. -Red
I

i
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clay was placed in a vessel with water and the mixture
stirred. The heav~er sand would sink to the bottom while
the lighter oxides could be poured off into another receptacle.
By successive treatments and by evaporation the color was
finally reduced to a powder.
Blue was extensively used especially in the madonnas.
Indigo and natural copper sulphat~ produced tne blue.
Brown was obtained from the brown earths. Black
was easily obtainable. The charred remains of vegetable
matter such as pumpkin and mellon 'seeds, corn cobs, etc.,
furnished this color. Yellow was obtained from the dried
pollen of the chamiso flower which was mixed with flour.
paste. Besides the above, bright colors were obtained from
a variety of wild berries and plants.
I am often asked the questions, "Where was this Santo
made, in Mexico, in Spain or in New Mexico; and, how old
is it?"
.
. . 1. generally answer to both, "I do not know." Jt may
have been made in Spain; it probably was not. It may have
been made in Mexico. It probably was made in New Mexico.
As to age, it may be anywhere from seventy-five to three
h.undred years or more old. The era of native arts extended
from about 1700 to the middle of the 1800's. Of the native
New Mexican industries, that of the Santero was the first '
to go. The reasons which led to its abandonment are akin
to those which led to the abandonment of homespun in pref. erence to machine woven ~fabrics. The' former required skill
and time, the latter, manufactured plaster of paris images,
w~re easily purchased. The former were out of $tyle, the
la1;ter new and attractive. The N'ew Mexican Santo, representing as it did a medieval conception pf the saint it portrayed, were decidedly out of taste once the new culture of
the American from the East was' in vogue-just as out of
place as a 20th Century futuristic painting would have been
in the days of Michael Angelo.' The hand carved, hand
painted, stern visaged New Mexico Santo lost out in com~

.
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petition with the fla){en haired, blue eyed Anglo Saxon conception of what the Saints of God"should look like.
With .the decay of all the arts.. came the decay of the art'
of the Santo. Individuals persisted in the manufacture of
Santos till' probably the nineties; indeed, occasionally they
are made yet. It is my opinion that most of the poorer specimens we meet with ,were made during this era when the art
began to deteriorate.
As regards workmanship, New Mexican Santos are
.of various! qualities, good ones, .fair ones, and terribly crude
ones.
i
I lov1 these old Santos. To me they are beautiful. Per- .
haps som~ of us viewing them through critical twentieth .
century e es may not see anything of beauty in them. Yet
we must c nsider that this is but a-picture of a fifteenth century European" art transplanted to New M.exieo eenturieaago
and little Ichanged with the passing years. Who will B&Y
that this religious conception of the New Mexican of two
centuries ~go, picturing his idea of the deity and the sa;ints
as he did iWith stern faced primitiv& virile types, is not as
correct as the doll faced women and feminine, type figures
which are our conception of what the Saints of God'looked
like when hey trod on earth.'
TO,m these old Santos represent the spirit, the ~oul, the
religious strength and fervor of the fifteenth century
Spaniard ~hO brought this art to New Mexico when the first
mail clad onquerors'troa this soil. They represent the very
life and a pirations of the Conquistadores who fot centuries
invoked t e aid of the Almighty and ~f the holy persons rep- ,
resented t rough the medium of these Santos, with the same,
yes, with eater devotion, than do we reverence the memory
of these h ly personages through modern yet far less beau- tifuJ ima es. This is why I lovetihe New Mexican Sa~tos.
.
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My Neighbors' Roofs
By ETHEL B. CHENEY
My neighbor's roofs are ~mple lined,
Red-dusty tiles beneath the heat
Of desert sun and desert street.
My neighbor's roofs are strong designed;
Bearing with narrowed eaves the flail
Of sands and dashing summer hail.
My neighbor's rooftrees walk with grace
When by entangled poplar shade
Long evening traceries are made.
My neighbor's rooftrees take my hand
And lead me through day's paling light
To the calm beauty of the night.

~oadway

By ROBERT L. DARK, JR.
You friends were my way
To this mystical dwelling,
•
Dear house where the fray
Waged by truths that would slay
All beauty we stayWaves of quiet are swelling-·
With dismay
I know peace when I pra.y.

I'
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Who would win?
0, no, God, please don't let them fight! 0, who would
win? Mama or pa?
"Be a good boy, now."
.
"Povera, povera, povera figliacho."
"Ah, Dio, Dio, Dio."
People look at you and begin to cry. They are b~ying
to hide their crying too. But the crying goes on and on.
Why"why?
Everybody puts their hands on yoiIr back and on your
•
head and look at you all over again as if they'd never seen
you before. Some of them grab you in a scary way and kis~
you with their whole mouth.
All the women choke and cry and cry and cry.
What is it, what is it?
'
.Someone takes your hand and then you see the priest
holding his black hat and looking at the ceiling. It's young
Father Garney from St. Aga"tha's up on the hill. His face
always makes you think of pink flowers and yellow candy.
Jesus on the cross hangs from his black-silver rosary beads.
You remember your-scapular sticking to your chest.
Why, why the whispers and all the men with their hats
in their hands?
"Ah, figlio, figlio mio, now a man yOl,l must be."
"Yes, my boy, yes be brave now, be brave.'"
You hold your father's hand and squeeze it with all
your might.
-.
.
Lots of people and lots of words and people kneeling,
looking at the floor, and blessing themselves again and again.
Candles and curtains and tip~toeing and crying and
crying,and crying.
No, no, no, no.
Mama, mama, mama, mama.
.
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September AfternObn
. By

SIDDlE JOE JOHNSON

was clear-cut and faintly shining, its air heady
as wine under the not-too-warm sun of late September.
People were gone from the bea~}les. The bay before· us, blue
as the imagined Mediterranean, gave me, momentarily, a
new sense of the peculiar fascination of the place--the lan, guor of the South i~posed upon. the more brutal reality of
the West.' Something at once mellow' and stark.
I said, "Sorry, old fellow, but I'm not going to leave this!
just now for all the exhibitions in the world."
Hilton pulled at his' pipe, watching the shadow of a,
gull on the water.
"How long will it last?" he aSKed presently, meaning the
weather. "And it's not an exhibition. I wish you'd come."
I rolled over reluctantly and sat up.
Hilton laughed. "You have the most prono1,lnced misanthropic tendencies, darling, of any woman I ever saw."
I didn't care what he said; the day had been-:disturbed..
I explained, "It isn't as if there weren't ~he lousiest lot
of tourists the wprld possesses scattered all over these
beaches from mid-May until' after Labor Day. But go on.
I'll have to listen to you sooner or later, anyway."
Hilton said, "Did you ever see a statue of a girl that.
couldn't be seen ?"
I said,· "You're lying," trying to remember', why I
thought he w~s not. A gull cried wildly, beating up the
curve of the shore.
Hilton*.repeated his idea.' "A statue in a junk shop in
San Antonio. A statue of a· soul in a Body. And 'the 80UI'8'grand, but the body's hell."
"You're not very definite." · I was remembering 8omething-.a feeUng, a day-I couldI.1't be sure. At any rate,
here was Hilton, of all people, talking about souls.
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"The statue isn't. Definite, you know. I think it's
ugly. I'm not certain. Can't remember what it looks like.
I do know it hasn't any business being in that junk shop.
I wanted you to see it."
~.
. Suddenly something clicked in my mind. I could almost
h~r~
,
•
"My God !" I said.
Hilton pulled on his pipe and waited. He had known
I was going to,remember.
"Ann Cameron-" I was feeling my way toward,the
complete recollection. ':And her Sunday afternoons. Why
weren't you there1"
Hilton did not answer. The sun on our shoulders was
warm and bright but unconvincing. The whole day seemed
unreal. For a moment, I was not sure of the reality of anything~f Hilton, of myself, of the statue in the junk shop in
San Antonio, certainly not of that other September afternoon years ago when half a dozen of us waited in Ann Cameron's living room for a girl we had not seen and would not
remember.
"We had been talking," I said, "about people and things
'-'about minds and talents and bodies-about our looking
like ourselves. It was an afternoon like this. Ann had some
n~ magazines lying on her table."
Hilton nodded. He remembered Ann's magazines.
I said, "No, you were' not there."
"No." He turned and looked atme, put his pipe down
on the sand, forgot it for the time. "I've always wanted to
know about that'afternoon. I went up to New York for a
month. When I carne back, all of you told me of' what you'
had done in my absence-the books you'd read, the parties '
you'd gone to, the words Ann had said, what new things
you'd written or composed or painted. We were going in
for art in a big way just then. But there was one day, one
week, especially one afternoon, that remained a blank. It
was like Rip Van Winkle's twenty years. I wanted to know
about it. Until now, no one has ever mentioned it."
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and infilm. But-the statue'isn't. Hilton saw it." Aloud,
I asked, ["Where was 11"
. "M gazines." Hilton said. "On Ann's table. New ones.
"She alw ys had them."
"T ere was one of them sll.e kept her hands on. One
. finger, I thought, marked a definite place. She askeq, 'Have
any of you noticed the clerk at the book and stationery
counter ~t Patterson's 1"
"P~erson's?". Hilton was trying to remember. "Was'
that bef(j)re Miss Salisbury died?"
.
"Two years after."
"B~t there has been a man at that counter ... "
"N t these two years."
Hil on picked up his pipe, looked at it, knocked the
sand an ashes out of it, a~d put it in his pocket. It was a
favorite of his. He finally said, "The story, please."
I w sn't waiting for him to ask. I said, "Oh, yes. The
story." I had been thinking about those tWo years after
Miss Sa 'sbury died. And the clerk~who took her place.
"N ne of us had seen her. We had bought books from
. her. A d Ann, of course, had had to get her magazines.
She nev r subscribed to, any of them. Paper, pencils-yet
none of s, I say, had really seen her.
"M ry King, pe~ceiving the enormity of it-the appar-..
ent invi ibility of this p~rson who had been dealing our li~
, era-ry n ds to us across the counter for some twenty-odd
months
ried, 'What Was It?' and Tom boomed out 'That
Damned Thing!' We had been reading Ambrose Bierce and
his scho l. Ann sat there and looked at them in that peculiar
way she had. The' room swam in the pale yellow light that.
" came in t the windows. An aft~rnoon like this. Presently·
we were all sitting as ,silently as Ann. Looking from one
face to a other. Or out of the windows. Wondering.
"I . hought of something. .The magazine in Ann's
hand. S e gave it to me, and she had been marking a definite
place. I looked at it. HiIton-I don't know what became
t

1
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of that magazine. I never saw it again. Noone herenot even the library-keeps files back that far. You'd find
it in a city. I haven't looked. I-until you spoke just nowI hadn't-thought of it in twenty years."·
"You exaggerate, darling."
l'I wish I could describe the drawing that was reproduced on that page. I don't know now what it was about.
I do know that it wasn't perfect-it was simply and hauntingly wistful in its imperfection.
"I said something-I don't know wha~. Mary and Tom
came to look over my shoulder. The others crowded up., Ann
sat there, like Mother Carey, letting events find their own
channel. The picture completed the spell that the afternoon had begun. Nothing seems real on a day like this.
You-" I touched Hilton to make sure that he was there.
He nodded. He could be understanding at times.
-"I knew from the first who had done the drawing. Ann
planned her little climaxes so neatly. Though there. was
nothing legible about the scrawled signature at the bottom
of the page. Anyway, we didn't know the name of the girl.
I felt a little proud of myself, but the rest accepted my designatiQn so readily that I suppose they must have guessed it,
too.
"Mary, of course, could stay under no enchantment very
long. She asked, "May we call her, Ann? We-well, we have
tQ see her!" Ann shrugged. She wouldn't put herself out.
But s€>meone telephoned Patterson.
"He couldn't remember the girl. . However, he did believe th~t one of -his c\irks, whose name he coqld not recall,
lived in that old rooming -house Mrs. Rawlins used to keep
out on Mill Street.
"I called Mrs. Rawlins. She was· smooth and sweet on
top, but angry underneath. I had doubtless disturbed her
Sunday afternoon nap. After all, I didn't even know the
name of the person I was asking lor. She had started to hang
up the receiver when she thought of something. There had
been one of Patterson's clerks in her house earlier in the year.
But she didn't believe she was·there now. She'd go see."
4
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Hilton stirred. "I don't believe it," he said: He did,
though. I c,ould tell. And he had never seen the statue.
"When a voice spoke in my ear again, it was not Mrs,.
: Rawlins'. It was a voice I had never heard before-and yet
~
I must have heard it often enough during those two years:.
, It was, at the same time, the combination of all the voices I
had ever heard, raised to the height of mediocrity. It was
the voice of the clerk from <Patterson's.
"I told her who we were and what we were doing. I
asked if she co;uldn't come out for a while. We had seen
her drawing in the magazine. We wanted to ~o~er.
Someone would"" go after her if she ~ould come. /
"She hesitated for a moment. I can feel that hesitation
now. I was more anxious for her to accept than I had been for anything in a long time. I was terribly afraid she wpuld
not come. I had ,th~ feeling that she did not really existthat I'd never see' her. I forgot that, accurately speaking~ I
must have seen her time and again. Then she said, 'Why,
yes, thank you,' so colorlessly that I was frightened. People
-human beings, do not talk like that.
"Tom went after her. He had his car, and the rest of
us hadn't. I pulled a stool over to Ann's c~air and sat down.
H 'How did you know?' I asked, and Ann told us how
, she had gone to the counter for
. the magazine, which had
been lying there, ope~ at the picture. When the girl came
'back with her change, Ann had said, without looking at her,
'I'd like to have done that!' and was startled by-the clerk's'
replying, 'i did.'
I>
<
"Afterwards, there was a tremendous silence in the
room. Tremendous seems a large word for such <a small
'place, but it was-like-that. Even Mary, from all her casual
store, found no word tp say. The sun beat in on us. No
wind stirred the curtains. It was I who finally broke the
stillness, and then only in an undertone to Ann. I was
jealous of Ann's finding her. And I wanted to know how
such a person came to be working at Patterson's.
~
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"Ann shrugged again. 'They needed a clerk and she
was there.' You fiknow how*terse Ann could be. Provoking'
at times. I was not I?rovoked then, however. I was too
busy with my own thoughts. Trying to rearrange the life
of this girl I had not seen. 'Surely/ I said, 'she'll be able to
sell all she can do of things like this. Or some good paper
will take her on as staff artist.'
"Ann stood up. : We had all reCognized the horn on
Tom's car. She turned back to say, however, 'She does very
little of that sort of thing,' and something else that gave me
to understand that the girl worked almost entirely in clay.
"The words, depr~ssed me. They, weighed upon the
vague unrest of the afternoon, coloring the very walls of the
room. I have never liked sculpture. I admire it, but I d~ not
like it."
"Graveyard hangover," said Hilton. It might have
been., "Did the girl come 1"
"Yes, she came." I was trying to think how best to
tell him about her. "She came and we saw her, but we
couldn't remember wha~ she looked like the next day. She
talked to Uf:!, too, but we couldn't remember what she said.
She just didn't click. There wasn't a single thing about her
that was significant. I took her hat and jacket into Ann's
room and tried to think about her. I did not remember then
-and I· do not remember now-the color of, her eyes, her
dress, her hair.
"And Tom's face-someone else said they would walk
home with her. Tom left- almost immediately. He has
never mentioned that afternoon to anyone, so far as I know."
Hilton broke in. "No. I knew there was something
there-something you had all forgotten. I couldn't ask.
You were sleep-walkers. I dared not disturb you for fear
of what might happen inside yourselves."
"Sleep-walkers ... " It was a good idea. __
"Well, I went back into the room.. Mary was talkipg
to the girl, smoking her endless cigarettes and chattering her
endless nonsense at her. Ann, was, as usual, letting matters
~

J
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alone. I ,asked a question or twQ. The rest were bored. The
afternoof had promised them somethinw, and the promise
had not qeen kept. Here we were, putting ourselves out for
an extreIjnely colorless young woman who had had the. good
fortune ~o have done that illustration on Ann's table.. That
was all." I'~
' .
.
"But it wasn't all," said Hilton. ,"There is that statue
in,the ju l k shop in San' Antonio."
.
"No it wasn't all. I kept remembering the picture. The
rest of t em had forgotten it, I think. 1 thought about it all
_that nig- . Thought about the girl, too. 1 couldn't sleep for
thinking of her. The amber light of theafteFnoon was rec~eated i the pale moonlight outside my room. There was
. this girl. A clerk in patterson's bookstore. And no one
knew sh existed. No one would ever know. She should"have
b~en exh'bited at a fair. As a woman you could not see.
You saw her, but you could not remember her. Hilton, I
won't re ember tomorrow. Unless you bring that statue
and set i on my doorstep. - I don',t know why I'm remembering now.'
"I on't bring it." Hilton ran his fingers through the
sand, 100 ed at the sun. It was getting late.
"Th next day I went to Ann and asked her to go to Patterson's ith me. 1 told her 1 had to see the girl again. I
-wanted tsee if 1 could not overcome her fear' of us, her inability t show herself to people. 'I knew 1 couldn't, but I
wanted t try. 1 really wanted to assure myself that she
was ther. Ann went with me."..
.
.
"Ye?" Hilton took out his pipe, felt... the s,and on it, andJ
put it ba k.
"An ther girl was at the book-counter."
"I ish you'd get on "with the story." I knew how he
felt.
.
"W~ went out to Mill Street, walking as fast as we
could, cOljnpletely sile.nt. We'd had no success in getting any
informat1on out of anybody at the store, and Mrs. Rawlins
was. veryl near as bad. We eventually obtained some sort of .
I
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directions that led us to a room on the second floor.
"The door was open. We went in. The room, I think,
was curtained across. Pm not sure. I only know that, somehow, there were two parts to it. There might have been two
small rooms. The first thing that caught my eye was a row
of small modeled figures on a rickety table. I think it was
rickety. I don't know. I examined the figures.
" 'I was right,' I said.
_
"Ann turned from the table, eyeing me curiously~ I
showed her the figures, one by one.· I had evolved a theory.
Even the girl's work did not say what she had meant for it
to say. I remembered the wistful imperfection of the 'one
- drawing we had seen.
"'These are genius,' I said, 'but they've been hell to
do, and they do not say what she meant for them to say.
They're not clurnsy_·they just almost are.'
"Ann picked up one of th""e figures, stared at it, then
put it down abruptly, and going· hastily across the room,
flung aside a curtain. Until that moment, it had not occurred
, to me that the girl might be there in the~room with us, hearing, perhaps, the :words we had said. My eyes followed Ann.
"I had not slept any the night before. The whole affair
had worked ~remendously on my imagination. I screamed
at what confronted me.
,
"On another table, in that other part of the room, was a
life-sized figure.. I knew-as you knew when y<;m saw it in
San Antonio----that it had become what its maker had meant
for it to be. It was modeled after the face and form of the
little clerk. It was grotesque. It was eerie."
"It was alive," said Hilton.
"All the drabness was there that the real woman possessed. But her hands were out, and her eyes were pleading, and her mouth was trying to say words it never could
say. The figure was in agony-an ago~y of the soul in the
coarse prison of a body that shOQId never have belonged to
it."
'.
~
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Hilton nodded. "Yes, I said 'soul,' t06. I don't like the
'word, but it's the only one.
"Soul and body. Hard to get around, Hiltdn. They're
realities, more or less." ,
"More or less. But. the girl ?"
"She was lying on the bed. I knew when I turned
around how I should find her. So did Ann."
"She had killed herself, then?"
I stood up. After all, my story was told. The afternoon was becoming: evening.
I shrugged my .shoulders. A
,
trick I'd caught long ago from Ann.
"I don't think so."
"You mean no one $co~d have created that horrible
beauty and have lived ?" "Something like that. There is a soul in that figure,
Hilton.. By the way, I wonder who could have fired it for
her? And by what route it came to the place where ... "
\ ~
Hil~on interrupted~ "You mean an exch2nge of dwell,
ings? The latter, possibly, more articulate?"
I cried, "Don't please! You know how I detest logic."
Hilton stood up. We were both silent. Before us, the
water had all the colors of the sunset. The sand, too, was
faintly
light, and farther out, the sail of a fishing boat had
...
c6 ught the same,glow.
<
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Autumn at Taos
By MAUDE DAVIS CItoSNO

Autumn at Taos
Coming down the mountain in great golden steps
Is a giant dressed in gypsy colors
You do not forget.
Autumn is a giant-Bright blue at his head, bright lavender at his throat,
Sparkling yellow with green for his shirt and
shoes,
II
Green for his trousers, and red for his vest.
Autumn, the giant at Taos,
Scatters gold on the green trees and scarlet on the road-side
bushes;
Along- the river he walks slowly
Painting with vibrant hues
WIllow, boxelder, and cottonwood.
Dreaming by the river
The giant grows older
Forgetting his great golden steps
Down Taos mountain.

". .

When he crosses the mesa,
His yellow is str~w color, his scarlet umber,
His green is silken with gray,
And he is dusty and old.
"fhe gypsy giant who trod Taos mountain
With his great golden steps
(Though you have not forgotten)
Is gone.
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Preface to Kiva Religion
By GEORGE WARRINGTON LAW

is the well of the undying culture of that group
'
T
of natives, indigenous to the desert Southwest, known
as the Pueblo Indians. It preserves the living waters' of their
HE KIVA

traditional beliefs, their folk-lore, their religion. The kiva
has persisted in spite of the addition to most villages of
Christian ichurches. All that the ~eople of 'the terraced
hou~s have been, the web and woof of their present being,·
the brightening dawn of their future, belongs to the kiva.
Out of Shipapu carne the forefathers of the many tribes,
up from the dark world by a spruce-tree ladder through the
watery orifice of the original kiv~. They were led by gods
and heroes~ the shapers and directors of their destiny, to the
world of sun, earth and moon. Hence the symbol of the
kiva has been religiously preserved. Down into it men go
to commune with the gods. They emerge in apotheosis,
painted anp plumed and. sometimes masked, fantastic figures
in a gorgepus mythology, whose dance ceremonies stir the
roots of pr~mitive emotions and weave a spell of fascination.
The 't0rd kipa is.taken from the Hopi; for there are
many ton~es' among this people of common origin and cul-~
ture. Th~1 ~paniards called the sacred houses estu{as,after"
their stover-like construction. They described some as being
large enough for a game of ball.. Many of the modern kivas .
. accommod~te mote tha~ a hundred' dancers.
The oldest form of the kiv~, as revealed in such ruins
as Pueblo [Bonito, was circular. The rectangular· form is
more comIfon to~ay, although both -are in use. At San Ildefonao a ci~cular and a r,ectangular stand side by side. The
character Icommon· to them all is .of being sub~rranean,
actually or figuratively. In the latter case they' are built
partly or e tirely above ground, but must be entered through
a hatchwa in the roof.
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The walls inside are usually decorated with symbolical
paintings. Stone or adobe benches are' built along the base.
Behind the ladder is a low platform upon which for special
ceremonies, altars are erected and symbolical objects assembled. In the center of the room is a shallow pit for the
sacred fire, the smoke ~ding egress as best it may. Some
kivas contain special symbols of Shipapu made of stone or
cottonwood with holes in the center.
Such is the kiva. Out of this well of IivingifIIfi!ers has
.be:en dipped the dream-lik,e substance of a w~r:oi\~ife visionary to the Homeric degree of an advanced primItive culture, but a step removed from civilization.
.
The Pueblo Indians were discovered in 1539, playing
their- strange and picturesque drama. The Spaniards harried them with sixteenth century Old Worldism, -and the
peacefully inclined natives incorporated aspects of the foreign culture without changing their own. They remained
true to their traditions for our discovery and molestation
in the nineteenth century.
Every culture has an inner structure of beliefs and traditions and an outer form of customs and manners.' The one
is the text of the play, the other the enact~d drama. To
tamper with either is to introduce bewilderment and confusion. It has taken us, "the superior race," half a century
to realize this; but at last the-Pueblo Indians are free to live
on in their own way, secure within the conscience ,of their
tribal imagination. Under the new policy of the Indian
Office native tribes may enjoy the Iib~rties guaranteed to
later Americans, and the religion of the kiva has the same
rights as any other.
To stand upon a mesa within this land of magic form
and brilliant color, is to lay -open one's mind to the myth
making tendency. To the mesa-dwellers it is a homeland
near and dear, peopled with their gods and heroes. From
their point of view the material and the spiritual attributes
are inseparable. The climate, the soil, the winds, the clouds,
the sudden ele~tric stormS', the fantasies of sky, the mirages
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of earth, he .life-giving rains-all are inextricably woven
with altar, prayer:-plumes, dances, rituals, work, and personal con uct. Their world and life, from the remotest
things to he most personal, are eXplained and ha~onized
through t e triBal imagination, with .the result that they
achieve e sily an adaption that is both workable' and
happy.
.
The a airs of their daily life are the glamorous stuff of
children's stories. They are superior animals in whom
imaginati n, not individual but tribal, has been ~released.
Hence the r life is ~highly colored with fanciful touches out
of the lore of their animal past. -\
.
Our e deavor was to educate and change them, to adapt
them to 0 r world, to wake them ull--:-rudely. Our faith
has cloth us with the benevolent attitude of coercing the
Indians in our superior ways of believing and living. We
succeeded practically in exterminating the Indians of the
plains. B t in the Pueblo tribes we encountered a faith more
steadfast 4an our o\Wn. In spite of seventy years of pressure and btrusion, the Pueblo Indians remain true to the
essentials f their kiva fantasy.
They have taken on doubtful modern blessings of
.methods nd contraptions, spoiling somewhat the stage
effect; bu the old drama goes on
. as surely as it did before
European set foot in kiva land.. We of the wakeful race,
to whom ream·s are only dreams, hardly penetrate the signIficances woven through the kiva schemeology. About all
we can do is' to observe the drama" partly in its integrity as
preserved in the ceremon,ial dances; and partly in~ shifts of
action, mi or- changes of props, and in the mfssing of cues,
for' which he influence of oUr civilization is responsible.
The iva religion is worthy of the designation. Education is no common among the indians. But those who have
been brou ht up as children within the ·kiva influe~ce, turn
back by p eference to the ways of their forefathers. In the
immemori I myths and legends,. the time-honored customs
and taboo, they find peace, gentle manners, tolerance, iildus~

.
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try, dignity, and a certain stoic mastery over fate. In their
ceremonial dances they find a deep mysterious significance,
which in its blood-and-soul stirring emotion seems to link
man with the underflowilJg river of'life through nature,
singing as it flows.

Cinquains
By

LARESSA Cox McBuRNEY

Beauty
These be
Beauteous things:
A stalwal1 pine ... blue spruce
On sunny glade . . . aspen above
A brook.
Desert Sunrise
Daybreak
Long gray shacJows,
A tinge rose on cliff,
Glory of gold on far headland,
Sunrise! .
Night

Just now,
Out of the depths
Of the darksome forest
A whisper floated mournfully,
Night is born.
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By CURTIS MARTINf

a picture of Rudolph Valentino on the whitewashe wall of the room. It was a large picture, wide
and tall, th dark face and slick hair showing plainly in the
enlarged p owgraph of the movie idol. Across tile room
on 'the oppo ite wall hung the picture of an old Indi,an, white
hair down ver his shoulders.
The ad be shack clung low beside the creek that trickled
from the d eper canyon, through 'the cottonwood trees, and
out beyond the plain.
., _
The su was rising, throwing long shadows, irregularly
over the na row floor of the canyon an~ the creeping water.
In the deep r water at the head of the creek a. -ti~y trout
splashed on e and settled to the rock -bottom of the stream,
to hold quiv ring against the current. Smoky sh'ldQwS hung
below the I va rimrock, over the pine trees, over the cotton'
woods, wit their roots in the movi.ng water.
The ir egular shadows shortened as the sun rose brilliantly, and in the room the dark pictures emerged more
clearly agai st the white wall, the eyes of Valentino matchi~g, gleami gly, the eyes of the Indiab.
A grea y blanket stirred on the low bed in the ~corner
of the room. A P9ck-marked face lifted from a: soiled pillow,
and flashin eye~ -glanced about the room, not noticing the
two framed photographs; they had hung in their places too
many years or that; then the head. went back on the pillow.
But the eyes stayed op~n, staring at the brown boards of the
ceiling, not ve feet above.
Outside a rooster crowed, and now in the brilliant sunlight a herd of goats shot up the bank of the stream, across
the yard to t e top of the earth mound over the cellar.
. The bla k eyes on the pillow winked and J osepb' turned
Q1l his side.
'

T
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"Maria," he said to the woman in the bed beside him,
"Es Tarde, it is late. Let's be up."
There was no answer but the bed heaved as the round
mass of woman rolled from beNeath the blanket.
"Jesus," the pock-marked Joseph shouted. "Jesus, get
out. Get out, it is late." From beneath the door came
man's voice in muttered answer.
After the woman was dressed and out of the way, J 0seph rolled across the bed, dropped his IQng feet to the rough
floor and rising, his neck bent to miss the ceiling, stretched
his giant, big-bellied frame. He glanced at the picture on
the wall at the foot of the bed. But there was no thought in
his mind as his eye took in the harsh face of the Indian, the
long white hair that seemed almost greasy, even -in the photograph. Joseph moved his hand over the short hair at the
back of his head; hair now turning gray, a glistening gray
like that of the Indian in the picture. The same fierce light
shone from the photog:raph as that which struck from· the
eyes of old Joseph.as he reached for his shirt. Over his s~irt
he pulled a slack nair of overalls, and shoes in hand, padded
heaviiy through the low doorway to the outside. doming
into the sunlight he dropped his shoes beside the door and
stretched, again facing the low rimrock of the upper canyon.
He brushed his hand over his head, pushing back the gray
hair, revealing the wide, deep pock marks on his forehead.
Looking about he saw the goAts, butting and plowing
up the dirt of the cellar mound. Bellowing heartily, he
rushed across the yard and grabbed a stick from the fence
and Jlung it heavily after the fleeing goats. Picking his
way carefully now across the pebble-strewn yard, wincing
from the sharp rocks on his bare feet, Joseph returned to the
doorway and, seating himself with a sigh on the door sill,
laced on his heavy shoes.
As old Joseph laced his shoes, the door at the other end
of the adobe opened and a thin man of twenty came out. He
was dressed sturdily and almost neatly. His eyes were narrow but doubly brilliant; peering, seeing eyes.

a
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Th young man grunted as'· he came abreast of his
fattier. The old man was heaving as he folded over his
great b ly to lace his shoes. The young man, Jesus, stood
as his f ther had done and gazed up the canyon, where the
sun was now rapidly melting the mist.
nis shoes laced, Joseph stood up, large beside his son,
and mo ed off to the tiny outhouse, just behind the adobe.
jesus leaned back against the' wall. Suddenly hesteppoo.
, forward and, turning, bent inside the doorway. When he
straightened, he had a long rifle in his hand. KneeliI,lg, he
.aimed and the roar made the earth tremble. Up beyond the
goats, on the. hillside, a lean yellow coyote kicked weaklY1,
the blood trickling from its nose and ears.
Old Joe, burst from the outhouse, lunging .against the
door and splintering one side- of it. "Caramba, what· happens?" he shouted. His son's face twisted upward in a tight
smile. "Up there," he said, "above the Cabras. One coyote.'I'
His hand passed along the stock of the rifle. 'fhen he leaned
it against the wall and opening his knife as he went, he
~limbed the hill to scatter the goats from his kill. '
When Jesus returned he carried the evil smelling skin
in one hand and the bloody knife in the other. Laying the
skin on the corner of the roof, he wiped the knife blade on
his pant leg and entered the house.
His father sat hunched over a plate of fried squash,
from, which he dipped large mouthfuls with a ,folded tortil}a.. Beside him was his wife and at the other end of the
small table was Jesus' wife, Barbara: Her brown eyes were
happy as she looked at her husband. The fat pouches undell'
her eyes moved upward as she smiled.
•
"My God," the old man said looking at his son, "You
smell like the hell.?' But he waS&happy.
Finishing breakfast, the "father and Jesus and his wife
pushed back from the table, and went out of the house to the
rude shed near the creek. Each taking a hoe they crossed the
stream and climbed the bank fo the level ground above.
There, enclosed
by a straggling five-wire fence, was a large
,
I
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pat4h of garden. Beyond the garden, and enclosed by small
separate fences were three ancient apple trees, bending now
with green apples the size, of eggs.
Without speaking, the. fat Barbara let down the wire
gate and went inside, beginning to hoe between the rows of
corn nearest the gate. Joseph closed the gate and with his hoe
on his shoulder went to the far end of the field. J esu~
had already gone up the stream a hundred yards, where the
water was dammed up by a twenty-foot earthen dam,· and
opened the ditch that carried water to the garden. Cleaning
the ditch carefully in front of the oozing water he had a fair
sized stream entering the field within an hour. His father
had already laid out ditches down the rows of corn, which
had been cleared of weeds, and along the long rows of squash.
The men worked silently together, threading the water
to the rustling plants, saw the old mother hobble down the
bank and cross the creek, and come through the gate. She
spoke a minute with Barbara, then went along the corn
rows feeling out soft ears for roasting.
The sun burned into'the narrow canyon, driving fiercely
into this wedge in the earth, reflecting from the hillsides
and dropping agai~ on the laborers in the field. The old
woman worked methodically down the rows.
.Together the men heard the scream and running, they
reached the old woman and saw the snake slide away beneath
the heavy vines of a watermelon. Barbara was there at the
same instant and ripped the dress over the knotted, heavy
legs, as the old woman direCted with mutterings and pointings. The bite was high pn the thigh, a mere nick, through
the: heavy clothing, as she had kneeled to gather up an ear
of corn she had dropped.
They carried her into the house and Barbara turned
away, her face contorted, as the son held the thrashing l~gs,
while the father with knee firmly on the woman's chest, cut
a deep, even "X" over the green mark of tQe tiny fangs.
Jesus would have sucked the wound, but it bled freely as the
woman rested. And they knew it was not bad now, merel~
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a scratch, while .the other time, three years before" it had
been deep in the calf of old Maria's leg. Barbara brought
kerosene and, soaking the cloth· in a solution of kerosene and
salt, she tied it over the wound to draw the poison. ~,
Placing Maria half-upright on a couch beside the table,
the men went back to their watering. Barbara went to the
fi~ld and gathered up the corn Maria had dropped and taking
it back to the house, started a fire and set a kettle of watm"
. to boil. Maria dozed, almost restfully, on the couch. Jesus
spent a little time looking for the rattler before his father
called him back to work.
.
In the 'evening Old Joseph and Jesus milked ..the· goats.
The cabras had to be roped and dragged, their four feet furrowing the earth, to the fence where their heads were tied
close to a post. It was twilight when the milking was done
and the goats deriven back across the stream. Jesus took
the large can of 'milk to the fenced-in spring above the house,
and set it in the running water; weighting it with rocks.
Taking a smaller can which had been in the water since the
evening before, he returned to the house. His father was
standing bare-headed in front of the door, his }luge bodly
wider than the 'doorway, his head higher than the sloVing
roof. He had just come up from the creek where he had been
washing. His 'chin and hair were dripping water. He was
looking off up the canyon, over the black rimrock, where a
few stars showed in the coming darkness. Jesus, the boy,
stood beside Joseph a minute before entering the. kitchen
with the milk. The table was set, waiting. Old Maria was
propped up,eating a bowl of green soup.· Joseph came in
then, and they ~at to the table~
After dark, the light from the flickering coal oil lamp
piccatching and reflecting from the glass fronts of the two
I!t
tures, there was a knock at the door. The men glanced
at each other, ;Jesus stepping back as his father
called,
,
"Quien es? Who is it?" Then the loud voice of Pedro came
. back, booming, "Es Pedlro. Open up. Open up."
Joseph sprang to the door, face alight, and swung it inward, and Pedro'"4a blinking baby in his arms, and a short,
I

I
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pretty woman following him, entered. Into his arms, baby
and all, Joseph clutched Pedro, then the woman. From the
othe~ ro~m came the querying voice of "Old Maria, and a dark
light crossed Joseph's eyes as he explained quickly in Spanish. "But it is noth~ng, is nothing now," he said. "In a week,
all right," he said, explaining to this other son of his. Jesus
backed into a corner and sat down as. Joseph made much
over this Pedro, the older son, who had dropped in for a
visit from over the mountain.
Pedro was a large man, nearly as tall as his father, with
a heavy body that had no fat on it yet. His eyes flasHed
beautifully in the light, his arm and shoulder muscles rolled
under the light polo shirt he wore, and the slick hair, the thin
moustache, and brown skin matched the Valentino in the
picture. You knew now why it was there. Even now, as
they talked, Pedro's eyes roved to the picture, saw it in. its
accustomed place, were satisfied, wond~red a moment. if his
own features still so nearly matched those of the pi~ture as
they once had. Jesus in the corner watched his brother's
every move.
Pedro's wife, too, was beautiful, and that was not all;
she had an inheritance. Her father had worked many years
for a lawyer, and the lawyer, seeing the old Mexican failing
in health, had sold his property for him and adding a sum to
the amount, had set it aside for the daughter, Audelia.
AudeIia's father had hated Pedro. Now he was dead and
Pedro had married his daughter and was living comfortably
on the twenty-five dollars a month they would receive as
long as Audelia lived. . Pedro was npw a man of leisure '
with an income. Once a month he and his wife came over
the mountain from the little village of Folsom to visit Joseph.
Pedro brought word of his sister, Mary, whose husband
ran an ash truck in Trinidad. "She is, coming here for a
visit," Pedro said, moustache working thinly up and down
above pis lips; lips so deli~ately red that they- seemed ex- .
pertly colored. "She will bring all the kids and come for a
visit. I will wait here to see her."
,

I

~
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IIBi, si, yes, yes," Old Joseph cried. "You becha. This
summer all come to see me. We have plenty. Plenty in the
garden to eat. No, Jesus?" "
They talked late, Pedro and his prettywife,.with the
inheritance, and Old Joseph. Barbara and Jesus sat silently
by, Barbara smiling honestly at times, but sometimes almost
sneering.
The next day 'there was no·work. Maria was feeling
_better and thought that she would be up in a few days. At
.. noon the two horses were driven in from the pasture, the~
dilapidated harness strung on them, and hitched to the
wagon. Joseph, with a'gleaming, new white hat and wide
smile, climbed to the seat and started for the railroad station
nineteen miles down the creek to get his daughter and her
brood.
It was ten o'clock that night before the loaded wagon
returned to the yard. The children in the w~gon were all
asleep,. but the huge wdman beside Old Joseph was wide
awake. As the horses limped to a stop she jumped frorn the
wagon' and burst into the house, stuJ:!lbling over a box in
the dark, and sending it spinning- acr..oss the room, crashing
into the table. HAh~, Mama. Mes hermanos. Mes hermanas.,
My brothers. My sisters/' she cried.
As soon as Joseph fumbled a'light she waddled {rom one
bed to another, soundly kissing everyone, then beginning
over again, exclaiming in Spanish, constantly, about the
rattlesnake bite, the size of Pedro's baby, and the long trip
from Trinidad.
While she talked Jesus. and Barbara" crept· out of the
room and to the side of the house, wpere they had prepared
. a lean-to with a thin bed, in case th~re was no mistake and
the sister did arrive.
Old Joseph carried the five sleeping children into the
house, then the baby asleep in a market basket. They were
all placed in one bed, their bodies twisted, one sleeping acros~
another's head, and one using
another's feet for a pillow.
.

;J ,
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The children were up with the sun and bounding in and
out the narrow door, waking Barbara and Jesus in the leanto, waking everyone in the house. When.Joseph looked out
he saw thre~ of them running the goats dver the ridge at a
high lope, the oldest bouncing along holding a jumping goat's

tail.

I

That morning Maria lay in her bed and gave orders that
Barbara get plenty of everything from the garden and fix.
up for company. Barbara sullenly started across the creek
but Mary came after her crying for her to wait. In the garden Mary stripped ears, large and small, soft and hard alike,
from the corn stalks and flung them into the basket. She
jerked squash and watermelons from the vines, almost uprooting the plants. She gathered a bushel of green beans
and another of peas. Then, surveying the harvest, she
shouted loudly for her children to come and carry it to the
house. Two youngsters finally did come, but as they were
going out the gate, leading to the ground, a scared goat crept
out' of the bushes and ran for the hills. The food was
dumped immediately and the half-naked chil<Jren were away,
with dark legs flying, over the weeds, over the lava rocks,
away up the mountainside after the vanishing goat.
. Old Joseph stood across the creek and roared with
laughter, and after a time, when his hU'ge belly had stopped
shaking, he carried the food to the house.
In the kitchen Barbara set to work, under the voluble
advice of her sister-in-law, Mary, to prepare the meaL-Jesus
took up his rifle and went up the stream, eyes lowered. Pedro
and Joseph talked in the cool room where the pictures of
Valentino and the ancient Indian hung.
"
It was dark when Jesus returned down the creek. The
children poured from the hillsides to see if he had any game,
and their mother, who had called them without result for
an hour, grasped up two of them and drove the others into
the adobe, before they could escape.
Under the yellow, glint of the smoking light they wrote
out an order to Montgomery Ward and Company of Denver.

1

"t""
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Joseph had sold furs in the spring and later twenty kid goats,
and had saved all the money for this occasion. He had
fifty-five dollars that needed spending. Before the order
was finished it had to be rewritten three times. Twice because changes had, been decided, and the third time because
, the youngest 'of the children, that is the youngest walking,
member, had snatched the order blank from the itable andj
escaped under the bed, and before he could be dragged outl
he had clawed the paper
to pieces. '
,
When the order was finished there was something for:
everyone. Even Pedro, whose wife had an inheritance, had'
placed
an order
for.
a large size bottle of hair oil. There:
,
.
were shoes for each ,member of the house, and over-aIls for
the men, and stockings for the women and girls. Jesus sat
in the corner. There had been something that he had wanted
. to order for Barbara, but he could not speak now in fron~
'. of so many of them.
i
It was a week before' Pedro took his bahy in his arms
and, with hi's wife following, set out over the mountain~
fo.r ,his home; and still three days later before Mary's husband rattled up the canyon in an ancient model ''T'' truck~
with solid rubber tires on the fr.ont wheels, and demanded
that his wife and children return home to the city. When
they left the truck was loaded with vegetables of all varieties~
To Jesus, as he watched,,it seemed that they loaded .the truck
with all the food that it could possibly bear, then thr-ew the
children on top of that, then dr()-v.~ off slowly, down the~ tr~i1,
out to the prairie. Across theLthin running stream the gar~
~:~f=~:~IY shorn. No protection there now for, hi1ng .

-t'
0.

~

',In Au~st whe~'the s~reallJ had al.~ost stopped flowirg,
and the sun poured Into the canyon, borIng for the c'enterj of
"
the earth, Jesus got a 'job.
, Jesus' 'uncle Dap., broth:er of Old M;8.ria, came over th~
.mt>untain trail Qne ~venitig- to stay ~.whi1e, but also bringing
, - ' goOd news. . THe ~governmeni:biQlogic~l survey had decided
•
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to poison prairie dogs,in that district. Those srlall burrow- "
ing animals were the dearth of that W~stern country ~ T:3ey'
dug hoies and mowed down vegetation over areas sometimes
covering several square miles, then moved on to the S'ame11 ~
performance at the next well vegetated spot. The government had decided to poison as many as possible.
A week af~er Dan arrived with the good news, the go~
ernnient director drove up with a truck load of poisoned
grai~. Old Joseph's house being the first along the canyon
trail~ the director stopped there and unloaded the poison.
Uncle Dan was waiting for him an? asked for a job3for
lll
himself and Jesus. The jobs were given and Jesus appointed _
foreman for the district. He wls given orders to hire si~
other men and I?roceed to distribute the poison.
Gallantly Jesus, Dn an old saddle, astride one of the long- _
lipped work horses, set out up the canyon to hire his men.
He :flound six men eager to work for the mont!). that the
poisQn would last, and to receive the three .dollars a day the
government paid, for a man and horse. They accepted Jesus'
offer, but looked sullenly after him as he rode away.
The first morning the six' men rode up together and
waited silently for their orders. Jesus had things straight in .
his own mind, but he had no idea how to tell the men what
to d~. So he showed them the sacks of poisoned grain that
were: to be tied to their saddles, and Dan explained how they
were to scatter a handful , of grain near each dog hole they
saw during
the day's ride.
•
That first day Jesus rode silently"behind the group, following where they led. The second morning he told them
that he believed they would work out a certain section near
a Juan Gonzales' farm.
At the end of the week Jesus took a half hour every
morning to give each man explicit and detailed orders as to
what he was to do that d~y. Through the day Jesus was left
alone with Dan, as the others grouped together talking in low
tones, which turned t<1 silence when J esps approached.
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, . Among the men, who were1-all black,rdark-haired, lowbrowed !\:lexicans, was one young fellow of twenty. He was
fat and aily; but he had been to school in Trinidad and had
finished the'i fifth grade. This" young Pablo knew of no
especial r.eason why he should be taking orders from Jesus.
'" The thought that Jesus was his master was insufferable to
Pablo. Pablo had a cousin, a tall slow Mexican who had
been perfectly sati~fied to 'do his work quietly at first, but
who was very touchy· by the end of the week, und~r the crafty
plan of the fat ~ablo.
"
On Sunday 'there was no work. It was a·calm day with.
the sun boiling.along the edges of fleecy white thunderheads,
tokens of rain to come. O'
Jesus lay i:tI the shade of the largest apple. tree and"
listened to the heavy drone of insects around him. ' Barbara
sat nearby, watching the goats along the hillside. Jesus
stretched lazily. He was enjoying his day of rest afte.r labor.
Th~ white clouds boiled, passing overhead, changing shape
.
as Jesus watched.'
. Barbara, from the side and rear, watched Jesus' face
as he chewed on a tough apple skin. Half in the \lot sun she
drowsed and thought' about the children she did not have,
although she had been marrie'd two years. As'she watched
she saw a man come out of the trees up the canyon and walk .
toward the adobe.. She did not speak to Jesus, who lying
down, did not see. She saw that the man was Pablo.
Pablo spoke a moment with Old Joseph at the aoorway :
of the adobe, then came across the creek to the apple tree.
"Como lo va?" he said to Jesus. ~'How .are you? How
are you ?" His mouth worked loosely, and he slobbered over '
his chin. He took'the bottle from his hip pocket. "Have a
little," he said.
.
Jesus took the bottle and swallowed ·some. of the wine.
and passed it to Barbara. She looked at the bottle and,,,
handed it back to Pablo.
"How goes things?" Pablo asked Jesus. "How are
things?"
~
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"Good. Good." Jesus relaxed and began talking.
When the bottle was empty Pablo stood up. "We will
go up to my house. We have more up there," he said, looking
at the bottle.
'
~
Jesus was up instantly, but Barbara caught his
"No,;·Jesus," she said. "Not today. Please not t'oday."
:Jesus shook her off and the two men s~rted without
another word, unsteadily up the path.
They. had been gone an hour before Barbara got. up
from beneath the apple tree and went hurriedly across the·
stream to the house. She went inside and came out with an
old straw hat on her l].ead.' Old Joseph saw her go, but did
not speak.
Under the trees she began to run, ·her heavy sides rolling. Coming over the slight bank she saw Jesus and Pablo
and the tall cousin in the yard below her. Jesus fell from a
blow as she looked. He was up instantly and with flaming
Indian eyes, and Indian savagery that came down to him
from the old Indian in the picture, he knocked Pablo down
and began beating the tall cousin back· against the wall of
the adobe. Jesus knocked the cousin down, just as Pablo
came up from behind and mashed Jesus' skull with a hard
driven rock. He fell stiffly backward, and Pablo began
beating in his face with the rock.
Barbara was down the bank, heavily over the fence and
as she passed she grabbed a pitchfork and, swinging wildly,
she struck Pablo with the first blow and knocked him over.
With c~azed eyes she made for the tall 'cousin who st&od a
moment before he turned and ran. She came back for Pablo,
but he staggered to his feet and plunged
inside the door of
.
the shack before she could reach hIm.
Jesus was blinking ·as she bent over him: the blood covering his eyes until he could not see. He struck at lier before
she could speak, then lay still when he heard her voice.
It was, dark when Old Joseph met th~m, halfway homerand together Barbara and the old man dragged ;r~us along, ,
over rocks, feeling for the path.
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In the house they bathed his face and hands, pulling
away flakes of dried blood, and felt the holes and knots aboUJt
his head. One eyebrow was laid open half an inch, the eyeball bulging crazily to the side.
Through the night Old Joseph walked softly before th~
door of the room. He felt the cold night wind, bu~ mostly h~
heard the mutterings from the bed where Jesus~ lay. He
looked at the high stars, and thought of his father, whose
pictnre hung on the wall across from Valentino~s, with. hiJs
white hair long and untamed.; Joseph felt his own closecropped hair, and thought of 'the changes that had come
during the last fifty years. He knew what his father -Would
have done in such a case as this, and he would have acted
instantly, not dragging his decision through the night like
this.
Still Joseph waited for the morning, doing nothing, unt~l
he saw how Jesus came out. He knew that with the blood
that flowed in his veins there could be only one decision.
Still he waited.
At daylight the muttering lessened and in the half-liglilt
Joseph leaned i.nside the door and saw his son, dark on the
pillow and Barbara asleep, kneeling beside the bed. He went
closer to~be sure that both were breathing, and straighten~d
when he knew they were.
Outside again he looked out over the rimrock that sep- arated him from the world, and saw the beginning of a beautiful morning. He went down to the stream and wasned lis
head and face, and went to his bed beside Old Maria, n~t
answering her questions. Just before he slept he knew
,and was glad that he had waited.
felt stronger, somet
how,' than the Indian in the picture. He was glad that lit
would be he who 'went for the sheriff that day, and not someonef\.else sending fQf the-sheriff to hunt him.
II
"
. , .
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. Self in Retrospect
By ROBERT L. DARK, JR.

What of these instants men are living?
Instants live on and death defy.
Time is the constant not frail humans
Who recede and die.
Turn back the leaves of your life's volume;
Study each page in retrospect.
Who is that person found depicted?
Him whom you expect?
No. It is not your youthful image
But is a ghost intangible,
Someone with whom communication
Is impossible!

/

Fog in New. Mexico
By KATHERINE

POWERS GALLEGOS

Pale ghost, long lost from a chatoyant sea,
Sighi.ng of gulls and green waves breaking high;
Why do you still haunt my blue door,
White ghost that weeps for a far distant sea?
Deep in my soul salt tides rise and fall,
Crumbling mud wall, uprooting gray pine tree.
Mu~t I, too, haunt blue doors at daw~,
If I go back to some forgotten sea?
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.Smoke 'Talk
GRATEFUL to Profesgor C. H. -S. Koch for introducing

me to a new periOdical of great distinction. Christendom by name, it is a quarterly which will go into its second
. volume with the next (autumn) issue. Anyone interested'
in a really fine interpretation of the world today ought to
look at Christendom, on file in the University Library, thanks
to Professor K o c h . . ,
.
Christ~ndom has as complete and varied a bo~-review
section as I have ever seen, as well as an exceedingly wellclassified section of announcements of new books. Its conliberal
tributors are, generally, members of faculties of
'b
schools of divinity. Some of t~e theological and philosophical articles are 'pretty hard going for the lay reader. But
there is a plenty for the general reader. What immediately
strikes the attention is the well-integrated point of view that
the magazine las a whole maintains. This may be accidental
but it looks more like good editing..
. The point of. view is somewhat as follows. The breakdown of liberal democracy which extreme conservatives and
extreme radicals complain so loudly about, is not due to any
inherent fault in democrp,tic theories. We should admit,
however, the justice of the radical charge that the economic
system under liberal democracy has gone so far astray as
almost to wreck the whole political and social fabric. And
we should admit also the charge of the extreme_conservatives
that the anti-authorita,"ian . philosophy of individualism
under which liberal democracy once flourished, is n~w seen
to be a great breeder of diffusion and unrest. But going all·
the way with the radicals would mean the enthron~ment of
the naturalistic and materialistic ideas which have already
caused so much havoc; going ~ll the way with the extreme
conservatives would mean having the totalitarian state with
.no individual freedom of conscience or action. Let us reenthrone authority separately iitmen;s individual consciences, thereby saving men from the bitter materialism of
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-today at the same time that we preserve the system of
political democracy. In short, let us revitalize the Protestant
tradition.
I do not mean to say that I have given in this summary
something which is argued up one page and down the other,
in Christendom. I have simply tried to state what seems to
me to be the raison d'etre of the magazine, its underlying
theme, the thing th~t gives)t unity and direction. It is the
organ of a group of liberal Protestant thinkers who are alert
to every variety of political and philosophical thinking today.
Christendom, it seems to me, states, analyzes, and defend~
the best of the liberal tradition of the last three hundred
years.
#
. The position of Christendom, if I have correctly stated
that position, is open to attack from two sides, -by two kinds
of totalitarianism:: communism and fascism. And if any
reader thinks that the possibilities of our haviqg any two
such things to contend with, are very slight, he is the very
reader who needs to look into Christendom. The editors and
contributors are very much aware of the growing disillusionment with the liberal order, and are prepared to wage
controversy with the advocates of totalitarian theories.
And make no mistake about it: the latter are very formidable
.controversialists.
" The point of view represented by Christendom leaves
room on o~e side for a great deal of conservatism in morals
and phil@sophy. But don't get the idea that it has any
affinity with the Saturday Evening Po.r~t or Liberty League
point of view. Christendom's point of view also leaves room
for a.very progressive attitude in matters of political theory.
Christendom fills a need, and apparently is ~ling it very well. :
DUDLEY WYNN.

-
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THE POETS' ROUND-UP
HE 'ROUND-UP of the Santa Fe poets, now in its eighth
T . year
and in a fair way to become an in~titution, was held
the 13th of August in Hazel Hyde's patio. There had been
an attempt to sidetrack it in favor of a lecture by somebody
" four poets only.
or other, or the reading of poems by three or
But the readiness of fifteen poets to read and of 250 persons
to attend shows so much vitality in the occasion as it stands
that it will doubtless continue unchanged.
The vitality of the Round-Up from the point of view of
the audience· is the interest attaching to seeing and hearing
so many poets, for three or four minutes apiece. It has the
variety of ~ld time vaudeville. From the point of view of the
performers it is the opportunity to read new and unpublished
work. From a more general point of view it is an excellent
way for a new poet to make his bow, under the affectionate
eye of his seniors.
.
On the other hand, a lyric poem is the l~st thing one
cares about bellowing to an out-door audience. It is difficult
enough to read to a small audience in a quiet room. The true
lyric is not made for platform delivery. For this reason,
sufficiently obvious, most poems read each year at the Round- .
Up are impersonal, and many of them take ~arrative, topical, declamatory,~pigrammatic or humorous forms.
This year, Thomas Wood Stevens read four lyrics frem
an unpublisheel long poem, and by his presence and trained
voice achieved a success which is not usual at Round-Ups or
elsewhere. Witter Bynner read several exquisite lyrics, floating them, so to speak with humorous and children's verses.
He read" also a posthu~ous poem of gregtbeauty by
A. E. Housman. Lucy Sturgis More, Grace Meredith, and
Ina Cassidy also read lyric poems, with varying success; but
in any case one admires them for sticking to their guns under
difficulties. I mean, a poet's first duty is to use the pronoun
"I."
'.
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Mrs. Konopak chose her poems well, reading three of
local interest, and one, "Black Jesus," on our unfair treatment of ;the negro.. Mrs. Hughes read two ballads, one· of
them with the Irish flavor which makes ,her work unique
among Banta Fe poets. Peggy Pond Chorch, who last year
chose a series of unforgettable lyrics, this' year read a poem
on the death of Will Rogers, which is a new sort of thing
for her to do. It was well liked, however. Haniel Long
called his offering "Hailie Selassie before the League of
Nations," and for the third successive year at the Round-Up
he belabored the point that the world won't improve until
each of us does something about himself. He appears
ob~essed by this idea.
Marie Garhmd Fiske, in tny opinion, came off as well as
any of us, winning her audience instantly by eleven telling
epigrams of alarming honesty. Lenora Curtin was a decided
favorite too, because of the charm of her "versos," brief
translations of local Spanish word-catching and wisdom.
And the same was true of Stanley Vestal's verses on the first
families of the Southwest, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Rabbit et a1.
Dana Johnson concluded ~e program, as usual, with
one of his most amusing diatribes, this time on Santa -Fe's
drinking,water, muddy from a recent cloudburst at the second reservoir.
Ernest Thompson Seton was a guest of the poets, and
reaa his well known sketch of rat and rattlesnake, which has
t~e power of gripping adult as well as adolescent .through its
celebratipn of courage. The remaining poet to speak of is
Alice Corbin Henderson, who began the' program with a
moving tribute to Langdon Mitchell, who died last autumn.
Mrs. Henderson then read four sonnets called "Three' Bets,"
a record of conversation and points of view, about the condition of Hfe today. To me it was an unusual and memorable
series, aJ!ld I regretted that the. conditions'of the Round-Up
did not set it off at its true value. For such work, a different
kind of program, with two or three or four' poets reading,
*.
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and in the evening, in the shaded lights of a friendly room,
might well be offered Santa Fe as a supplement to the RoundUp; and perhaps next year Writers' Editions will work"out
such a scheme.
'.

,
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HANIEL LONG.
JOHN COLLIER IN NEW MEXICO

John Collier ftgured in Mexico thi~ _summer as one of
the ambassadors of good feeling between our republics.
Eleven years ago it occurred to Hubert Herring that one way
to promote international understanding was to encourage
relations along cultural lines. To that end, he organized the,
Committee on Cultural Relations with Latin America which
this year held its ,eleventh seminar in Mexico.
~c:
The seminar is composed 'of students from the United
States who spend several weeks in Mexico, listening to lectures by authorities from both countries and using their own
eyes and wits to see how Mexico is meeting her problems.
Some of her problems are quite different from ours. Others
are so alike that one country's experience may be invaluable
for the other.
John Collier believes that Mexico's methods of rural
education for both adults and children, of land ownership,
of co-operative 'marketing, of her. methods of dealing with
Indians generally may offer us valuable suggestions for our
management of Indian affairs. On the face of it th~ situation is very different. Our Indians are very few in cdplparison .with the bulk of the population. Latin Americalns like
to r~mi1;1d us that we: have killedoti our Indian problerlt. Still
to Mr. Collier there is nothing negligible about Indians, and
he has for years atched Mexico's wresting with a' group
with traditions, w ys and manners of thinking quite "distinct
from those Gf whi emen. He even; a few years ago,; ri~Igro
severe criticism b inviting Moises Saenz, a distinguis1ied
'Mexican educator to look over our IyCiian' situation and
advise. ).Wr. Colli r incurred th~ sharp displeasure of cer,
j,j.
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tain con~essmen who felt that it was un-American to assume that anybody could know more than we did. Mr. Collier characteristically stuck to his guns and Mr. Saenz spent
some time in New Mexico and Arizona.
At the eleventh seminar in Mexico this summer~ Mr.
Collier not only made one of the most effective addresses of
the program, but he spent time visiting schools, talking with
educators, and studying co-operatives in Indian villages.
As an ambassador of good will, John Collier is a suc.. cess. Intense and serious, eager to learn and' quite without
bombast or what Mexicans consider typical Yankee conceit,
he makes friends with Mexicans and convinces them that at
least one gringo thinks they are doing worthy and significant
work.
'
t-

ERNA FERGUSSON.

The Earth lSi Like a Ship
I

'

I

B¥ MAX KAUFMAN
I

The ~rth is like a ship
That Fails and never lands;
All on deck ~y
.
Inauc(lible commands.
Life is born ~board,
Rocked upoD,the waves,
Then goes down the hull
To be put in graves.
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The Burning
By

DOROTHY MARIE DAVIS

A little hungry tongue of flame darts out
And curls along the rotted sagging sill ;
. The old foot-guttered timbers writhe about
~~
As if some life pervaded Bodie still.
~·iThe glutton blaze devours saloon and hall;
!
It ~reeps along forgotten ridge and ~after
1
And licks the cobw~bs from the mouldy wall
And roars and· crackles high demented laughter.

"/

ci:

Old Bodie burns! They say they do not know
What spark set it afire, but old men tell
Of greeds and hates it kindled ye.ars ago, .
Of mine depths heated as from coals of hell.
Some smouldering revenge but six feet deep
Leapedfre~ to burn old Bodie
town, asleep..
.

j

Sonnet
By IRENE FISHER
"1 loved thee once, 0 Atthis, long ago."
'1
So Sappho sang. The slender chor~s of spring,:
For one who knew thee, nevermore will bring
The musie of thy yoice with all its low
~
Deep cadence to the listening ear. Although
Slow dripping tears cease not their salty ~ting,
I am aware of this the year's upswing,
How once 1 loved thee, Atthis, long ago.
I am not sad. The white plum petals drift
Across my hair with toucn ~ light as thine,
And down th~· wild spring wlnd the willows lac,e
Their greeR against the sky. It is the sign. 't
This spring, the clouds of my dark spirit lift.
1 see, 0 Att~s, wonders in thy face!
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Saludo a todos paisanos:

The highlights af the summer season from a literary
point of view have been: the publication of four books,
written by Albuquerque auth(i)rs (we. claimflDorothy Hogner) : the very successful
seriesI of lectures sponsored by Dr.
•
Pearce of the EnglIsh departn1ent, as a feature of the Sum~
mer Session at the University of New Mexico, and the Literary Conference at Las VegaS under the direction of Dr..
Lester Raines, of the Las Vegas NormaI.
According to flattering reviews in leading periodicals
throughout the country, the books written by the local
authors (all of which are reviewed in this issue of the QUARTERLY) are of the highest merit, and according to the b~ok
st-ores the sales have been more than satisfying.
Those who contributed to the success of the University's
series were: Paul Horgan, Haniel Long, Witter Bynner,
Lynn Riggs, S. Omar Barker, Ruth Laughlin Alexander,
Nina Otero Warren, and Michael Gold. Names which attracted; not only Summer School students, but the literati of
the town, and because of the outstanding success of the ,:.'
series, ·plans are being formulated for next summer'~
program.
The Las Vegas Conference annually attracts representative writers, poets and dramatists from Arizona, Colorado,
and New Mexico, and provide$ an excellent opportunity for
the layman and the amateur to learn a few. tricks in regard
to the craft of writing,. as well ~s to hobnob with the successful ones and hold post-mortems on recentlY4'published books.
Everybody had a grand time in spite of the fact that some of
the celebrities held forth, and: held forth. We suggest the
rule of the Paulist Fathers, "No soul is saved after the first
fifteen minutes." Speaking ot post-mortems, Dr. Raines'
[228 ]
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class demonstration of the ,choral reading of Paul H(j)rgan's
The Litany was the hest that we have heard in thes~ parts..
This particular poem of Mr. Horgan's lends itself bea.tifully.
to such an interpretation.
,
All "paisanos" welcome the return of Miss E~a FerIII gusson from a thirte.en months' stay in Guatemala a~d Mexico. Miss Fergusso~, author of Dancing Gods and F~e8ta in
Mexico, is not only one of the most distinguished Sou~hwest
ern writers, but one! of the most popular lecturers. While in
Guatemala she gathered material for her third book, which
she IS under contract to finish by September, and su~ervised
the Latin-America:q. Seminar there. During' the 'summer
Miss Ferg~sson lectured for the eleventh seminar iheld in
Mexico and 'Cuernavaca under .the auspices of the (fommittee on Cultural 'Relations with Latin America. ' Her forthcoming book on' Guatemala will be published by IKnopf,
which co~pany recently published tliree of Harvey !Fergusson's well known npvels in one volume. The book is called
Followers of the Sun, and contains: Wolf Song, I'~ Those
Day~, and Blood of'the Con'querors.
,.
The Story of New Mexico, by Dean G. P.Hamrhond, of
the University of New Mexico, and Dr. Thomas P.Donnelly,
of the Political Science Department, is just off the University
of New Mexico Press. This. history and government book
was recently adopt~d for state use, and represents ~~e work
'of outstanding anCjl representative scholar~ in the[ field of
history and government. One of the significant fe~tures of
the new book, aside from its s~holarly approach, is ithe fact
that it is beautifullY illustrated lin woodcuts 'by.a ~anPt Fe
.' artist. Another important publication by the UJ/Iiversity
Press is a series of handbooks by the University of ~ew Mexico and the School of American Research. The first one,
just off the press, ~s by Dr. Edgar L. Hewett and ~s called
The Chaco Canyon:and Its Monuments. Bobbs-Mer~ill Company annou~c~' as' one of the outstanding publicatlions for
September a book by Dr. Hewett, .:Ancient Life in Mexico and
Central America, which is non~echnical in natUll"e. Dr.
I
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Hewett, who is president of the School of American Research, has spent years in Mexico and Central- America
exploring, judging, and measuring the remains of the early
life there..
Conrad Richter, whose book of short stories, Early
Americana was published by Knopf last month, has just had
a new book accepted by the same publishers. It is called
The Sea of Grass and will be published in three installments
by the Saturday Evening Post before being released in book.
form. It is generally conceded by representative Southwestern admirers of Mr. Richter that the place left vacant
by the late Eugene Manlove Rhoades in the literary world
will be 'filled by this prol~:fic author, and the~ reputation,
which he has already achieved, warrants this judgment..
One of the most interesting boo~s of the late summer
season is one for children, called Indians of Today, by Mario
and Mabel Scacheri, published by Harcourt, Brace and Company and dedicated to Hugh Bryan, of Albuquerque. Mrs.
Scacheri is an Eastern newspaper woman, editor of a children's encyclopedia, and Mr. Scacheri is one of the most 01il~
standing commercial photographers in the country. They
spent several months in New Mexico a few years ago. The
narrative binds together . n inety of the most beautiful Southwestern photographs we have ever seen. Many of the Indian
character types posed for Mr. Scacheri at the World's Fair in
Chicago where he· was the official photographer, and where·
the acquaintance with Hugh Bryan began "whose true
Southwestern hospitality maqe the rhotographs possible."
The well-known Mabel Dodge Luhan has written the
story of her life in New York which will be published in
September by Harcourt, Brace and Company. The book
will be profusely illustrated and will deal with such well
known people as Heywood Broun, Carr Van Vechten, and the
late Edwin Arlington Robinson. Why it will be called
Movers and Shakers we don't know.
Kay Boyle and Lawrence Vail are editing a book of
.short stories called 365 DaysJ with one story for each day of ,.
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the year. Among th~ contributors are Norman Macleod,
Robert MeAlnan, and i Evelyn Scott. Norman Macleod has
recently sold three p~ms to Esquire.
Samuel French ard COlJlPaqy have brought out in an
attractive volume, two of Lynn Rigg's plays, Cherokee Night _and Russet Mantle. Paul Horgan has just submitted to his
publishers a dramatization of his well known" Harper's prize "
novel, The Fault of An"gels.
Kyle Crichton's name appears among the glittering
array 'of literary talebt who will select the winners of the
. Book of the Month Club's annual series of awards'. Four
fellowships of $2,;50~ each will.be awa~ed to 'authors of
, merit whose work ha~ not had the recognition it deserves.
Among the jurors are:Harry Hansen, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Sinclair Lewis, Carl Van Doren, Julia Peterkin, and
Henry Seid~l Canby. !
Ross Russell, husband of Monica MacArthur, is one of
the young, successful "pulp" writers in Los Angeles. Mr.
Russell is a graduate of the Un~versity of California at Los
Angeles, where his, wife is secretary to Dr. Goodwin, head
librarian. T. T. Flynn, dean of the "pulps" in New Mexico,
and one of the most successful writers of this type of fiction
in the country, was in Albuquerque recently for a visit with
his old friend "Jim" Threlkeld; of the New Mexico Book
Store.
Mr. Carey Holbrook, editor of the Health City Sun, has
just announced the winners of the annual Oren Strong
Poetry contest. The prize-win~ing poem, Futile Spring,
was written by Mrs. M. Cheney, who also won the third
prize for her poem, My Neighbor's Roofs, and received honorable mention, for two other poems submitted. Mrs.
Cheney's poetry has appearea frequently in the NEW MEXICO
QUARTERLY, and both of her prize-winning poems appear in .
this issue. Vallencitos de los Indios written by Manuela Williams Crosno was ~warded the second prIze. Mrs. Crosno is
" also a well known New Mexican poet whose work has been
attracting wide attention. She has published one volume of
I

i
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poetry and some of her, poems have appeared in such well
known anthologies as: Contemporary American Women
Poets, and American Voices. The September issue of the
New Mexico Magazine will contain .a story by Mrs. Crosno
called Martinez Treasure, which is one of a series she b.as
been writing ... Interesting to all of us is the news that the
poetry which has been appearing in the Highway Magazine
for the past several years will be published in an anthology
soon.
Spud Johnson, manager of the Villagra Book Shop in
Sena Plaza, Santa Fe, announces the publication in book
form of Paul Horgan's briiliant story-sketches of Santa Fe,
. entitled, "From ',the Royal City." These appeared first in the
Yale Review and have been acclaimed by New Mexicans as
Mr. Horgan's finest work.
One of the book events of the summer season for Santa
Feans was the publication of Dorothy Thomas' The Home
Place. One of the most important fall publications will be
Witter Bynner's book of Selected Poems. The volume will
represent Mr. Bynner's poetic work of thirty years find will
include the best ofthe contents of Young Harvard, The New
World, Spectra, The Beloved, Stranger, Caravan, Indian
Earth, Guest Book, and a shortened version of Eden Tree.
q

H asta la proxima, .
JULIA 'KELEHER.

..
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Odyssey of the Islands-Carl N. Taylor-Charles Scribners' Sons,
1936-$3.00.
-

The Wide -World Magazine, published in England, has
- long sought for tales of travel and adventure a little .beyond
the horizons known to the average reader. Since Carl Taylor,
as a student at the University of New Mexico, contributed
steadily to this magazine, his patural bent for digging into
the oddities of existence was intensified by this -association.
When he went to the Philippines a few years ago as an instructor in the University there, he was doubtless impelled by
the opportunitIes those islands offered to oile seeking the
bizarre in civilization and experience. Tiring shortly of the
classroom--classrooms the world around being, deadly to
one of his questing spirit-he set forth alone to seek out the ,
unreported corners of life that he felt existed in that maze
of island, jungle, mountain, and sea. That his 'search was
successful his book offers abundant evidence..
Starting in the Sulu Sea with the Bajao sea gypsies, he
found himself in a' world of smugglers and modern day
,pirates. Affli~ted with dysentery he submitted to treatment
at the hands of the medicine men of the gypsies. After adventuring in Zamboanga and Mindanao, he climbed to the
summit of volcanic Mount Mayon'in southern Luz9n. Thence
to Mountain Province to the abode -of the head-hunters and
- ,their' remarkable terracing of the mountain sides for the
raising of rice. From there he sought out, in northeast
Luzon; the jungle home of the pygmies and the head-hunters'who travel by rattan rope froIn; tree top to tree top.
.
In the majority of these tvanderings Carl Taylor was
accompanied only by his cargador, who was both guide and
pack carrier. Occasionally he chanced upon some old timer
in the Philippines, such as Captain London, Tuan Billy, Etheridge, and others, whose colorful existence and thrilling
yarns are reproduced as most interesting embellishments to
the author's,own 'experiences. ,
,
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The book makes no effort to settle the problems of the
Philippines in their relation to the United States. There
are references occasionally to contrasting modes of life and ..
. political practices, but these are· secondary tQ the faithful
reporting of things as the author saw them. As a travel book
of the little known fringes of the Philippines, Odyssey of the
Islands is a fine piece of work.
Our friend, Carl TaYlor,was throughout his life predominantly solitary. In the realms offriendsh.ip and social
contacts he went where his spirit led. Thus his friends were
not numerous but they were stauncher than most. This record of the searching of his 'fine spirit for the peoples and
events that were without the experience of most men was
typical of the life of this man. He ends his book with this
sentence, "My story is told." Odyssey of the Islands will
perpetuate for moSt of us the earnest, expl~ring spirit of·
., Carl N. Taylor.
JAMES P. THRELKELD.
Albuquerque.
Early Americamr-Conrad Richter-A. A; Knopf, New York, 1936$2.50.

All romantic fiction is laboratory fiction, that is, it cannot spring out of immediate experience or immediate environment. It must grow from materials carefully collected
in the research method and brought into the laboratory there
to find life anew under the careful nurture of the author.
Everything, 0:( course, cannot go down in the notebook.
Nature rarely has to, for past or present, her heat and cold,
her drouth and floods, her benevolence and inhumanity are
recurrent, the contemporary scene as satisfactory a record
as the meteorologist's or the geographer's. Conrad ·Richter
has made full use of his laboratory, past and present, so full
in fact that one must add that no good fiction can ever result
from formula or from mere industry in collecting materials.
Early Americana dwells entirely upon the pioneer folk
i,n the West, but they come West from the South and Middl~
.

.
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West, even from England, so that the- folk are"; early Americans-in a fairly general sense. People of a wide range of:
types they are, too, from the patrician Cornelia Porterfield"
mistress of a Georgia plantation, going west to be with her
father, to the cowboys of the Bar C or the desperadoes, of La:
Cruz, the latter echoes of the cattle gangs of William Bon"ney's day. The majority are earnest religious family groups
enduring Indian raids, drouth, isolation, the hardships of
primitive life with courage and faith, above all with a highmindedness and propriety which are essentially aristocratic.
Love is a stable element in their lives, and Mr. Richter
shows it young in the wedding of Laban Oldham and Catherine Lydia Minor, which occurs just after an Indian raid
ends the plans for another wedding, and mature in Nettie
and Frank Gant at odds over the coming of the railroad and
the young engineer with it who loves their daughter Juliana.
, Episodes in pioneer life, such as the arrival of the first piano '"
in a Western town, the rivalry among first settlers over land
boundaries and homestead titles, the trips over the t;rail made
by young women to seminaries in Missouri for schooling,
are the stuff for the pl9ts in Early Americana. With authentic detail and with~.poetically felt mood, Mr. Richter creates
something quite individual in the short story type.
There is a quality a little repetitious in the tight-lipped,
drawn-faced mood which dominates many of the stories. In
fact, Mr. Richter .seems to treat his 'themes with a sort of
compressed' solemnity which' gives them an oc,casional remoteness and unreality in spite of the vivid detail. This may
contribute to the beauty of style, for nowhere is the author's
work unfinished or rough. It is asa stylist that Mr. Richter
is most noteworthy.
,
The following picture is' from the story "Frontier
Woman":
'\
He did not talk fluently or gallantly, as the men
she had known in the South, but she was aware that
there had grown up between them a curious ~ond,
like the walls of a tranquil room. All the way into
~,
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his country she felt it, while the aspens on the
mountains shone like drifts of golden-October
snow, while the train forded icy mountain streams,
crossed upland meadows set with wild evergreens
trimmed like box and yew~ and rumbled by Mexican
villages brown of wall as the earth itself, scarlet
with hung chile and, yellow on the roofs with
pumpkins.
.
It is not easy to select the best story in Early Americana,

but if the reviewer were forced to pick one among them, he
would pick, "Smoke Over the Prairies," and nominate it for
an award, if there were one, as the best Western story in
recent years.
T. M. PEARCE.
University of New'Mexico,
Albuquerque.
The Home Place-Dorothy Thomas,. illustrated by Ruth GannettKnopf, New York, 1936-$2.50.

Dorothy Thomas, who now lives in Santa Fe but writes
about a middle western farm, is another literary importation
o-f whom New Mexico can be very proud.
The Home Place is ,a tale of the depression, but fro~ a
new slant. Miss Thomas deals with the families of three
soris, forced by hard times l;>ack on the old folks. And her
theme is not primarily poverty nor how to get out of it, but
the rub of antagonistic personalities held too close together.
It seems much ~ore worthwhile than th~ typical offering, all
disaster, or thePolly-annish one in which some gallant soul
changes all natulje by raising apples or hens.
.The Home place is a woman's book in the best sense,
toid from a wpmaU:s point of view and infused with a
woman's sensitiveness to what is going on. The conflict is
among the women and only they are sharply characterized.
Each qf the three wives is a distinct type. The older kitchen
martyr, kept comfortable over the hot stove by the cloak of
her own self-righteousness and her disdain of her si~ters-in... _
'"
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law. The, cheap city girl, who caught the family baby in an
,office where they both worked, and who whines and loafs disgustingly. And our heroine. Daughter of a small,;;town
banker, she was used to the daintinesses of life. Especiallyshe had known·and thought indispensable a privacy fn which
she could exe,rcise her talents for ller husband and' child with
some degree of dignity. The incident of her braving the'
family displeasure to give the child her orange juice is only
one of many poignant notes. .Th~ reaction of such a woman
to a houseful of bickering and her final escape, with dignity
,
intact but ravelled nerves, is well done. .
Aside from this Phyllis, the most sympathetic character
is Mamma Young, serene, self-respecting farm woman~whose
house would always stretch to take in one more--orie more
. family, not indjvidual. Her saying, probably sUms up the
book's philosophy: i'Sing a hymn, ~aymie, and go your own
way." Perhaps the younger women knew no hymns- and
could only go thE!Jr own way by talking about it.
.IERNA FERGUSSON.

Albuquerque'.

Lane of the LlafW-T. M. Pearce-Little, Brown and Company, Boston,
1936-$2.75.
"

It was a lucky day not only for th~ Professor but for
the reading U. S. A. when T. M. Pearce found Jim Cook,

sometiines known as Lane, seated on a bench before Cabin
'Number Five of an Albuquerque tourist camp. When a
skillful writer and .a willing tale teller who has lived high
deeds meet,; the result is a book worth reading from the crisp
Preface to the the Conclusion-an old man's d,ream.
Few men now liVing have known more adventure than
Jim Cook. Born the son of an Indian trader on the Staked
Plains in Texas in 1858, he was in the saddle as soon a~ he
could walk; the nearest n~ighbor sixty miles away at old
Fort Mason. After the Civil War he helped drive cattle with
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his father and John Chisum on the first drive over the
Chishm Trail. That was in 1866.
When he was twelve, he had his own herd, his mother'
having died and his father been killed by the Indians. Then,
for three years he lived a captive of the Comanches, married
White Swan and ~scaped back to the Llano. Life with 'his
Indian girl bride was a plains idyl as he retells it after sixty
years. It was during this time that he scouted with
Mackensie, White, Swan riding with him. Together", they
stole fifteen hundred horses from the Indians and then cut
out a: large herd for themselves when the horses were being
killed by the commander's orders. White Swan's death
from a rattlesnake bite ended Jim's adventurous poyhood.
,As a reckless dare-devil cowboy, he broke broncs,
branded cattle, not always the boss's, on the Two Circle Bar
and X I T Ranches, knew Billy the Kid, took orders from
Captain o. J. Wiren, one of Quantrell's band, outsmarted
Ch~rley Goodnight and Gatewood, the Yankee cattle buyer.
With a twinkle in his eye he ratiOlfalizes h~s trickery and in
all sincerity says, "Men in those days we~ all honor. There
was no graft or strife between them." It was during these
days that he was known as "Jim Lane the Great," Lane being
used instead of Cook for reasons of his own. He hints that
the change in name had something to do with the Lincoln
County War. The best story of the cowboy days, a story of
courage without chicanery, is the round-up of the f~mous
"dun bl!nch" of wild mares. It is told, with a Will -lames
verve.
In 1885, with barbed wire and the Texas "lease law,"
began the passing of the cowboy and of ~he good life. for
Jim CooJ:t. For fifty years now, in the Dakotas, in New
Mexico, in Canada, in his dreams of a Wild ~Test Par~ in
Utah, Jim has searched for the Old West that has passed
from the North American scene.
The writing 'member of the firm of Cook and Pearce,
along with Cook himself, see's the good life in the primitive
,life. Like Stanley Vestal and J. Frank Dobie, like Mary
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,Austin, like many of the rest of us, Dr. Pearce seeks to escape
from an industrial, standardized age by making the old days
live again on the printed page. So it was with the",Romantic
Movement, so is it now with the New Regionalism.
The style of Lane of the Llano is in keeping with the
stories told~imple, "a spade is a spade" diction, short direct
sentences, and suspense, the secret of all good tale telling..
Tales that are fraNkly tall relieve what otherwise,"might be
too much like bragging.
The format of the book, could' not be improved, good
paper, clear print, the cover a soft orange like a, western
jacket- with the hero on a bucking ,prone, the original and,
useful map end-pa:pers, the full of action drawings by Walter
J. Heffron, and the forceful portrait of Jim Cook by Clytie
Ogden, all add to the beauty and interest of the book.
Artists, publisher, a sympathetic recorder, and an old man
with an exciting past and a lively memory have united to
make a corking book.
~

...

MABEL MAJOR.

Texas Christian University, Fort Worth,
The

Flowe~·mg ot'New England-Van Wyck Brooks-E. P. Dutton &
Co., Inc., 1936-$4.00.
_
~

Van Wyck Brodks is of the generation of crities who,
just after the war, stirred young America to a realizati'on of
the low state of 'its culture. Brooks, Waldo Frank, Lewis
Mumford, Randolph Bourne, and others centered their criticism upon what came to be labelled the Puritan-Industria]
complex, their hatred of which at times was almoslPsychopathic. For a good many years, however, Mumford and
Brooks have not b~en content to revile American rootlessness; they have probed deeply for such roots as they could
find. If they have ~estricted themselves to the New England
scene, it is mainly hecause that is the scene they know best.
Mumford's
"Golden Day" was a fruitful critical work, and
.
"
~
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Brooks' "Flowering of New England" can now stand beside '
it as a portrayal of the attempt of New England to develop
an integrated American culture.
With a wealth of intimate detail, Mr. Brooks brings the
New England of 1815 to ;1865 vividly before us. He has
chosen an unusual method.: What is ess~ntially a critical and
historical work, based upon diaries, letters, literary works,
and: documents, is neverth~esspresented as rather plain narrative with few quotation ptarks and Iittl~ formal documentation. The method is illuminating, espeically when Mr.
Brooks is giving us the milnd of a man-Emerson, Thoreau,
or Hawthorne, for eximpl~. Brooks' narrative is apparently
a skillful compiling and rephrasing of material from the
works of the man in questiCj>n. It is as if Brooks had got inside
his subject's mind and had made that subject reveal himself
to us out of the intimate ~xperience·recorded somewhere in
his work. The method gives the effect of immediacy and the/·,
illusion that the author is' completely objective. One is not
made to feel that a twentieth century Brooks is arbitrarily
explaining or- interpreting
the nineteenth century
mind.
.
.
But if this essentially narrative method gives the illusion of immediacy and obJiectivity, it also gives considerable
confusion. Letting New; England narrate its own mind
makes this book about New England almost as chaotic as
one's unco-ordinated impressions of New England. Every
chapter is vivid, but the material spills over from one chapter
into another; one never quite knows clearly where one is in
time. One expects from: the historian a clear demarcation of
periods and types and from the critic some interpretation
and some analysis of processes of growth. Consequently,
there is some disappointment here when the reader finds that
the New England of 181~ to 1865 is presented largely in
terms of itself, with too little regarq to plan or to an orient- .
ing framework.
.
Nevertheless, it would be absurd to i~sist that an author
so thoroughly steeped in hi,S material as Brooks is, should
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Score obvious points with pedagogical thoroughness.. Out of
this abundance of! material, points do emerge. The most
striking is that there were giants in the earth in those days,
.'
that New England in her golden age produced sturdy men
who knew what th~y wanted, who were capable of fervor and
hard work and di~cipline, who w~re not afraid t<j)ground
their civilization a~d culture on rigid moral principl~. Boston from 1815 to 1~50 waS an intellectual capital" very much
like Edinburgh of the eighteenth century, in which Ithe man
of business, the lawyer, the portrait painter, the ot1ator, the
scholar, the preacher understood one another:-' Th~t such a
culture had its limitations is proved by the fact th~t almost
the only artist was I the portrait painter-, who glo~ified the
sturdy independence and the moral rigidity of' th~' man of
affairs. But there, was social cohesion, a :unity of b~lief and
desire, that gave the age its backbone and its trelmendous
capaCity for achievement within its own limitations.!
What giants they: were! The greatest politickl
figure
.
I
.
was Daniel Webster, "a demon of a man, a fulltblooded,
exuberant Philistine, with a demiurgic brain' andl.a bull's
body ... wtth an aN-subduing personal force, an eye! as black
as death and a look like a lion's" who rose, even whT he had
guests, "at four o'clock ~nd lighted the fires, roused~he cocks
with his early-morning candles;' milked and fed the s~ock and
chatted in the kitchen with his farm-hands, q~oting ~r. VirHow sincere the love of learning!gil, the Roman farmer."
;
I
There was Elihu Burritt, of Woreester, the "learn~d "blacksmith," a self-taught linguist, "who, as an apprentice. had
kept a Greek grammar in the crown of his hat to stu~y while
he was casting brass cow-bells, who made a version ~f Longfellow in Sanskrit and ma~tered more than, for1jy other.
tongues, .toiling at the forge or in the evening .'.:." And
Burritt was no freak, Mr. Brooks insists; he was t~pical of
the "younger 'gene:ration of 1840." The North American
Review, fruit of New England's love of learning, had a
standard "severe and thorough ': some of its reviews representedfive months of study, during which the"reviewer went
I

..

-

.,
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behind the author, read all ~he works that he bad read and
verified all his citations." There was the "arlist-cavalier"
Prescott, who, partly blind, ispent ten years writing Ferdinand and Isabella; working( harder than any Boston merchant, but with such ease aI!d verve that hardly anyone knew
him as more than a witty, exuberant, gallant young dilletailte
about town, "running over With' animal spi,rits," dressed in
a "gay blue satin w~istc~at,;tall, graceful, with light brown
hair and a clear and ruddy;complexion." And Ti~knor, the
quiet Harvard scholar, whoi corresponded with every celebrity in Europe and, almost lone-handed, ferreted out more information about Spanish literature than all Spain itself
knew! After German romanticism came to New England,
there was William Ellery Channing, .Transcendentalist and
Unitarian preacher, challenger of Boston's shop-keeper's
morality, who "wished to live 'under the open sky,'" who
"was always young for liberty, not the mere terrestial liberty
that Webster represented but a liberty of the intellect and
spirit that tended to form a superior race ~f men," whQ with
his flaming kindness and "large opinion of human nature'"
was the 'only person in Boston from whom two poor deluded
old women would take food, believing that everyone else'
wished to poison them. Of like breed, the high-minded Emerson, the spectre-haunted HaiWthorne, the wiry recluse; Thoreau, true rugged individualist to whom individualism meant
anything but the right to eKPloit others.. The list is by no
means exhausted, but it is long enough to indicate that at
one time New England came very near to being the republic
of free men that such Puritan republicans as John Milton
,had envisioned.
The ~ey to the greatness of New England in her
"renaissance" period is in a passage which Mr. Brooks
quotes from Channing's note-book: f'A noble school is profit- '
able only to noble spirits. The learner must have something
great in order to receive great lessons." Being great, New
Englanders could profit by great lessons from abroad. Boston and Cambridge were alert to every current of world-
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feeling and world..thought. Intellectually there l'fas a stir
that Europeans recognized as the basis of
sometb1lng
great,
•
I
and yet New England greatly overcame her defl~rence to
Europe, was" solidly and substantially herself, h~r culture
largely indigenous and the 'e<jual of European ~lture in
receptivity. "
"
:
Why, then, the great wave, "later, of expat~iation of
noble minds like Henry James and Henry Adams? : Why did
New England not fulfill the promise she earlier ,ave of a
substantial regional American culture, indigenous and autonomous, and yet alert to influences from the gr~at world
outside? This is a.question to which Mr. Brooks ~ves only
partial answers. Perhaps he will answer it directly in another volume which he promises, bringing the litEtrary history of New England up to 1915. There are, howeyer, hints
as to answers. The Civil War gave a loose to New England's
I
latent and wide-spread Whiggish Federalism. New
Eni
. gland, after all, was not best represented by .Em~rsoh-, and
Thoreau, but by the devotees of the rising factory system.
Emerson's and'Channing's noble humanitarianism ~nd idealism were as ineff~ctive, and, in a way, as-unrelated to realities, as the usual baccalaureate address-an answ~r, by the
way, which Mr. Brooks gave also some years~ ago in an
essay entitled "Highbrow and Lowbrow." The greed which
motivated the westward movement could not be overcome
even by the numerous NewEIigland school-teachers in the
West. The factory system on the Eastern seaboard and the
Jacksonian democracy of the West overwhelmed New England's over-intellectualized culture.
Van Wyck Brooks has played.fair with the Puritanism
that he used to criticize so severely. In this labol' of love one
can read this much between the lines: that closely-knit,
vigorous, hearty Puritanism of New Engl~nd was admirable; nor was it as graceless or austere as usually pictur.ed.
But there is no 'romantic nostalgia in Mr. Brooks' view.
True, he does identify New England's "flowering" and de,cline with the Spenglerian culture-cycle: a p~edominantlY
~

'I)

~
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.
rural way of life, with religion, faith, hope--an· abundant
expression of this vigor-decline. But no .fancy moral1essons are drawn from this identification, and there is no pin-ing for faded glory.
. After all, the greatest value of "The Flowering of New
England" is the variety and abundance of its telling detail.
If one should read Vernon Parrington's chapters on New
England in the second volume of Main Currents in American
Thought, in order to.get the main lines clearly laid down, and
then should read Brooks' work to get the intimate details of
the culture of New England, one would have a most excellent
introduction to a truly great periOd in American literary
history.
DUDLEY WYNN.

Albuquerque
Old Bill WilliamB, Mountain Man-;-Alpheus H. Favour-The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, N. C., 1936. 229 pp.;
maps, illustrations, notes, bibliog., index-$3.00.

Mr. Favour, of Prescott, Arizona, is a lawyer by
profession, who makes his debut in the field of Southwestern literature with this biography of one of the ·'few
mountain men who have been commemorated by placenames. As shown on the folding map (p. 24), Williams
Pas!:!, Colo., and Bill Williams Fork and Bill Williams' Mountain, Ariz., were named for this old trapper and scout.
The author has based his work on the results of a very ,
extensive search for source material, and the critical reader
will be grateful for the list of sources and the reference notes.
Yet he may wonder how carefully ~r. Favour used some pf .
his authorities, as he finds numerous minor errors in spelling, dates, and historical facts. Bancroft, for example,
spells "Melgares" correctly, but our author has followed
Duffus (p. 10). Why should he use Leavenworth's misspelling of the name "Antoine" (pp. 10; 51, ill.)? Sibley did not
stay in Taos over a year, nor did he proceed to Mexico City
(192~ note 15) ~ errors which would have been avoided by
/'
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reference to Hulbert, Southwest on the Turquoise Trail, and
to the New Mexico Historical Review. He questions the
accuracy of Ruxton (p.65) yet quotes him freely.
Not all readers will agree with Mr. Favour that Bill
Williams "had no peer as a hunter, trapper, marksman, and
horseman" (p. 75), but all will agree that he has given us a
very sympathetic portrayal of the old mountain man, his
family' background, :his early lif~ in Missouri and among the
Osage Indians. The last chapters of the book tell us of the
disastrous Fremont expedition of 1848 and seem to clear Old
Bill of the blame put on him by Fremont and others (p. 169) .
The general reader in the' field of Southwestern litera- "
. ture will find this a very informative and fascinating book.
From his birth in 1787 until 1825, the setting of the story is
in Missouri and the. Osage country; from the latter date qntil '
his violent death at the hands 9f the Utes in southern Colorado in 1~49, it is a, story of the far West. We#are gratefUl
to Mr. Favour for giving us such a comprehensive and syIhpathetic biography ,of this old mountain man who 'has been
too long neglected by historians.

"

<

• MAUDE McFIE BLOOM.

. Rio Ruidoso, N. Me~.
The Olive Field-Rillpp. Bates-E. P. Dutton & Co.-$2.50.

Spain in the h¢adlines: history being heroically' made.
Even as this review is being' written, the newspaper dispatehes ~and how uniformly contradictory they' have been)
tell of Nazi Germany's ultimatum to the ~loyalist, people's
government. .There is the usual' talk of such obscurantist
things as "honor," "nationals," and "the 'na:tional pride."
But every Russian child knows that behind these various
diplomatic fictions lie the less mythical business of "property," "investment," and "imperialist fortification."
It requires more than the ordinary demands of literary
criticism to discuss a book whose content is part of a time's
tension and the general econo~ic and cultural contraction
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(fascism) of an era. One remembe~s the headlines .and the
newsreels and the editorial obfuscations. The Olive,Field is
the second novel of Mr. Bates dealing with the present-day
Spain of resolute class struggle and revolutionary working...,
class action.
.,
t
The Olive Field is an eloquent and shrewdly understanding novelistic treatment of those forces, and their impact on a people's consciousness towar~s revolutionary social
action, which today represent the source springs of Spain's
crucial historical period. This novel belongs to that body of
contemporary literature which deals with the lives and
struggles of workers. It is both proletarian in content and
revolutionary in its political implications and sympathies.
The IQcale is Los Olivares, the olive-producing region of
Andalucia. Mr. Bates, in those pass~s relating to the
agricul1tural life of the people, is both poet and musician.
There is great tenderness and passion in the novelist's tre~t
ment of the political meetings, the dances, the religious processions, and the festivals, the loves, the frustrations, the
bjtter struggles of the olivarios of Andalucia. Joaquin Caro
and Diego Mudarra, olivarios and passionate anarchists,
are the protagonists. There is revealed a.lucid insight in the
psychological and political development of Caro against the
futile revolutionary purism of the anarchists (as represented
by the intense Mudarra) ,to the acceptance of the Communist position in creating an, affective workers movement
against the triple alliance of the church, the landowners, and
the fascism of the military forces of 'the state. Mr. Bates
succeeds where too many proletarian writers have failOO:
and that is in creating living reCognizable personalities
rather than precise political abstractions.
But there are many things in the novel which are inade'quate and lacking in complete artistic conviction. There are
huge passages filled with distracting irrelevancies (the telling and extension of a fotktale, detouring a significant <?r
-crucial psychological or political development) which indicate an essential lack of discipline in the selection of preg-
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nant detail. There a;re, tQ the greater 'abandonment of complete understanding, :sections which are thoroughly mystical .
and unintelligible in terms of character motivation. The
conversations at the political meetings are frequently ultraliterary and couhteriieit.
.
. The Olive Field, finally, is more than a novel. Its contents and immediate politt£al meaning can be ignored only by
quibbling litterateur~. It is, together with its abundantly
dynamic charaeterizf3,tions, a relentless indictment of the
SoCl;:tlistic coalitio:p ~overnment of 1931 and itS failure to
provide the needed land reforms and wage laws. It is a
novel which illumiIWlltes a contemporary crisis (a defeat of
the reactionary forc~s by the People's Front in Spain will
advance anti-fascist' action everywhere) in enduring and
memorable terms. The Olive Field is another piece of literary evidence of the heroic statqre and dIgnity that workers
everywhere achieve under the impact of revolutionary action
and struggle.

,
,.

i

VINCENT GAROFFOLO.
Albuqu~rque,

N. M.

1

,

\

South to Padre-Dorothr Childs Hogner-Lathrop, Lee and Shepard,
1936-$2.50.·
.
.

The appeal of Dorothy Childs Hogner's recently published travel-bo.ok li~ in her colorful directness of approach
and simplicity of style, combined with the fact that it is
stunningly illustrat~d by her talented artist-husband, a man
who, incidentally, happens to be an experienced camper, with
a "knack" for aiwaya knowing what to do with pots and pans,
rations arid rattlejl, lfords and finances. Such a combination
of art, talent, and practicality in husband and wife is rare,
and the record of the vagabond·iilg holiday of the Hogners is
a delight to read and:a joy to remember.
Starting out from New York "with $300, a twenty-nine
model Ford with a reconditioned engine, a few relics of past
camping trips, plus ~, few new .'ones, ·a typewriter, paint and
I
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canvas" they didn't miss seeing or doing a worthwhile thing
on the 6,500 mile trip which took them through Louisiana,
acr~ss Texas, and on down to Monterey, Mexico. The real
adventure, the objective of the summer vacation, was the
exploration of the hitherto unknown Padre Island, "surprJsingly a part of Texas." The dot on the map has now become
"the place where the Hogners went" so:rf1ewhat in the manner of Byrd, in the 'opinion of their friends.
Accurate, historical, geographical, and botanical data,
reflecting the author's scholarly trend, link together bits of
realistic characterization, and impressions of cities and industries, crabs and gnats; bull-fights and Portuguese-Men:
of:War. We learn that "rice was first !mported to America
by chance. In 1694, a ship, sailing from Madagascar to
Liverpool, England, was caught in a storm, nearly wrecked,
'~and blown
so far out of its course that it went for repairs to
f
Charl~ston, South Carolina, then under the English flag.
The c~ptain
of the ship made a present of. some rice grains to
.
the gcj)vernor of the colony. Thus the first rice was planted
in AnJ-erica." And that "Spanish moss which in the.sunshine
is silvery ,grey, and at night makes an eerie filter for stars
and moonlight, is not'a true parasite, but an epiphyte or
planbliving on air."
Offsetting a wealth of factual material and research, is
Dorothy Hogner's delightful sense of humor, and her consciousness of the beauty to be found in life and living.
I

JULIA KELEHER.

Uni'l.'ersity of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.

·... '
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PERS~NALLY SPEAKING
~

Dear Amiability:
Yours is a hard fight these' days, eh? 'Since Charles
Lamb died out of this world, you have sickened and wellnigh died too. Alas! For you have a cheery palm and a
smiling face with dimples, and a heart that beats with warmness.
' <~
Where have you gone in the turmoil? Will an ad find
you? ... something like this: "Dear Amiability: all forgiven;
please come home; the whole family needs you."
Not, of course, that you are entirely gone. You are like
-forgive the shuddering analogue-one of those breathing
presences in Algernon Blackwood's horror stories, pregnant
with dread not far away, yet unseen; felt yet invisible. Perhaps the allusion is even apter than it seems at first (isn't
it'remarkable how biting a pencil makes it ooze ideas?) for
at times I suspect that you color black with rose-you' cast a
brilliant light on the sombre, and the sombre gleams dece:gtively. But, shucks,.such a st6ne to cast at you! '
. No, you flash yet in;the shadows, Amiability, shy, almost
ashamed. And one of your most 'pleasant flashes is by way
of a little book 'of verse, Amity Street, by George M,eason
Whicher. He nurses, 'one of his poems declares it, ''''a secret,
sickly dream of fame"; but how he slips away from that
damp diaper to dance! Here, Amiability, we catch a quick
glimpse. of you in the shadows, before you slide away again
from these days when men scratch their heads constantly-.
from perplexity, not fleas:
l

Herrick Up to Date (Almost)
Whenas in style my Julia goes,
Oh, methinks how clear she shows
That costumes now are largely hose.

\.

,

.

!

r'"

Next when I cast mine eyes and see
Where drapery was wont to be,
Oh, how the v~uum frighteth me!
{,-
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'lThe Amiable Whicher." Not too bad a name? Of
course not a ticket on the trolley-car to the future ... but how
many men can write lyrics like Haniel Long or short stories
like Saki or realism like James Farrell?
But I'll tell you one thing, my fast disappearing corI
respondent! And that is you disappear faster when one con- .
) templates the history that forms the background of Paul
Wellman's Broncho Apache-the whole bestial, bloody story
that culminated in the treachery which sent Geronimo and
Massai, a warrior, to exile amd death in Florida. As Massai
fights his way back to Arizona, across 1600 miles of country
from Illinois, the sympathy is with him, with this brave
man, :pot with Mary Ellery or the tinker whose lives almost
are forfeit on the way.
C1ose, close this memory, and close too the memory of
the white man's desecration of the South Seas. Turn to a
crackerjack, unimportant story, such as Srmke Bit Jones, by
Dane Coolidge; and let the bitter things fade as western
guns crack and the litlfe Jones, gold prospector, outwits' and
outfights the treacherous Hathaway . . . but only, of course, _
with the help of Kate, who possesses a copyright method of
stopping an express train.
Beautiful days are rare in this life, transient as dew.
It's that kind of day now, the kind of day that calls for a
warm patch of mesa, six by six, surrounded by space, looking
to distant mountains, no shi~t, an .obedient, unobtrusive car
quiescent behind a knoll; and five hours of lying there. To
see how one abides ther..e, even for such a short while,- is a
good test of many things. To read in such a surrounding,
moreover, Aldous Huxley's Eyeless in Gaza would freshen
the critical eye and vivify the understanding. All things
seem possible there: even 10lVe and compassion. And how
penetrating the mesa is! . . 1. it tells what sound and fury
comes from a hollow drum; and what beats from fibres pul.sating with sincerity; and so beats Huxley's Eyeless.
"A beautiful but ineffectual angel," said Arnold of Shelley. "Impossible and chimerical," say many today to HuxI
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ley's earnest plea. for brotherhood. But it was those like
Arnold who made the dr¢ams of Shelley ineffectual; and it is .
those who believe that love and compassion-embarrassed
words as they are-are ~o be scorned who put them to distant and dreadfulliiding.
So, you see, correspondent not forgotten, we return to
you again in the end, ev~n as Huxley. And why not? There
are more to the m.ushroor family than toadstools!
!

WILLIS JACOBS.

Albut/uerque.

\

esertLines
By WI

lAM ALLEN WARD

The time betw n the sunset and a star
Is :filled with g ld that sets the butte afire.
The gulch across the naked foothill's should~r
Is a wound cut deep by some forgotten boulder.
The eagle sits on the ea~yon's crimson rim
Watching the panther far under him.
The moon above is a pirate ship of old
Sailing west in search of hidden gold. ~
<*
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NILS HOONER is a well known American artist whose home was. for many yearg. in the
Southwest. He has done work in oils. water color. and other mediums with
Indian themes. Recently he hall-- painted and drawn the Mexican .scene. As a
portrait artist his work has also won attention. He lives in Litchfield. Connecticut.
but includes New Mexico regularly in his summer travel.
PAUL HORGAN has become an outstanding figure. in American letters through the
award of the Harper Prize, in 1933. for his novel. The Fault of Angels. and the
subsequent publication of two other novels. No Quarter Given and Main Line West.
Mr. Horgan has published poetry, critical articles and other books. He is
librarian at the New Mexico Military Institute in Roswell.
ETHEL B. CHENEY is the winner of the recent Oren Strong Poetry Contest. sponsored
by the Health City Sun. weekly newspaper of Albuquerque "Futile Spring,"
appearing in this issue. was winner of first award. "My Neighbors' Roofs" placed
third in the same contest. Mrs. Cheney has published poetry in the QUARTERLY
before.
.
ALFRED CARTER is an instructor in the New Mexico Military Institute where he finds
time for the composition of both creative verse and prose. His poem. "The Kneeling Nun." was a feature of the, QUARTERLY for May. 1933.'"
KATHERINE POWERS GALLEGOS has written both short stories and poetry for the
QUARTERLY. Her especial interest is the folk-lore of New Mexico. She lives in
Los Lunas and has studied at the University of New Mexico.
GILBERT ESPINOSA is a specialillt on the santos of New Mexico. Knowledge of their lore
and distinctive features has been supplemented by a fine private collection of both
the retabl08 and bultos which he discusses in this QUARTERLY. Mr. Espinosa is
known as the translater of the epic by Gaspar de Villagra, written in 1610. entitled,
La Historla de Nueve Mejico.
LARESSA Cox McBURNEY lives in Clinton, Oklahoma, where she contributes to poetry
magazines. New Me:t:ico. THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY. Her verses appeared in
the special poetry number of the QUARTERLY. published in May, 1935.
VINOENT GAROFFOLO is a student in the Upper Division of the University of New
Mexico. He has published poetry'and prose in the New Masses and in Pacific
Weekly.
MAUDE DAVIS CROSNO has written a volume of poetry called Earth Dust.' She is a
graduate of the University of New Mexico and has published poetry in New Mexico. the QUARTERLY. and other magazines.
SlODlE JOE JOHNSON is a Texas poet whose first book of poems, Agarita Berry. appeared
in 1933, published by The Southwest Press. Her present work comes from
Corpus Christi, Texas.
.
DOROTHY MARIE DAVIS is active in the work of Gillmer Brown's Pasadena Community
.
Playhouse. She has. contributed poetry to the Saturday Review of Literature.
Literary Digest. Poetry World. Frontier, Commonweal. and other magazines and
has been represented in a number of anthologies, among them ContetmporaT1/
American Women Poets. Brodie jg a mining town of eastern California which
though not a ghost town has approached that stage from its heigh day when Mark
Twain knew it and Aurora, Nevada, nearby.
GEORGE W. LAW has lived in New Mexico near the capitol. Santa Fe. but sends this
study of Indian life and ritual from Scotts Valley, Santa Cruz, California.
IRENE FISHER is a pen woman of Albuquerque who has published poetry, feature
amicles, folk-lore and recently saw a one-act pIa? produced before the Writers'
Conference at New Mexico Normal University in Las Vegas.
CURTIS MARTIN is a former student of the University of New Mexico who has had stories
published in Manuscript, Story. Hinterland, and Vernier. This summer he held
a fellowship at the Writers' Conference at Colorado University, at Boulder.
Mr. Martin teaches in the winter at Cimarron, New Mexico.
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Verse. and many other poetry journals. He is a mUsician living in Tyler, Texas,
where he has done professional work in theater and radio.
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American Landscapes
•

A Little Exhibition
By PAUL HORGAN'

CATALOGUE
1.

It

HUDSON RIVER VALLEY

i.

. (Oil)

II.

KANSAS

( Water color)
III.

INTO CLEVJ<.:LAND

(Woodcut)
IV.

~RANDYWINE V ALLEY
i (Tempera)

I.

V.

THE CATTLE PLAINS

.'

(Pastel)

VI.

~,

NEW ENGLAND r..AKE

(Oil)
VII.

HELL
AT, PHILADELPHIA
,

(Pastel)
VIII.

~UFFALO HARBOR

(

i (Lithograph)
o

IX.

DIVIDE IN THE ROCKIES •
i

!
!

X.

(Tempera ongesso)

qENER# PULASKI SKY\VA Y

I (Motiim picture)
I

I
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I.

HUDSON RIVER VALLEY (oil)·
HE RIVER looks white in the opal lights of afternoon.
The banks are dark with the musky life of moss. Like
shadow on the ground the rich rot of leaf and fern lie~
brown, and the gray tree trunks arise like the pipes of, an
organ 'through which we can see light, like white pages
tipped end-to. In to the sky slowly drifts the green smoke
of foliage, and at its edges, against the afternoon streaks of .
light, leaves show. The leaves are the· scalloped sky-lying ,
lace of trees, and each leaf is painted carefully, in a scale of.
color from brown to greeri. On the ground little ferns stand
articulate like the leaves themselves; exactly traced and
veined. The sunlight of late day enchants the loamy exuberance of growth into golden peace; no leaf stirs, only the
current runs downstream in silent mimicry of sky. And
across the river against the dark palisade dramatising the
scene with the fury of life a train goes pulling a white sc~rf
of steam above black cars and escaping the shadow.

T

II.

KANSAS (Water color)
The feeling of an eternal Sunday simmers in the pale atmosphere. Far across the bleached wheat fields there is
a low red barn like a furnace ashing to idlenesS;. A silver
silo stands beside it blue with the heat {)f the sky. Like a
conduction into that heat, a line of telegraph poles leads in
rapid curve and diminishing perspective across the fields and
'past the distant farm. It is a noble sight in the simple colors
of home-weaving, flax, crushed berries for dye, the fluff of
combed worsted in natural shades. A road with a speeding
car on i~ throws dust a little way into the air. ,But it is
Christian dust, settling over an eternal Sunday. The sky
is white where it meets the imagined fields of distance, and
a ~e cloud, strangely whiter still, dwells alone and unreal
in another country beyond the horizon.
'
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III.

INTO CLEVELAND (woodcut)
Loolpng down from the railroad embankment to the industrial river, the river curves in a great black scything
past the furnaces.' Weare looking against the light and the
steel mil~s rise skyward in their dark domed towers. They
.unpleat qownward in the river and dweH in the mysterious
current there fumes linger, hazing the course of the river
with duslcY veils. Three tug bo~ts are moored to a barrier
of Piles,~'orgeous with the beaten beauty of use. One tug
lets smo e idly from her leaning funnel, and this smoke,
richly d zling against the facing light, weds river to ashy
land, Ian to furnace, and domed furnace to the sky stepping
, to~ard 19ht in deep.ening black.
IV.

BRANDYWINE VALLEY (tempera)
.Winter
lies aiong the stone ,walls whiter than the white
I ·
barn's qlue on their shadowed cheeks.
Trees with
bayonets Istand regimentally along the white crests of hills,
and march
into the !distance like hedges and fade into the
I
sweet·saejl violet sky where no sun lives. It is impossible to
escape t~e Revolutionary War "in the scene. Red brick
houses a~d barns and mills occur in every curving junction
of hill with valley. The river is black and secret between its
:snowy btnks where yellow weeds linger. In the sky like
dream-c~anged echoes of hunting. horn and freedom's bugle,
the pale ~Iue silk is streaked with the pearly long clouds of
winter, srOke of forgott;n battle hushing the birds.
I

i

.

..

1

V. TH~ CATTL~ PLAINS (pa.8te~)
. . I~thrate in the endless plai~stands the win~mill an? its
dIrt-rIIlllhed water tank. It IS noon. The lIght brIngs
back a m mory of the scent of summer noon on the desert ...
a dry sw etness that is herblike, so~ehow including the dry
musk of nakes and the flake rot from bones. The water in
the tank lis the co)or of pale lilacs and it rings with the sky
in a chord of the white horizon and the bay-blue of the
I
.
I

'
t
I
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zenith. Little clouds shot through with the gold light drift
rainless and hardly shado'wed over the plain. Warmth falls
from the sky and ~armth is given back by the earth,' the
straw colored plain, the charred low hills, the silver windmill, and one cow colored like white velvet shading to spilled
sherry wine and rubbed coal.
VI.

NEW ENGLAND LAKE (oil)

Like little pagodas the black pines cut the su~mer.
night : sky, across the lake, which is grey except in reflection. There is much sky,. wherever sky IS there
is lake, doubling the heavens.
It is an American
place full of pine board summer' shacks and undergraduate motor boats. But for the moment they are out of
the picture, leaving the lake and the sky to a miracle of exchange; for low on the dark, Mars is rising, and his mystery
is taken by the lake in a long trembling fall of ruby light into
the haziI;lg grey of inland wa~er.
{!.

VII.

HELL AT PHILADELPHIA (pastel)

From a train. A blue sky with the unnatural gray clouds
of industry blowing wanly upward. There is water
beyond. There are tracks in the foreground. Mounting in
stacks, towers, iron sheds and exhaust pipes is an industrial
plant colored with the most extraordinary tones of black,
now dull, now worn to rust-red, now ashed with blue dust,
yet all reading black, like the clinkers left from a once-active
hell. And in front of it, by the white steel tracks, is a dump .
of sulphur; a mountain of the devil's own yellow, gorgeous to
the eye, sharp to the thought, meanings of acid and blast, the
blench of furnaces, the spew of celery yellow waste on the
cindery earth.
VIII. BUFFALO HARBOR (lithograph) .
Printed over and over on the stone~blank sky are the
hulls of the freight boats,.chained and steamless for the long
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hibernation. They' have plied their summer, and have come
through before the ice time of the lakes. All winter the water
at their rusting hulls will be black, and the sky above their
white wheelhouses, forward, and their white cabins, aft, will,.
be pale and stormy. The great arm of the breakwater will
bash the lake back in fans of spray. There will be gulls black
and despairing against the light in the sky. Sometimes out
of the tug basin wil~ come a motor boat with a fisherman who
will pass the silent freighters and in his black sou'wester
-clamber to the breakwater and remotely cast his line too thin
. ' to s~e.
,
IX.'!" DIVIDE IN THE ROCKIES (tempera on ge88o) ' ,£
.

c

"

•

Three feelings and no form take the beholder of those'
~orizons where time after time' the world falls away"
First is the feeling of universal light, light as a part of air,
Ught from over and under the world both. Second is the
feeling of starry' bleakness, wonderful and not ha~itable,
. bare rock and wind driven gray wood. Third is the roll of
land on the known earth; and there feeling takes color, and is
recognized in its green of timber~ its blue of valleys, its,
tawny plains, and its silver vein of running river bearing
the wonder of the IDok outward forever.
X.

GENERAL PD:LASKI SKYWAY (motion picture)
"

The ribboned' movement, like low airplane flight
rises and curves and dips and soars across the blighted
meadows of New Jersey, land of a simple sweetness in soil
and grass, now hushed and turned back with blankets of
gases which you c~n see as well as smell. The canals and
rivers that wander tf) the factories below us are motionless
with the heavy sprawl of oil. Towering chimneys in chords
of three gasp softly toward the movie sky; gray' and white.
The Skyway banks and swoops. It is lined with cement barriers at its edges. These barriers are pierced in a regular,
pattern. We:can see through them as we fly in the car. At
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the proper speed the effect is that of a motion picture proj~tor, with the shutter speed perfectly synchronized with
the film travel. So with a faint stone-gray flicker we observe
one life killing another kind of life. Newark smoking like
a map of a battle spreads wide and shallow below; trains,
moved by the insect-like and mysterious vigor of electricity,
thread the gaseous pall on the meadows; deeply American,
.amiable meadow withered, river sky stenched, traffic as
triumph, the abstractness of beauty, the picture that to be a
likeness must be told with speed and motion, the stuff and
the art of machinery, both life and death to man.

Fu~ile Spring'
By.ETHEL

B.

CHENEY

I can endure it that the house is still,
Dark shuttered to the sunlight, that the doors
That knew no keys are fast to April's call
And only,silence creaks across the floors.
I can endure it that the narrow path,
Winding through orchard ways, beneath the grass
Holds all unknown pale violets and stars
Of wild strawberries where no footsteps pass.
I can endure that petals drift unseen .
On hidden streams, that swallows dip and wing
Thrice circling round; but grief too great is this:
The wide barn doors are closed against the spring.
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if anything, disenchantment to the
observer of the state of criticism in metropolitan areas.
From the geographical remoteness of New Mexico, for instance, the hustling personalities of our critics should be but "vaguely discernible-the critics" as personalities with life
and enthusiasm and warm ~onv·ictions are only too clearly
in the metropolit~n's mind: they should recede before the - .
vastness and the remoteness of our isolation, here: their
records alone should stand before us: their critical philos- ,
ophies should crystallize before us, brilliant and complete
in their formation, significant in facets,' objective: and .
colorful.
-,
,Here, where the most comple,te emancipation is at hand
for looking at their critical practices, where there are few of
the pressures of time and circumstance, few of the eXigencies
of business, none or little of the hurry and tension which
govern the metropolitans, we should be in a pQsition to
comment dispassionately upon the state of criticism~
Even a casual look at the criticism written is disheartening.
In a series, of articles'in The Nation, beginning with the
issue of October 23,,1935; and running through five installments in alternate weeks, Margaret Marshall and Mary
McCarthy have gathered a depressing bulk of evidence to
· s~ppo,rt their statement, ~'Criticism in America during the
past ten years has on the whole worked for the misunder- .
standing of works of art 'and the debasement of taste~" It
is true that the writers sought out the guilty and practically'
ignored the competent or the genuinely fine critics in their
survey, but they did clearly show that the men and women
who write most of the comments on books in this' countrythose whose words in actual number are a hundred times the.
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output of sounder critics and who are read more widely, are
amateurish if not prankful amateurs, and their influence is
forming the literary taste of the public. Even worse, it is
demonstrable from the evidence of the series that most of
these writers care' very l!ttle for literature-they" have
neither a genuine interest in the literary craft nor in litera..
ture as a system for expressing creatively the universal
problems of man.
The ultimate truth is that the popular critics have for;.
gotten their debts: a bankrupt citizen could not more
ser~nely ignore his obligations. Emerson's statement, "the
greatest genius is the most indebtea man," is true of the
critic as well as true of every other kind of person.
What the public reads for its criticism is easily demon. strated: The Saturday Review of Literature, the New York
Times Book Review, the Herald-Tribune Books, the Nation,
the New-R~public,~nd even such magazines as New Masses
and Esquire (to name two at the widest variance in editorillJI
differenCeS)-these~. e the elected journals.
It was only a fe days gone by that the Hound & Horp
was abandoned, an before that a comparatively short while
the Dial vanished. The Yale Review, the Virginia Quarterly
Review, the American Review, and no more than a' half
dozen others remain to encourage honest criticism. For the
rest, the" art of criticizing is as rare as the art of conversa.tion-a comatose if not an expired dodo.
Esquire, with the finest opportunity for developing a
reliable critical spirit, is notoriously without taste. . The
others Ii)entioned with it in the foregoing paragraph have
behind them commercial or social purpose's, frankly explicit
or thinly disguised by assumptions of innocence, which precludes the possibility of honest intellectual criticism.
If he;were faced with no other necessity, the haste with
which th~ metropolitan critic must function in these days
of rotary presses is inimical to the critical purpose. Such is.
their need for expressing ideas that soon the metropolitan
writers find themselves wholesaIins.- patterns of thought,
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dealing with ideas in such enormous· haste that all of them
bear the stamp of frantic uniformity which is neglect. Business exigencies have forced this condition: escape is the only
salvation-like the tonic of a week at 'a spa, even temporary
escape is of great'value-but only outside the metropolitan
area is the value.of that escape to be fully realized.
The newspaperman who must wri'te down a column of
words daily about 'current books cannot hope to do justice to
a single wQrk: he can dismiss the bad Qnes as trash, but that
is negative!criticism. He cannot possibly do justice to a book
worthy of the name without time for speculation.
,
The staff writer whose reviews comprise most bf the
material i~ the weekly book supplem~nts of newspapers is
equally harassed. And everyone of them, whether working
for the daily ,edition or the weekly supplement, is strictured
in expression, for the newspaper publishes "book news"
only in 6rder to make its bool}-advertising profitablepublisners will not advertise unless the newspaper readers
are encouraged by the reviews to buy: since book~olumns
are designed to sell all books advertised, their co~ments
cannot be uninfluenced by that purpose. This is sensible
enough to the busi!les~ offices,'but noxious, deadly, critically.
At its best, such criticism may avoid hysterical enthusiasm
•
of the Hollywood-ballyhoo practice; at its worst it is deceitful; vicious, advertising! But usu"ally it take; a middle
course, for the reviewer with a conscience is always caught
. between Scylla and Charybdis, in this case his integrity and
his job.
~. ,The situation leads to expressions such as this of Ferner
1'luhn, writing in Books, March 8, 1936, of Hans FaIlada's
most recent novel:' "A big, uneven, conglomerate work, viVid
and moving in parts, but not wholly successful in meeti,ng ,
either the human or the social questions raised by' the material ... The elements are present for a truly powerful study
of the decay of agrarian individualism in the face or modern
forces. The author, ho.wever, has curiously muffled his
theme."
.

-,
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This is criticism of the faint-hope-after-all school, the
I-klnow-it-isn't-good, but- flow of thought: obviously, it is
fair to condemn Mr. Nuhn for such writing: he knew it
wa~ not a good novel, but he was not permitted to say so in
so !many words-he must even resort to such evasions as
"curiously" in order to save offence.
• Fanny Butcher was offended by John Evan's Shadows
Flying, but she did not'say so baldly: instead, in the Chicag6J
Daily Tribune for April 11, 1936, she wrote "John Evans, im
this book is not supremely gifted, either as a psychologist
or as a writer, and his novel has exactly the reality of its
title. His characters are shadows, not real people, and his
sty,le is a cloudlike shadow of good writing
The whole
book is as callow as a seventh grade theme
" The book
was not only not gifted, it was objectionable to her from
every one of her critical principles,but she could not honestly
say so: haste, or pressure, or both, prevented her from comrpleting an honest exnression.
One of the worst practices resulting from the feverish
output of books is the publishers' judgment that a book. which
sells widely is a good book to se1l, and byOall the clever devises
of advertising, ballyhoo, and insinuation he diffuses his
opinion. Then, having distributed his propaganda, he asks
the public to endorse his maneuver: letters and postcards are
sent out inquiring what the public thinks of a work's good
points, and this is re-distributed as critical convictionsomething with which to face the critics at teas and dinners.
The metropolitan critic must find it difficult indeed to keep
his judgment sound and his perspective cleared of confusion
when he lives in association with men who will and do use
him for every commercial purpose they can devise.
In certain publications, criticism has been altogether
subordinated to propaganda: "one has only to look at a single
copy of New Masses, for instance, to"accept this as fact. The
men who review books for such a publication are undoubtedly
sincere in their convictions, but criticism cannot be based ,
on social considerations without losing force: it must be

noi

I
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.universal, not partisan. Socialist ~r communist' doctrine
masking itself as criticism is unfair, and in most instances
fragments of sucli doctrine appearing in otherwise fine criticism seems ridiculous and stupid.. Partisanship expressed
in other departments of life dealing with behavior: social,
political, moral: are equally unfa~r, and equally unintelligent.
, The competitive spirit of metropolitan areas has created
•an almost hysterical need for individual recognition, and this
•
has worked again and again to the detriment of sound criticism. To be heard at all, the metropolitan critic must be
unique: spectacular, gaudy, clever, or whatever: he cannot
rest within a cloister, but.he must assume the stridency and
the manner of a sideshow barker before anyone will know
of .his presence. It is he, and not literature, who becomes of
paramount importance--he must attract readers, impress '
crowds, win plaudits; competition with a thousand aspects of
life at once forces him into such a false position that he must
be always approaching himself in his writing instead of approaching his subject, which is literature: and in order to
create a self which the public will recognize, he will minimize
literature, play'" with it, reproach it- anything to keep himself "going" before the public.
Once he finds that sueh behavior
is the best
way to win
r
recognition the critic is lost to literature, yet it is just then
that he may consider his work important: he will have
"mapped ·out" career for himself" ;' he win have adopted a
point-of-view ·and a method which" in combinati.on, will
prove commercially valuable. There are several possibilities:
He m~y follow the disdainful tradition of writers whose
false obje9tivity is one of the consequences of Mr. Henry
Mencken's'l great skill ~ without Mr. Mencken's intelligence, '
force, or e,thusiasm, the reviewer may follow h'is technique Ji
of approaqhing serious igeas with a light manner-"I say
this as I dr, for there has been no other Mencken than the
original,y¢t many have parodied his manner with care, pnd
have made1themselves a "success."
,,"
I

a

I

'
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As a second possibility, the writer may engage in the
use of superlatives, and his voice, conjoined in earthly harmony with the horde of hyperbolic enthusiasts for all
form and all substance, may be acclaimed enthusiastically
and rewarded by popularity-and riches.
J!:e may take a third course, widely diversified and quite
fascinating: the didactic school is 'Open to him-he may advocate, with a hundred variations for each category, anarchy, fraternity, complexity, simplicitY,masculinity, temperanc~the list is infinite.
Whichever of these channels he follows, because he
began with ego, he may come round to it again full circle:
he may belong at last to the chosen few, to the school of
.reminiscence, and there, patronizing literature altogether,
sacrificing it for a quip, he will gather the flowers of anecdote
and give them, kindlily but with elegance, to those unfortunate poor things, his public.
If only this were a joke, a supposition!
If only this were not true!
.'
But that these 'remarks have much truth in them, one
may learn from the following extracts, taken from the Book Review Digest for 1935 (for additional material of the same
nature, consult the series, Our Critics, Right or Wrong, in
The Nationr-or look at the current ~ssues of periodicals and
magazines mentioned elsewhere in this article).
Of no value, critical or otherwise, is such a statement as
this of Mr. R. L. Duffus, written in the New York Times'
Book Review for October 2,7, 1935:
,-

Mr. (Rockwell) Kent's writing must always
be an afterthought of his drawing and painting.
It is the writing of a robust artis1r-full of visual
images, sometimes too thick-lined, but far befter
writing than most of our literary men's painting
would be.
~
It is perhaps unfair to Mr. Duffus to quote this passage
without saying that he can write fine criticism: he can: but
the critic's business is to be judicious, and if he hastens to
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betray himself ,he should be reminded of his fault. I will
say it: thf painting of literary: men has nothing to do with
his job as pritic.
To i~lustrate.' the diffident caution which gives our
critics a ~anus-Iike opportunity for looking two w~ys at
9nce, let these extracts suffice:
~
First~ Lewis Gannett, writing for the New York Herald
Tribune, qctober 21, 1935: •
:aecause the book (It Can't Happen Here) is
-,
angrier than anything Mr. Lewis has written since
"El~~r Gantry," it has t~e :'Old. authentic Sin~lair
. LewI~ fire. In one sense, It IS hIS worst book SInce
"Elm r Gantry" ; I think it also, and more truly, his
,
,
best ook since "Atrowsmith."
.
:
And econd,
Louis Paul's
The Pumpkin Coach, neither
II
•
accepted or rejected by J. H. Britten in BfJoks, April 7,
1935:
I find "The Pumpkin Coa~h" a little diffused, a
bit w rdy (Mr. Paul seems inclined to get intoxicated with his own talk) ,but in the main a deIightf I and disarming piece of. work.' Through the
Quain talk of the gentle Samoan lad, Mr. Paul
spea
softly of our America and carries a big
punch

.'
-.'j

Mr. rlewiS' book is poor, yet refreshing; Mr. Paul's,
delightful, yet weak; soft, yet strong. Quite unfortunately
for Ameri an criticism, these exa~ples might be multiplied
indefinitel ;'
The h ste with which reviews must be written may be
in part res onsible for theit weaknesses, for many are filled
with half- oughts which are more confusing than illuminating, rna
more contain hints toward criticism which, if
followed b development, mIght lead to valuable discoveries.
Of
Brett Young's \Wkite Ladies, Gladys Graham

Francil
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wrote in the Saturday Review of Literature -for
14,1935:

Septemb~r

The present novel shows its author at his uncanny best in endowing things and places with
qualities that giv~ them the poigiiancy of human
nature. The bitter determination of the house,
White Ladies, gives to its portrayal ~ deep and
tragic note. Inanimate loyalties are long loyalties.
It is clear that what ever the reviewer intends to say;
she does not say it:, there is nothing uncanny about Mr.
Young's genuine competence in evocation of atmosphere, it
is sound traditional literary practice-but if Gladys Graham
finds ,something strange in his work, she should analyze it
until that strangeness dissolves before complete understanding. The meaning of the last half of the foregoing
extract is completely undiscoverable.
A natural consequence of haste and presstire is the
critics' practice' of tltying to pin dGwn forever the work of
a writer, and once having struggled to understand what the
author "means," to insist upon the, author's observance of
this code of behavior in ~u!>sequeIit works. Here is a very
brief example from Books for January 6, 1935:
This (Heaven's My Destination) is a most
curious and unexpected novel for Thornton Wilder
to write.
.Why curious? Why unexpected? 'It should be neither,
unless the critic assumes the right to tell the author what he
should -do-unless as critic it is his privilege to insist that
artistic consciousness and the use of resources at hand to
that consciousness be forever arrested after the critic's
perusal of an early work.
Here is another example of the now-you-stay-put kin,d
of criticism, the criticism of prejudiGed viewpoint and instructed approach:
Where a Flaubert troubled by much the same
conflict between imagination and conscience, was
J
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able I t the end to attain the high detachment of
"L'E ucation Sentimerttale", Miss Cather (in Lucy
. Gay eart) surrenders to the temptation of 'facile
senti entalism which has been her greatest temptatio since the beginning. For those who had
hop that the archaeological holiday of.her last
two ovels might: be followed by a return to the
clearly envisaged ,experience of her earlier books
about the West, this most recent novel can only be a
sour<:ie of grave discouragement.
.
This lis the work of William Troy, in The Nation for
August 11, 1935. It is critically just for Mr. Troy to attack:.
the sentirpentality of Miss Cather's work if ~e feels that
sentimentality is there, but from what critical position does
, he derivel'the right to indicate Miss Cather's .material to
her? W, should he, more than Miss Cather, herself, know:
what Mis~ Cather should write? ;
One hlOre e«ample of the same tendency: in this instance it iIs Mr. F. T. Marsh, writing in Bookifor February,
3, 1935: !
.'
,
I
!

'

i'No Quarter Given". (by Paul Horgan)
strik~s the reviewer-as a novel of littfe releyance,
signipcance or Intention in a modern world. But
its virtuosity is undeniabre. It is a long novel displaying an unusual talent. A few of the fifty-five
secti9ns are of the stuff of ,that "high" comedy
whic~ is a part of our literary heritage. Fewer still
are i,ept, for Paul Horgan is an accomPliShetl,. taletelle~: But the first duty of the novelist of-social
comeilY is to know, even if he does not directly deal
with at, his background, the body out of which rises
the ~roth and the fl~vor. Meredith, likel Henry
Jam~s and Proust, was instinctively aware of it. In
our ~resent age, "high" come.dy, to be significant
must take a new and original turn.
.
I sho~ld like to know why !\ir. M,arsh labels Mr. Horgan
as a writEt of "high" comedy only to quarrel with the, author
because he does not conform to Mr. Marsh's definition of a
Meredithirn; Did Mr. Marsh read the resolution of the
j
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book, I wonder, or the scenes of Edmund;s childhood? But
it is too'tempting, this impulse to quarrel" with the reviewer:
instead, let me return to the purpose of this essay. How
can a novelist be a virtuoso in any sense, who writes without
relevance, significance or intention in the modern world?
How 'could Mr. Marsh endorse an accomplishment, a talent,
whi~h makes no intellectual appeal to him whatever? With'
time to weigh his words, I am sure he would have explained
his position, but in his professional role of critic he did not
take the time required.
Pressures of some kind spoil even the criticism of such
men as Henry Seidel Canby and Mark Van Doren. In the
two extracts following they,. are forced into making a brave
show of words which will not stand the ~east analysis:
Fi.rst, Mr. Canby, writing of Heaven's My Destination
in the Saturday Review of Literature for January 5, 1935:

.

Yet it has no moral in the usual sense of that
phrase, but springs from a gusto for living, which,
although every scene can be interpreted ironically,
. is not really ironical, and certainly not cynical, because Wilder is completely in love with moral
aspects of human nature, whether he finds them in
bawdy houses, court rooms, country stores, or hay
_" lofts where young ladies are ruined by accident.
•

.

.

I know nothing of the accidental nature of the ravishing'
of young women in hay lofts, but I am concerned about the
situation in which an author opens-his work as a target for
ironic~l interpretation
on every page of a substantially long
.
book, and yet does this as if by accident. Candide is accidental in the same fashion: and Erewhon: is it possible that
Mr. Wilder' was~unusually subtle? The comprehensive love
of Mr. Wilder for. moral aspects of human nature is something I wish Mr. Canby (in typing I misspelled" the name
once as Candy) would explain fully.. Mr. Canby has made
here assertions which must .be substantially proved and explained.
~
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And now for Mr. Van Doren's work in The Nation,
"October 9~ 1935, concerning" T. S. Eliot's Murder In The
Cathedral:
Within its limits the play is a masterpiece; a
thing' of crystal whose appearance of flawlessness
is not alter~d by the weird reality' of the fQur
spe~cp.es in prose delivered by the murderers after
their i job is done. For the irony which tinkles
throu~h those speeches is merely the accompanimentJof the iro~y pervading the whole, and reaching i~s deepest tones in the last words of Becket.
Mr. ~liot has written no better poem than this and
none which seems simpler. It is of course not
simp e, but that is another of its ironies. I
'
I should like to know the limits, to have them defined,
so that I might appreciate more the flawlessness which Mr.
Van Doren tells us is circumscribed by some esoteric periphery. But more. than that, I think I am entitled to know
just what he is' driving at when he makes the statement
which is t~e last one in this passage:' he tells the world that ;
he has a$ecret: he is amused by it, and patronizes us for
not disco\fering' it ourselves: but as a critic he has not
played fa~r with his readers-he should disclose his dis,covery, 0 keep it out of his review. A statement which
is not bac .ed by fact has no place in criticism.
.
Surely enough has been written to show that th~ metropolitan cdtic is losing, if he has not already lost, the most
precious ~ his tools: an overwheltning: love of literature:
, and with that has gone the vast curiosity and the patience
and toler~nce which alone are the' aids to critical understanding, Let us treat the metropolitan generously by ascribing this deplorable condition .to the complex circumstances of his life.
Seldom from the metropolitan is there a criticism which
describes the essential quality of a novelist or of his work, .,
his characters. The critic names, perhaps, but he has no;
time to elucidate" and we may condemn, him on the same
ground that we would condemn a doCtor who stopped treat-
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ing a patient as soon as he had made a diagnosis of the
case. No time! No time !-the situation is like Alice's
being conironted by the Dormouse with "no room, no room !"
Seldom does the critic take time to see the work of a
writer as Percy Lubbock, for instance, would see it, 'as. a·
complex, unstable, living creation-a being, a personality,
not a clinical 'case to be diagnosed and dismissed upon the
spot. So seldom is there a development· of critical ideas be
yond a single point of praise or of condemnation that such
notes are rapidly coming to define what criticism means. It is
true than many books deserve no fuller treatment, but there
are a great many which do, and such books deserve consideration for their own existence and not for their similarity to
previous patterns or to old ideas. It is especially' unw~rthy .
of the critics to pigeonhole a writer in some type-cranny,
and to jam all of the writer's works into that once-found
niche, for any author worthy of th'e name will grow and
change and become something new in each work-nature
demands that of all living things. The good books should
exist for the spirit and the heart and the generous life that
is in them: not for categories, labels, type-identities.
All this is apparent from such a territpry as ours in
the Southwest, where the ever-growing complications of
metropolitan centers are remote. Qne does not have to
come so far as this from New York. or Boston or Chicago
to feel the freedom of his individuality, restored and his
critical sense readjusted to the fine sharpness of enthusiasm: in most of the nation, which still consists of uncrowded
areas, a man still has time to devote to literature-to read
classics of literary creation and of critical expression-to
turn to Coleridge and Hazlitt, to Sainte-Beuve, to Henry
James, to Cardinal Newman, to Ruskin, to Emerson, and to
the fine spirits since their time. In any such setting as ours,
where the mind need not be scourged by impressions, there is
still time and opportunity for re-establishing sincere r~
actions toward our modern literature. A renaissance of
criticism, from latitudes wide of metropolitan areas, seems
imperative.
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New MexIcan Santos
By GILBERT ESPINOSA
HE

I

S~UDY OF early Colonial New Me~icf.h rci'ligious art

T
is
than a study of image makinJg. 'The traditions,
the histor , the culture, the daily toil and
of the
m~e

pl~.~!!:t:es

New Mexcan, all are inseparably connected with" the New
Mexican ~anto which in Colonial New Menco w:as a verit, able instithtion.
,'-'
First of all, what do I mean by a Santo?' Literally a
Santo, meaning a Saint, is a personality, one of those elect
of God whose exemplary human attainments have merited
. special consideration in his Celestial kingddm. In using the
term Santo I do so in its secondary meaning. I refer not to
the personality portrayed but to the object., To those
thousands of repre~entations of the Deity, the Virgin, and
God's Celestial court, the angels and saints, be they carved
images, ~aintings on wood,' on, ,tin or caJ1tvas found
throughoqt the Spanish Southwest. ' In writing o~ the object,
it is diffiqult to refrain from referring to the personality
portrayedl So I ask the indulgence of my readers. It will'
be impossIble to Abstain from the use of the word in both its
meanings~ Also' ple~e note that the image does not necessarily portray a Saint. Christ is not a Saint; neither are the
rchangel ,yet the object which portrays them is referred to
as Sant.
.
use the term "New Mexico Santos" also in an advisory
se~se. T ese objects, images, Santos if you please, are not
peculiar t New Mexico. They'llfind their very near counterpart in tne "Russian "Ikon." They are sim'iliar in design
and make and identical in subject with the Religious Art
of Europe of the period. Identical objects are found in all
of the Spanish Southwest, in Mexico~ and in South America.· '
But I am now dealing with New Mexico where these santos
have beel1j painted and carved for from seventy-fiv~ to three
hundred qr more years; their intimate' connection ,with the

,,'
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life of the New Mexican well entitles them to the name "New
Mexico Santos".
The art of image making is as old as Christianity itself.
It is older. Since the days when man first traced his rude
pictures on walls of prehistoric caves there was ever an
urge to represent in crude drawings and carvings his conceptions of the deity or deities he worshipped. ,St. Luke was'
a'maker of images, a Santero to use our New Mexican term~
In considering any phase
of New Mexican culture, .
,
we must bear in mind that there.is practically nothing'cul- :" .
tural in Colonial New Mexico Which is not -essentially f
Spanish in origin. Language, customs, arts, and crafts, it
is Spanish to the core. ~he New Mexico Santo represents
nothing more than a New World continuation of Old World
religious art, brought here by the Conquerors four centuries ago and little ch~nged with the passing y~ars.
When Hernan .Cortes, conqueror of the empire of the
Montezumas, entered the valley of Mexico early in the 16th
Century, he carried with him a small painting of the Virgin
which was the special object of his veneration.
'-r
When the Adelantado Juan de Onate, first entered the
valley of the Rio del Norte, he carried with him also a small
portrait of the Virgin which' he was especially devoted to,
and when Don Diego de Vargas, the reconqueror of New
Mexico gloriously reentered Santa Fe in 1690, he carried
in his triumph with him' his Santo a carved image of the
Virgin which may be seen today at the Rosario Chapel in
Santa Fe.
..
Wherever the Spaniard went, he carried with him the
Old WorId culture and implanted it in the colonized soil.
The Spaniards who came to Mexico with Cortes, brought
with them as part of the necessary church service, and as
their individual possessions, Santos. Fer their churches,
they brought large and :well wrought oneS', made in the
mother country no doubt, and for the soldiers and colonists
smaller ones for their personal veneration, perhaps made
also in Spain, perhaps in the Spanish settlements. We know
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that everywhere the Spaniards settled, the arts and crafts
fiour~shed almost contemporaneously.
In Mexico, within a generation after the conquest, the
arts and sciences flourished on par with those of the mother
country. The most eminent artists of Spain and Europe
jo~rneyed to Mexico where they adorned the churches and
cathedrals of New Spain. Bea~tiful Talavera ware equal
if not superior to the of the mother country was manufactured in Mexico.
At Quer'etaro, soon after the conquest, the Franciscan
friars established a Santeria, a place where Santos were
. manufactUTed. Here they taught their Indian converts the
art of image making. From this Santeria, images were distributed o~er the entire Spanish America and perhaps even
found thei~ way to. Spain. Without question many of these
.
found theit way to New Mexico. ~
The S anish colonists who settled New Mexico in 1600,
brought w'th them their Santos. Some of these were probably made in Spain, for many of the colonists came direct
from t}1e other <!buntry. The majority were probably of
Mexican 'forklnanship fDr th~re would be little object in
bringing ,nything excepting the most prized pieces from
across thelwater when it could be made just as,-well at home.
Be this as, it may, the point I desireto make is that the re.ligious art/brought to New Mexico was essentially a medieval
European art which changed very little with the passing
years up t the time of the coming, of the Am'ericano in the
middle of he 19th century.
The rmanent colonizatjon of New Mexico as we know
dates fro the'~econquestby Don :Diego de Vargas in 1690.
~ow soo thereafter the development of arts and crafts
began we 0 not know but it is reasonable to believe it took
.place im ediately after the cbI.onists were established in
their new omes. The isolated condition of the New Mexican
made it·i perative that a local development in arts and
crafts tak place immediately, for they were upon their own
resources to produce and manufacture what their needs re-

a
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quired. Unquestionably there were skilled artisans among
the colonists who, once they were established, laid the beginnings of the industries which later reached such a high
development. From about 1700 to 1848, the period of the
coming of the Americano~, all the arts and crafts, including
weaving, dyeing, wood carving, and the· making of Santos,
flourished.
Lummis.has referred to New Mexico as "The Land of
Poco Tiempo." It might well be called, "The Land of Santos"
for wherever in New Mexico a Spanish settlement was established, invariably it was placed' under the special protection of one of the saints of the church. Before the colonists
had roofs over their heads they broke ground for a church
and dedicated it to the patron saint of the community. The
church was never complete witho~t its Santo, its image,
carved or painted, of the special protector. The same custom
was followed in the Indian Pueblos. This one was dedicated
to Santo Domingo, that one to Santa Ana~ and among the
towns, we have San F~lipe de Aibuquerque, and San Fer.nando de Taos. Land grants were dedicated to the SaintS,
sU,ch as La Merced de Nuestra Senora del Rosario, San
Francisco y Santiago. Rivers and mountains were likewise
dedicated to the Saints of God, as El Rio del Espiritu Santo
and La Sierra de San Mateo.
As I have before stated, in New Mexico the Sa11to ,was
an institution. No matter how wealthy or how poor the
individual, no matter if he lived in a feudal hacienda or an
humble adobe or a lowly jacal, no home was complete without
a Santo. Perhaps it' was the representation of the saint
whose name the lord of the manor bore, or it was the image
of any particular saint who for any of many reasons he had
adopted as his speciaj intercessor. Perha]5s some favor asked
and granted had prompted its adoption as his protector. At
any rate, it was his Santo and to the Holy One whose i.mage "
it portrayed the owner and his family offered up their
prayers and petitions for relief from sickness, aid for their
crops, protection from the savage Indians and from the'
.
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fcountless d"ngers and afflictions to which a primitive people
on the far putposts of civiliza~ion are expo~ed. The Santo
was a part 9f the everyday life of the New Mexican. He was
rewarded for favors granted, and in their simple faith the
. people even punished him '\when he failed them, by turning
the Santo to the wall, locking him in dark closet or chest and
the like.
The feast day of the Santo was celebrated ,with enthusiasm, as indeed it ~till is in many New M~xicanhamlets.
The Fiesta was begun with religious Lservices, a'· mass~
sermon, and procession in ·which the Santo was carried
through the village .on the parijuela with music, prayers and
chanting of litanies, interrupted now and then 'by the fire
~rom ancient muskets, caramplones.
The festivities followed. It was a gala day and the 'caballeros and senoritas
and even the viejitas attended en masse, the former in their
most gorgeous 'attire. .The latter sat quietly in a corner,
one eye exposed from under their tapalo Moorish.· fashion,
mitsing nothing. It was a day of thanksgiving and rejoicing.
. The New Mexiean had his special intercessor and his
special Santo for every contingency. What ever the situation in which h&.found himself, he' had an advocate before .
. the celestial court. To San Antonio he appealed to find lost ' .
articles; Santa Barbara was his protectress against the
dangers of storms and lightning; San Jose was the protector
of the home and was appealed to for a -happy mart:iage and
a happy death; in business matters it was San Mateo, the
former Roman tax collector, who was appealed to; San
Cristobal was the patron of the traveler; expectant mothers
prayed to San Ramon Nonato; young girls prayed to San
Antonio for a worthy spouse; and to San Miguel, the leader
of' the armed hosts of God, the New Mexican, as did his
fathers in the mother country. invoked aid in battle.
New Mexico Santos are of four types.
First are the carved figures. These are known as
• bultos. This infers a solid object, something'with a bodyas distinguished from a flat painting. Bult08 were of several
."':"

'.
,
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types and combinations of these typ~ First, the plain
carved object, fashioned out of soft wood, then covered with
yeso and decorated. The second type was made by stretching
cloth or skin which had previously been impregnated
with jaspe over a· framework of reeds or strips of wood.
The cloth or skin was moulded to form, dried and decorated.
A third class of bultos are carved objects. These are rarely
met with.
Crucifixes are very common. These may be classed
as'bultos. Often times they have figures in bulto on the base
of the pedestal, generally St. John, . Mary Magdalen, or
Roman soldi~rs.
The second classification of New Mexico Santos are
Retabl,!s or, as they are sometimes called, Tablas. These
are exactly what the name implies, paintings on wood. The
wood, generally pine, was first treated with a glutinous substance, described hereinafter, then cqated with jaspe, a sort
of native gypsum, sanded to shape and then the image
painted on the surface.· Sometimes the image was moulded
in semi relief. There are numbers of sizes and types, of
Retablos varying from miniatures to the pretentious reredos
which are used as the background of an altar and are i'n
r~aIity only a series of retablos.
The third classification includes paintings on tin, or
skin and on canvas. In !.'Iew Mexico, canvas was little used
except of comparatively late years.
'
Tin work was an industry which produced articles
adaptable for religious work rather than images. In these
tin frames the New Mexican placed a print or painting of a
saint. The whole was a Santo. All this work, tin candlesticks, sconces, nichos, picture fram.es, etc., is typical of the
transition period; the coming of the Americano provided tin;
the commerce gradllally creeping in from the East brought
French prints, etc.
In making his Santos, the Santero, or maker of Santos,
utili?~d all materials available and in~eed developed an as~
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sortment admirably suited to his needs. It is interesting to
note the materials he worked with.
'In the manufacture of his bulto8.~ the Santero generally
used cottonwood. This is soft and could be "easily shaped.
For the smaller bultos he used the yet softer' root of the
cottonwood. First he would carve his form. Very seldom
. was the carved image made in one piece. The' head, arms
_and legs were separately carved and then joined with pegs
and glue. .l\fter the parts were shaped, they were treated
with a gelatinous glue made by boiling cow's horns and cow's
hoofs in water for several days. When this dried it gave (
a hard/surface. There was next applied a mixture made of
this same glue and jaspe. After this had dried it was eare. fully sanded with pumice stone and "shaped to satisfaction.
Successive coatings of jaspe were applied and each coat
sanded untn the santero was
satisfied..I The object was
then
•
.
painted.
The, New Mexican Santero worked exclusively with
earth and vegetable colors. He never used oil paints as is
commonly believed. He learned his :vegetable and earth
colors no d<i>ubt from the Indian who ~sed these to mix his . (
war paint. The earth colors, oxides an,d ochres, were mixed
with egg yolk, one part to ten of colof and water mixed to
thin. This rwas applied as tempera paint. When dry it was
given a coating of egg white to waterproof it. If a partic-ularly lustrous surface was desired, it was often burnished
with a knob of glass or similar object. Often, the Santo
when finishied was rubbed with mutton tallow. With time,
the grease disappe-ared leaving th~~ e?Ccessive yellows a~d
browns we !frequently see in old Santos.
. {
A Santo once treated and painted as above would last
. almost indelfinitely.
To mi~ his paints,
the Santero used many sou-rces of'
\.
color. In his red, besides natural colors, he probably used
, Cochineal, ~rought from M~xico. which he mixed with white
yeso asa b.se. Red was also extracted from natural ochres
and from r~d sands and clays. The method was simple. -Red
I
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clay was placed in a vessel with water and the mixture
stirred. The heav~er sand would sink to the bottom while
the lighter oxides could be poured off into another receptacle.
By successive treatments and by evaporation the color was
finally reduced to a powder.
Blue was extensively used especially in the madonnas.
Indigo and natural copper sulphat~ produced tne blue.
Brown was obtained from the brown earths. Black
was easily obtainable. The charred remains of vegetable
matter such as pumpkin and mellon 'seeds, corn cobs, etc.,
furnished this color. Yellow was obtained from the dried
pollen of the chamiso flower which was mixed with flour.
paste. Besides the above, bright colors were obtained from
a variety of wild berries and plants.
I am often asked the questions, "Where was this Santo
made, in Mexico, in Spain or in New Mexico; and, how old
is it?"
.
. . 1. generally answer to both, "I do not know." Jt may
have been made in Spain; it probably was not. It may have
been made in Mexico. It probably was made in New Mexico.
As to age, it may be anywhere from seventy-five to three
h.undred years or more old. The era of native arts extended
from about 1700 to the middle of the 1800's. Of the native
New Mexican industries, that of the Santero was the first '
to go. The reasons which led to its abandonment are akin
to those which led to the abandonment of homespun in pref. erence to machine woven ~fabrics. The' former required skill
and time, the latter, manufactured plaster of paris images,
w~re easily purchased. The former were out of $tyle, the
la1;ter new and attractive. The N'ew Mexican Santo, representing as it did a medieval conception pf the saint it portrayed, were decidedly out of taste once the new culture of
the American from the East was' in vogue-just as out of
place as a 20th Century futuristic painting would have been
in the days of Michael Angelo.' The hand carved, hand
painted, stern visaged New Mexico Santo lost out in com~

.
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petition with the fla){en haired, blue eyed Anglo Saxon conception of what the Saints of God"should look like.
With .the decay of all the arts.. came the decay of the art'
of the Santo. Individuals persisted in the manufacture of
Santos till' probably the nineties; indeed, occasionally they
are made yet. It is my opinion that most of the poorer specimens we meet with ,were made during this era when the art
began to deteriorate.
As regards workmanship, New Mexican Santos are
.of various! qualities, good ones, .fair ones, and terribly crude
ones.
i
I lov1 these old Santos. To me they are beautiful. Per- .
haps som~ of us viewing them through critical twentieth .
century e es may not see anything of beauty in them. Yet
we must c nsider that this is but a-picture of a fifteenth century European" art transplanted to New M.exieo eenturieaago
and little Ichanged with the passing years. Who will B&Y
that this religious conception of the New Mexican of two
centuries ~go, picturing his idea of the deity and the sa;ints
as he did iWith stern faced primitiv& virile types, is not as
correct as the doll faced women and feminine, type figures
which are our conception of what the Saints of God'looked
like when hey trod on earth.'
TO,m these old Santos represent the spirit, the ~oul, the
religious strength and fervor of the fifteenth century
Spaniard ~hO brought this art to New Mexico when the first
mail clad onquerors'troa this soil. They represent the very
life and a pirations of the Conquistadores who fot centuries
invoked t e aid of the Almighty and ~f the holy persons rep- ,
resented t rough the medium of these Santos, with the same,
yes, with eater devotion, than do we reverence the memory
of these h ly personages through modern yet far less beau- tifuJ ima es. This is why I lovetihe New Mexican Sa~tos.
.
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My Neighbors' Roofs
By ETHEL B. CHENEY
My neighbor's roofs are ~mple lined,
Red-dusty tiles beneath the heat
Of desert sun and desert street.
My neighbor's roofs are strong designed;
Bearing with narrowed eaves the flail
Of sands and dashing summer hail.
My neighbor's rooftrees walk with grace
When by entangled poplar shade
Long evening traceries are made.
My neighbor's rooftrees take my hand
And lead me through day's paling light
To the calm beauty of the night.

~oadway

By ROBERT L. DARK, JR.
You friends were my way
To this mystical dwelling,
•
Dear house where the fray
Waged by truths that would slay
All beauty we stayWaves of quiet are swelling-·
With dismay
I know peace when I pra.y.

I'
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Who would win?
0, no, God, please don't let them fight! 0, who would
win? Mama or pa?
"Be a good boy, now."
.
"Povera, povera, povera figliacho."
"Ah, Dio, Dio, Dio."
People look at you and begin to cry. They are b~ying
to hide their crying too. But the crying goes on and on.
Why"why?
Everybody puts their hands on yoiIr back and on your
•
head and look at you all over again as if they'd never seen
you before. Some of them grab you in a scary way and kis~
you with their whole mouth.
All the women choke and cry and cry and cry.
What is it, what is it?
'
.Someone takes your hand and then you see the priest
holding his black hat and looking at the ceiling. It's young
Father Garney from St. Aga"tha's up on the hill. His face
always makes you think of pink flowers and yellow candy.
Jesus on the cross hangs from his black-silver rosary beads.
You remember your-scapular sticking to your chest.
Why, why the whispers and all the men with their hats
in their hands?
"Ah, figlio, figlio mio, now a man yOl,l must be."
"Yes, my boy, yes be brave now, be brave.'"
You hold your father's hand and squeeze it with all
your might.
-.
.
Lots of people and lots of words and people kneeling,
looking at the floor, and blessing themselves again and again.
Candles and curtains and tip~toeing and crying and
crying,and crying.
No, no, no, no.
Mama, mama, mama, mama.
.
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September AfternObn
. By

SIDDlE JOE JOHNSON

was clear-cut and faintly shining, its air heady
as wine under the not-too-warm sun of late September.
People were gone from the bea~}les. The bay before· us, blue
as the imagined Mediterranean, gave me, momentarily, a
new sense of the peculiar fascination of the place--the lan, guor of the South i~posed upon. the more brutal reality of
the West.' Something at once mellow' and stark.
I said, "Sorry, old fellow, but I'm not going to leave this!
just now for all the exhibitions in the world."
Hilton pulled at his' pipe, watching the shadow of a,
gull on the water.
"How long will it last?" he aSKed presently, meaning the
weather. "And it's not an exhibition. I wish you'd come."
I rolled over reluctantly and sat up.
Hilton laughed. "You have the most prono1,lnced misanthropic tendencies, darling, of any woman I ever saw."
I didn't care what he said; the day had been-:disturbed..
I explained, "It isn't as if there weren't ~he lousiest lot
of tourists the wprld possesses scattered all over these
beaches from mid-May until' after Labor Day. But go on.
I'll have to listen to you sooner or later, anyway."
Hilton said, "Did you ever see a statue of a girl that.
couldn't be seen ?"
I said,· "You're lying," trying to remember', why I
thought he w~s not. A gull cried wildly, beating up the
curve of the shore.
Hilton*.repeated his idea.' "A statue in a junk shop in
San Antonio. A statue of a· soul in a Body. And 'the 80UI'8'grand, but the body's hell."
"You're not very definite." · I was remembering 8omething-.a feeUng, a day-I couldI.1't be sure. At any rate,
here was Hilton, of all people, talking about souls.
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"The statue isn't. Definite, you know. I think it's
ugly. I'm not certain. Can't remember what it looks like.
I do know it hasn't any business being in that junk shop.
I wanted you to see it."
~.
. Suddenly something clicked in my mind. I could almost
h~r~
,
•
"My God !" I said.
Hilton pulled on his pipe and waited. He had known
I was going to,remember.
"Ann Cameron-" I was feeling my way toward,the
complete recollection. ':And her Sunday afternoons. Why
weren't you there1"
Hilton did not answer. The sun on our shoulders was
warm and bright but unconvincing. The whole day seemed
unreal. For a moment, I was not sure of the reality of anything~f Hilton, of myself, of the statue in the junk shop in
San Antonio, certainly not of that other September afternoon years ago when half a dozen of us waited in Ann Cameron's living room for a girl we had not seen and would not
remember.
"We had been talking," I said, "about people and things
'-'about minds and talents and bodies-about our looking
like ourselves. It was an afternoon like this. Ann had some
n~ magazines lying on her table."
Hilton nodded. He remembered Ann's magazines.
I said, "No, you were' not there."
"No." He turned and looked atme, put his pipe down
on the sand, forgot it for the time. "I've always wanted to
know about that'afternoon. I went up to New York for a
month. When I carne back, all of you told me of' what you'
had done in my absence-the books you'd read, the parties '
you'd gone to, the words Ann had said, what new things
you'd written or composed or painted. We were going in
for art in a big way just then. But there was one day, one
week, especially one afternoon, that remained a blank. It
was like Rip Van Winkle's twenty years. I wanted to know
about it. Until now, no one has ever mentioned it."
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are shining

and infilm. But-the statue'isn't. Hilton saw it." Aloud,
I asked, ["Where was 11"
. "M gazines." Hilton said. "On Ann's table. New ones.
"She alw ys had them."
"T ere was one of them sll.e kept her hands on. One
. finger, I thought, marked a definite place. She askeq, 'Have
any of you noticed the clerk at the book and stationery
counter ~t Patterson's 1"
"P~erson's?". Hilton was trying to remember. "Was'
that bef(j)re Miss Salisbury died?"
.
"Two years after."
"B~t there has been a man at that counter ... "
"N t these two years."
Hil on picked up his pipe, looked at it, knocked the
sand an ashes out of it, a~d put it in his pocket. It was a
favorite of his. He finally said, "The story, please."
I w sn't waiting for him to ask. I said, "Oh, yes. The
story." I had been thinking about those tWo years after
Miss Sa 'sbury died. And the clerk~who took her place.
"N ne of us had seen her. We had bought books from
. her. A d Ann, of course, had had to get her magazines.
She nev r subscribed to, any of them. Paper, pencils-yet
none of s, I say, had really seen her.
"M ry King, pe~ceiving the enormity of it-the appar-..
ent invi ibility of this p~rson who had been dealing our li~
, era-ry n ds to us across the counter for some twenty-odd
months
ried, 'What Was It?' and Tom boomed out 'That
Damned Thing!' We had been reading Ambrose Bierce and
his scho l. Ann sat there and looked at them in that peculiar
way she had. The' room swam in the pale yellow light that.
" came in t the windows. An aft~rnoon like this. Presently·
we were all sitting as ,silently as Ann. Looking from one
face to a other. Or out of the windows. Wondering.
"I . hought of something. .The magazine in Ann's
hand. S e gave it to me, and she had been marking a definite
place. I looked at it. HiIton-I don't know what became
t
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of that magazine. I never saw it again. Noone herenot even the library-keeps files back that far. You'd find
it in a city. I haven't looked. I-until you spoke just nowI hadn't-thought of it in twenty years."·
"You exaggerate, darling."
l'I wish I could describe the drawing that was reproduced on that page. I don't know now what it was about.
I do know that it wasn't perfect-it was simply and hauntingly wistful in its imperfection.
"I said something-I don't know wha~. Mary and Tom
came to look over my shoulder. The others crowded up., Ann
sat there, like Mother Carey, letting events find their own
channel. The picture completed the spell that the afternoon had begun. Nothing seems real on a day like this.
You-" I touched Hilton to make sure that he was there.
He nodded. He could be understanding at times.
-"I knew from the first who had done the drawing. Ann
planned her little climaxes so neatly. Though there. was
nothing legible about the scrawled signature at the bottom
of the page. Anyway, we didn't know the name of the girl.
I felt a little proud of myself, but the rest accepted my designatiQn so readily that I suppose they must have guessed it,
too.
"Mary, of course, could stay under no enchantment very
long. She asked, "May we call her, Ann? We-well, we have
tQ see her!" Ann shrugged. She wouldn't put herself out.
But s€>meone telephoned Patterson.
"He couldn't remember the girl. . However, he did believe th~t one of -his c\irks, whose name he coqld not recall,
lived in that old rooming -house Mrs. Rawlins used to keep
out on Mill Street.
"I called Mrs. Rawlins. She was· smooth and sweet on
top, but angry underneath. I had doubtless disturbed her
Sunday afternoon nap. After all, I didn't even know the
name of the person I was asking lor. She had started to hang
up the receiver when she thought of something. There had
been one of Patterson's clerks in her house earlier in the year.
But she didn't believe she was·there now. She'd go see."
4
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Hilton stirred. "I don't believe it," he said: He did,
though. I c,ould tell. And he had never seen the statue.
"When a voice spoke in my ear again, it was not Mrs,.
: Rawlins'. It was a voice I had never heard before-and yet
~
I must have heard it often enough during those two years:.
, It was, at the same time, the combination of all the voices I
had ever heard, raised to the height of mediocrity. It was
the voice of the clerk from <Patterson's.
"I told her who we were and what we were doing. I
asked if she co;uldn't come out for a while. We had seen
her drawing in the magazine. We wanted to ~o~er.
Someone would"" go after her if she ~ould come. /
"She hesitated for a moment. I can feel that hesitation
now. I was more anxious for her to accept than I had been for anything in a long time. I was terribly afraid she wpuld
not come. I had ,th~ feeling that she did not really existthat I'd never see' her. I forgot that, accurately speaking~ I
must have seen her time and again. Then she said, 'Why,
yes, thank you,' so colorlessly that I was frightened. People
-human beings, do not talk like that.
"Tom went after her. He had his car, and the rest of
us hadn't. I pulled a stool over to Ann's c~air and sat down.
H 'How did you know?' I asked, and Ann told us how
, she had gone to the counter for
. the magazine, which had
been lying there, ope~ at the picture. When the girl came
'back with her change, Ann had said, without looking at her,
'I'd like to have done that!' and was startled by-the clerk's'
replying, 'i did.'
I>
<
"Afterwards, there was a tremendous silence in the
room. Tremendous seems a large word for such <a small
'place, but it was-like-that. Even Mary, from all her casual
store, found no word tp say. The sun beat in on us. No
wind stirred the curtains. It was I who finally broke the
stillness, and then only in an undertone to Ann. I was
jealous of Ann's finding her. And I wanted to know how
such a person came to be working at Patterson's.
~

I
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"Ann shrugged again. 'They needed a clerk and she
was there.' You fiknow how*terse Ann could be. Provoking'
at times. I was not I?rovoked then, however. I was too
busy with my own thoughts. Trying to rearrange the life
of this girl I had not seen. 'Surely/ I said, 'she'll be able to
sell all she can do of things like this. Or some good paper
will take her on as staff artist.'
"Ann stood up. : We had all reCognized the horn on
Tom's car. She turned back to say, however, 'She does very
little of that sort of thing,' and something else that gave me
to understand that the girl worked almost entirely in clay.
"The words, depr~ssed me. They, weighed upon the
vague unrest of the afternoon, coloring the very walls of the
room. I have never liked sculpture. I admire it, but I d~ not
like it."
"Graveyard hangover," said Hilton. It might have
been., "Did the girl come 1"
"Yes, she came." I was trying to think how best to
tell him about her. "She came and we saw her, but we
couldn't remember wha~ she looked like the next day. She
talked to Uf:!, too, but we couldn't remember what she said.
She just didn't click. There wasn't a single thing about her
that was significant. I took her hat and jacket into Ann's
room and tried to think about her. I did not remember then
-and I· do not remember now-the color of, her eyes, her
dress, her hair.
"And Tom's face-someone else said they would walk
home with her. Tom left- almost immediately. He has
never mentioned that afternoon to anyone, so far as I know."
Hilton broke in. "No. I knew there was something
there-something you had all forgotten. I couldn't ask.
You were sleep-walkers. I dared not disturb you for fear
of what might happen inside yourselves."
"Sleep-walkers ... " It was a good idea. __
"Well, I went back into the room.. Mary was talkipg
to the girl, smoking her endless cigarettes and chattering her
endless nonsense at her. Ann, was, as usual, letting matters
~

J
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alone. I ,asked a question or twQ. The rest were bored. The
afternoof had promised them somethinw, and the promise
had not qeen kept. Here we were, putting ourselves out for
an extreIjnely colorless young woman who had had the. good
fortune ~o have done that illustration on Ann's table.. That
was all." I'~
' .
.
"But it wasn't all," said Hilton. ,"There is that statue
in,the ju l k shop in San' Antonio."
.
"No it wasn't all. I kept remembering the picture. The
rest of t em had forgotten it, I think. 1 thought about it all
_that nig- . Thought about the girl, too. 1 couldn't sleep for
thinking of her. The amber light of theafteFnoon was rec~eated i the pale moonlight outside my room. There was
. this girl. A clerk in patterson's bookstore. And no one
knew sh existed. No one would ever know. She should"have
b~en exh'bited at a fair. As a woman you could not see.
You saw her, but you could not remember her. Hilton, I
won't re ember tomorrow. Unless you bring that statue
and set i on my doorstep. - I don',t know why I'm remembering now.'
"I on't bring it." Hilton ran his fingers through the
sand, 100 ed at the sun. It was getting late.
"Th next day I went to Ann and asked her to go to Patterson's ith me. 1 told her 1 had to see the girl again. I
-wanted tsee if 1 could not overcome her fear' of us, her inability t show herself to people. 'I knew 1 couldn't, but I
wanted t try. 1 really wanted to assure myself that she
was ther. Ann went with me."..
.
.
"Ye?" Hilton took out his pipe, felt... the s,and on it, andJ
put it ba k.
"An ther girl was at the book-counter."
"I ish you'd get on "with the story." I knew how he
felt.
.
"W~ went out to Mill Street, walking as fast as we
could, cOljnpletely sile.nt. We'd had no success in getting any
informat1on out of anybody at the store, and Mrs. Rawlins
was. veryl near as bad. We eventually obtained some sort of .
I

.
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directions that led us to a room on the second floor.
"The door was open. We went in. The room, I think,
was curtained across. Pm not sure. I only know that, somehow, there were two parts to it. There might have been two
small rooms. The first thing that caught my eye was a row
of small modeled figures on a rickety table. I think it was
rickety. I don't know. I examined the figures.
" 'I was right,' I said.
_
"Ann turned from the table, eyeing me curiously~ I
showed her the figures, one by one.· I had evolved a theory.
Even the girl's work did not say what she had meant for it
to say. I remembered the wistful imperfection of the 'one
- drawing we had seen.
"'These are genius,' I said, 'but they've been hell to
do, and they do not say what she meant for them to say.
They're not clurnsy_·they just almost are.'
"Ann picked up one of th""e figures, stared at it, then
put it down abruptly, and going· hastily across the room,
flung aside a curtain. Until that moment, it had not occurred
, to me that the girl might be there in the~room with us, hearing, perhaps, the :words we had said. My eyes followed Ann.
"I had not slept any the night before. The whole affair
had worked ~remendously on my imagination. I screamed
at what confronted me.
,
"On another table, in that other part of the room, was a
life-sized figure.. I knew-as you knew when y<;m saw it in
San Antonio----that it had become what its maker had meant
for it to be. It was modeled after the face and form of the
little clerk. It was grotesque. It was eerie."
"It was alive," said Hilton.
"All the drabness was there that the real woman possessed. But her hands were out, and her eyes were pleading, and her mouth was trying to say words it never could
say. The figure was in agony-an ago~y of the soul in the
coarse prison of a body that shOQId never have belonged to
it."
'.
~
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Hilton nodded. "Yes, I said 'soul,' t06. I don't like the
'word, but it's the only one.
"Soul and body. Hard to get around, Hiltdn. They're
realities, more or less." ,
"More or less. But. the girl ?"
"She was lying on the bed. I knew when I turned
around how I should find her. So did Ann."
"She had killed herself, then?"
I stood up. After all, my story was told. The afternoon was becoming: evening.
I shrugged my .shoulders. A
,
trick I'd caught long ago from Ann.
"I don't think so."
"You mean no one $co~d have created that horrible
beauty and have lived ?" "Something like that. There is a soul in that figure,
Hilton.. By the way, I wonder who could have fired it for
her? And by what route it came to the place where ... "
\ ~
Hil~on interrupted~ "You mean an exch2nge of dwell,
ings? The latter, possibly, more articulate?"
I cried, "Don't please! You know how I detest logic."
Hilton stood up. We were both silent. Before us, the
water had all the colors of the sunset. The sand, too, was
faintly
light, and farther out, the sail of a fishing boat had
...
c6 ught the same,glow.
<
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Autumn at Taos
By MAUDE DAVIS CItoSNO

Autumn at Taos
Coming down the mountain in great golden steps
Is a giant dressed in gypsy colors
You do not forget.
Autumn is a giant-Bright blue at his head, bright lavender at his throat,
Sparkling yellow with green for his shirt and
shoes,
II
Green for his trousers, and red for his vest.
Autumn, the giant at Taos,
Scatters gold on the green trees and scarlet on the road-side
bushes;
Along- the river he walks slowly
Painting with vibrant hues
WIllow, boxelder, and cottonwood.
Dreaming by the river
The giant grows older
Forgetting his great golden steps
Down Taos mountain.

". .

When he crosses the mesa,
His yellow is str~w color, his scarlet umber,
His green is silken with gray,
And he is dusty and old.
"fhe gypsy giant who trod Taos mountain
With his great golden steps
(Though you have not forgotten)
Is gone.
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Preface to Kiva Religion
By GEORGE WARRINGTON LAW

is the well of the undying culture of that group
'
T
of natives, indigenous to the desert Southwest, known
as the Pueblo Indians. It preserves the living waters' of their
HE KIVA

traditional beliefs, their folk-lore, their religion. The kiva
has persisted in spite of the addition to most villages of
Christian ichurches. All that the ~eople of 'the terraced
hou~s have been, the web and woof of their present being,·
the brightening dawn of their future, belongs to the kiva.
Out of Shipapu carne the forefathers of the many tribes,
up from the dark world by a spruce-tree ladder through the
watery orifice of the original kiv~. They were led by gods
and heroes~ the shapers and directors of their destiny, to the
world of sun, earth and moon. Hence the symbol of the
kiva has been religiously preserved. Down into it men go
to commune with the gods. They emerge in apotheosis,
painted anp plumed and. sometimes masked, fantastic figures
in a gorgepus mythology, whose dance ceremonies stir the
roots of pr~mitive emotions and weave a spell of fascination.
The 't0rd kipa is.taken from the Hopi; for there are
many ton~es' among this people of common origin and cul-~
ture. Th~1 ~paniards called the sacred houses estu{as,after"
their stover-like construction. They described some as being
large enough for a game of ball.. Many of the modern kivas .
. accommod~te mote tha~ a hundred' dancers.
The oldest form of the kiv~, as revealed in such ruins
as Pueblo [Bonito, was circular. The rectangular· form is
more comIfon to~ay, although both -are in use. At San Ildefonao a ci~cular and a r,ectangular stand side by side. The
character Icommon· to them all is .of being sub~rranean,
actually or figuratively. In the latter case they' are built
partly or e tirely above ground, but must be entered through
a hatchwa in the roof.

.
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The walls inside are usually decorated with symbolical
paintings. Stone or adobe benches are' built along the base.
Behind the ladder is a low platform upon which for special
ceremonies, altars are erected and symbolical objects assembled. In the center of the room is a shallow pit for the
sacred fire, the smoke ~ding egress as best it may. Some
kivas contain special symbols of Shipapu made of stone or
cottonwood with holes in the center.
Such is the kiva. Out of this well of IivingifIIfi!ers has
.be:en dipped the dream-lik,e substance of a w~r:oi\~ife visionary to the Homeric degree of an advanced primItive culture, but a step removed from civilization.
.
The Pueblo Indians were discovered in 1539, playing
their- strange and picturesque drama. The Spaniards harried them with sixteenth century Old Worldism, -and the
peacefully inclined natives incorporated aspects of the foreign culture without changing their own. They remained
true to their traditions for our discovery and molestation
in the nineteenth century.
Every culture has an inner structure of beliefs and traditions and an outer form of customs and manners.' The one
is the text of the play, the other the enact~d drama. To
tamper with either is to introduce bewilderment and confusion. It has taken us, "the superior race," half a century
to realize this; but at last the-Pueblo Indians are free to live
on in their own way, secure within the conscience ,of their
tribal imagination. Under the new policy of the Indian
Office native tribes may enjoy the Iib~rties guaranteed to
later Americans, and the religion of the kiva has the same
rights as any other.
To stand upon a mesa within this land of magic form
and brilliant color, is to lay -open one's mind to the myth
making tendency. To the mesa-dwellers it is a homeland
near and dear, peopled with their gods and heroes. From
their point of view the material and the spiritual attributes
are inseparable. The climate, the soil, the winds, the clouds,
the sudden ele~tric stormS', the fantasies of sky, the mirages
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of earth, he .life-giving rains-all are inextricably woven
with altar, prayer:-plumes, dances, rituals, work, and personal con uct. Their world and life, from the remotest
things to he most personal, are eXplained and ha~onized
through t e triBal imagination, with .the result that they
achieve e sily an adaption that is both workable' and
happy.
.
The a airs of their daily life are the glamorous stuff of
children's stories. They are superior animals in whom
imaginati n, not individual but tribal, has been ~released.
Hence the r life is ~highly colored with fanciful touches out
of the lore of their animal past. -\
.
Our e deavor was to educate and change them, to adapt
them to 0 r world, to wake them ull--:-rudely. Our faith
has cloth us with the benevolent attitude of coercing the
Indians in our superior ways of believing and living. We
succeeded practically in exterminating the Indians of the
plains. B t in the Pueblo tribes we encountered a faith more
steadfast 4an our o\Wn. In spite of seventy years of pressure and btrusion, the Pueblo Indians remain true to the
essentials f their kiva fantasy.
They have taken on doubtful modern blessings of
.methods nd contraptions, spoiling somewhat the stage
effect; bu the old drama goes on
. as surely as it did before
European set foot in kiva land.. We of the wakeful race,
to whom ream·s are only dreams, hardly penetrate the signIficances woven through the kiva schemeology. About all
we can do is' to observe the drama" partly in its integrity as
preserved in the ceremon,ial dances; and partly in~ shifts of
action, mi or- changes of props, and in the mfssing of cues,
for' which he influence of oUr civilization is responsible.
The iva religion is worthy of the designation. Education is no common among the indians. But those who have
been brou ht up as children within the ·kiva influe~ce, turn
back by p eference to the ways of their forefathers. In the
immemori I myths and legends,. the time-honored customs
and taboo, they find peace, gentle manners, tolerance, iildus~

.
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try, dignity, and a certain stoic mastery over fate. In their
ceremonial dances they find a deep mysterious significance,
which in its blood-and-soul stirring emotion seems to link
man with the underflowilJg river of'life through nature,
singing as it flows.

Cinquains
By

LARESSA Cox McBuRNEY

Beauty
These be
Beauteous things:
A stalwal1 pine ... blue spruce
On sunny glade . . . aspen above
A brook.
Desert Sunrise
Daybreak
Long gray shacJows,
A tinge rose on cliff,
Glory of gold on far headland,
Sunrise! .
Night

Just now,
Out of the depths
Of the darksome forest
A whisper floated mournfully,
Night is born.

1- i

i

I.

I
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Deep Canyon
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By CURTIS MARTINf

a picture of Rudolph Valentino on the whitewashe wall of the room. It was a large picture, wide
and tall, th dark face and slick hair showing plainly in the
enlarged p owgraph of the movie idol. Across tile room
on 'the oppo ite wall hung the picture of an old Indi,an, white
hair down ver his shoulders.
The ad be shack clung low beside the creek that trickled
from the d eper canyon, through 'the cottonwood trees, and
out beyond the plain.
., _
The su was rising, throwing long shadows, irregularly
over the na row floor of the canyon an~ the creeping water.
In the deep r water at the head of the creek a. -ti~y trout
splashed on e and settled to the rock -bottom of the stream,
to hold quiv ring against the current. Smoky sh'ldQwS hung
below the I va rimrock, over the pine trees, over the cotton'
woods, wit their roots in the movi.ng water.
The ir egular shadows shortened as the sun rose brilliantly, and in the room the dark pictures emerged more
clearly agai st the white wall, the eyes of Valentino matchi~g, gleami gly, the eyes of the Indiab.
A grea y blanket stirred on the low bed in the ~corner
of the room. A P9ck-marked face lifted from a: soiled pillow,
and flashin eye~ -glanced about the room, not noticing the
two framed photographs; they had hung in their places too
many years or that; then the head. went back on the pillow.
But the eyes stayed op~n, staring at the brown boards of the
ceiling, not ve feet above.
Outside a rooster crowed, and now in the brilliant sunlight a herd of goats shot up the bank of the stream, across
the yard to t e top of the earth mound over the cellar.
. The bla k eyes on the pillow winked and J osepb' turned
Q1l his side.
'

T
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"Maria," he said to the woman in the bed beside him,
"Es Tarde, it is late. Let's be up."
There was no answer but the bed heaved as the round
mass of woman rolled from beNeath the blanket.
"Jesus," the pock-marked Joseph shouted. "Jesus, get
out. Get out, it is late." From beneath the door came
man's voice in muttered answer.
After the woman was dressed and out of the way, J 0seph rolled across the bed, dropped his IQng feet to the rough
floor and rising, his neck bent to miss the ceiling, stretched
his giant, big-bellied frame. He glanced at the picture on
the wall at the foot of the bed. But there was no thought in
his mind as his eye took in the harsh face of the Indian, the
long white hair that seemed almost greasy, even -in the photograph. Joseph moved his hand over the short hair at the
back of his head; hair now turning gray, a glistening gray
like that of the Indian in the picture. The same fierce light
shone from the photog:raph as that which struck from· the
eyes of old Joseph.as he reached for his shirt. Over his s~irt
he pulled a slack nair of overalls, and shoes in hand, padded
heaviiy through the low doorway to the outside. doming
into the sunlight he dropped his shoes beside the door and
stretched, again facing the low rimrock of the upper canyon.
He brushed his hand over his head, pushing back the gray
hair, revealing the wide, deep pock marks on his forehead.
Looking about he saw the goAts, butting and plowing
up the dirt of the cellar mound. Bellowing heartily, he
rushed across the yard and grabbed a stick from the fence
and Jlung it heavily after the fleeing goats. Picking his
way carefully now across the pebble-strewn yard, wincing
from the sharp rocks on his bare feet, Joseph returned to the
doorway and, seating himself with a sigh on the door sill,
laced on his heavy shoes.
As old Joseph laced his shoes, the door at the other end
of the adobe opened and a thin man of twenty came out. He
was dressed sturdily and almost neatly. His eyes were narrow but doubly brilliant; peering, seeing eyes.

a

"

f
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Th young man grunted as'· he came abreast of his
fattier. The old man was heaving as he folded over his
great b ly to lace his shoes. The young man, Jesus, stood
as his f ther had done and gazed up the canyon, where the
sun was now rapidly melting the mist.
nis shoes laced, Joseph stood up, large beside his son,
and mo ed off to the tiny outhouse, just behind the adobe.
jesus leaned back against the' wall. Suddenly hesteppoo.
, forward and, turning, bent inside the doorway. When he
straightened, he had a long rifle in his hand. KneeliI,lg, he
.aimed and the roar made the earth tremble. Up beyond the
goats, on the. hillside, a lean yellow coyote kicked weaklY1,
the blood trickling from its nose and ears.
Old Joe, burst from the outhouse, lunging .against the
door and splintering one side- of it. "Caramba, what· happens?" he shouted. His son's face twisted upward in a tight
smile. "Up there," he said, "above the Cabras. One coyote.'I'
His hand passed along the stock of the rifle. 'fhen he leaned
it against the wall and opening his knife as he went, he
~limbed the hill to scatter the goats from his kill. '
When Jesus returned he carried the evil smelling skin
in one hand and the bloody knife in the other. Laying the
skin on the corner of the roof, he wiped the knife blade on
his pant leg and entered the house.
His father sat hunched over a plate of fried squash,
from, which he dipped large mouthfuls with a ,folded tortil}a.. Beside him was his wife and at the other end of the
small table was Jesus' wife, Barbara: Her brown eyes were
happy as she looked at her husband. The fat pouches undell'
her eyes moved upward as she smiled.
•
"My God," the old man said looking at his son, "You
smell like the hell.?' But he waS&happy.
Finishing breakfast, the "father and Jesus and his wife
pushed back from the table, and went out of the house to the
rude shed near the creek. Each taking a hoe they crossed the
stream and climbed the bank fo the level ground above.
There, enclosed
by a straggling five-wire fence, was a large
,
I
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pat4h of garden. Beyond the garden, and enclosed by small
separate fences were three ancient apple trees, bending now
with green apples the size, of eggs.
Without speaking, the. fat Barbara let down the wire
gate and went inside, beginning to hoe between the rows of
corn nearest the gate. Joseph closed the gate and with his hoe
on his shoulder went to the far end of the field. J esu~
had already gone up the stream a hundred yards, where the
water was dammed up by a twenty-foot earthen dam,· and
opened the ditch that carried water to the garden. Cleaning
the ditch carefully in front of the oozing water he had a fair
sized stream entering the field within an hour. His father
had already laid out ditches down the rows of corn, which
had been cleared of weeds, and along the long rows of squash.
The men worked silently together, threading the water
to the rustling plants, saw the old mother hobble down the
bank and cross the creek, and come through the gate. She
spoke a minute with Barbara, then went along the corn
rows feeling out soft ears for roasting.
The sun burned into'the narrow canyon, driving fiercely
into this wedge in the earth, reflecting from the hillsides
and dropping agai~ on the laborers in the field. The old
woman worked methodically down the rows.
.Together the men heard the scream and running, they
reached the old woman and saw the snake slide away beneath
the heavy vines of a watermelon. Barbara was there at the
same instant and ripped the dress over the knotted, heavy
legs, as the old woman direCted with mutterings and pointings. The bite was high pn the thigh, a mere nick, through
the: heavy clothing, as she had kneeled to gather up an ear
of corn she had dropped.
They carried her into the house and Barbara turned
away, her face contorted, as the son held the thrashing l~gs,
while the father with knee firmly on the woman's chest, cut
a deep, even "X" over the green mark of tQe tiny fangs.
Jesus would have sucked the wound, but it bled freely as the
woman rested. And they knew it was not bad now, merel~
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a scratch, while .the other time, three years before" it had
been deep in the calf of old Maria's leg. Barbara brought
kerosene and, soaking the cloth· in a solution of kerosene and
salt, she tied it over the wound to draw the poison. ~,
Placing Maria half-upright on a couch beside the table,
the men went back to their watering. Barbara went to the
fi~ld and gathered up the corn Maria had dropped and taking
it back to the house, started a fire and set a kettle of watm"
. to boil. Maria dozed, almost restfully, on the couch. Jesus
spent a little time looking for the rattler before his father
called him back to work.
.
In the 'evening Old Joseph and Jesus milked ..the· goats.
The cabras had to be roped and dragged, their four feet furrowing the earth, to the fence where their heads were tied
close to a post. It was twilight when the milking was done
and the goats deriven back across the stream. Jesus took
the large can of 'milk to the fenced-in spring above the house,
and set it in the running water; weighting it with rocks.
Taking a smaller can which had been in the water since the
evening before, he returned to the house. His father was
standing bare-headed in front of the door, his }luge bodly
wider than the 'doorway, his head higher than the sloVing
roof. He had just come up from the creek where he had been
washing. His 'chin and hair were dripping water. He was
looking off up the canyon, over the black rimrock, where a
few stars showed in the coming darkness. Jesus, the boy,
stood beside Joseph a minute before entering the. kitchen
with the milk. The table was set, waiting. Old Maria was
propped up,eating a bowl of green soup.· Joseph came in
then, and they ~at to the table~
After dark, the light from the flickering coal oil lamp
piccatching and reflecting from the glass fronts of the two
I!t
tures, there was a knock at the door. The men glanced
at each other, ;Jesus stepping back as his father
called,
,
"Quien es? Who is it?" Then the loud voice of Pedro came
. back, booming, "Es Pedlro. Open up. Open up."
Joseph sprang to the door, face alight, and swung it inward, and Pedro'"4a blinking baby in his arms, and a short,
I

I
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pretty woman following him, entered. Into his arms, baby
and all, Joseph clutched Pedro, then the woman. From the
othe~ ro~m came the querying voice of "Old Maria, and a dark
light crossed Joseph's eyes as he explained quickly in Spanish. "But it is noth~ng, is nothing now," he said. "In a week,
all right," he said, explaining to this other son of his. Jesus
backed into a corner and sat down as. Joseph made much
over this Pedro, the older son, who had dropped in for a
visit from over the mountain.
Pedro was a large man, nearly as tall as his father, with
a heavy body that had no fat on it yet. His eyes flasHed
beautifully in the light, his arm and shoulder muscles rolled
under the light polo shirt he wore, and the slick hair, the thin
moustache, and brown skin matched the Valentino in the
picture. You knew now why it was there. Even now, as
they talked, Pedro's eyes roved to the picture, saw it in. its
accustomed place, were satisfied, wond~red a moment. if his
own features still so nearly matched those of the pi~ture as
they once had. Jesus in the corner watched his brother's
every move.
Pedro's wife, too, was beautiful, and that was not all;
she had an inheritance. Her father had worked many years
for a lawyer, and the lawyer, seeing the old Mexican failing
in health, had sold his property for him and adding a sum to
the amount, had set it aside for the daughter, Audelia.
AudeIia's father had hated Pedro. Now he was dead and
Pedro had married his daughter and was living comfortably
on the twenty-five dollars a month they would receive as
long as Audelia lived. . Pedro was npw a man of leisure '
with an income. Once a month he and his wife came over
the mountain from the little village of Folsom to visit Joseph.
Pedro brought word of his sister, Mary, whose husband
ran an ash truck in Trinidad. "She is, coming here for a
visit," Pedro said, moustache working thinly up and down
above pis lips; lips so deli~ately red that they- seemed ex- .
pertly colored. "She will bring all the kids and come for a
visit. I will wait here to see her."
,

I

~
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IIBi, si, yes, yes," Old Joseph cried. "You becha. This
summer all come to see me. We have plenty. Plenty in the
garden to eat. No, Jesus?" "
They talked late, Pedro and his prettywife,.with the
inheritance, and Old Joseph. Barbara and Jesus sat silently
by, Barbara smiling honestly at times, but sometimes almost
sneering.
The next day 'there was no·work. Maria was feeling
_better and thought that she would be up in a few days. At
.. noon the two horses were driven in from the pasture, the~
dilapidated harness strung on them, and hitched to the
wagon. Joseph, with a'gleaming, new white hat and wide
smile, climbed to the seat and started for the railroad station
nineteen miles down the creek to get his daughter and her
brood.
It was ten o'clock that night before the loaded wagon
returned to the yard. The children in the w~gon were all
asleep,. but the huge wdman beside Old Joseph was wide
awake. As the horses limped to a stop she jumped frorn the
wagon' and burst into the house, stuJ:!lbling over a box in
the dark, and sending it spinning- acr..oss the room, crashing
into the table. HAh~, Mama. Mes hermanos. Mes hermanas.,
My brothers. My sisters/' she cried.
As soon as Joseph fumbled a'light she waddled {rom one
bed to another, soundly kissing everyone, then beginning
over again, exclaiming in Spanish, constantly, about the
rattlesnake bite, the size of Pedro's baby, and the long trip
from Trinidad.
While she talked Jesus. and Barbara" crept· out of the
room and to the side of the house, wpere they had prepared
. a lean-to with a thin bed, in case th~re was no mistake and
the sister did arrive.
Old Joseph carried the five sleeping children into the
house, then the baby asleep in a market basket. They were
all placed in one bed, their bodies twisted, one sleeping acros~
another's head, and one using
another's feet for a pillow.
.
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The children were up with the sun and bounding in and
out the narrow door, waking Barbara and Jesus in the leanto, waking everyone in the house. When.Joseph looked out
he saw thre~ of them running the goats dver the ridge at a
high lope, the oldest bouncing along holding a jumping goat's

tail.

I

That morning Maria lay in her bed and gave orders that
Barbara get plenty of everything from the garden and fix.
up for company. Barbara sullenly started across the creek
but Mary came after her crying for her to wait. In the garden Mary stripped ears, large and small, soft and hard alike,
from the corn stalks and flung them into the basket. She
jerked squash and watermelons from the vines, almost uprooting the plants. She gathered a bushel of green beans
and another of peas. Then, surveying the harvest, she
shouted loudly for her children to come and carry it to the
house. Two youngsters finally did come, but as they were
going out the gate, leading to the ground, a scared goat crept
out' of the bushes and ran for the hills. The food was
dumped immediately and the half-naked chil<Jren were away,
with dark legs flying, over the weeds, over the lava rocks,
away up the mountainside after the vanishing goat.
. Old Joseph stood across the creek and roared with
laughter, and after a time, when his hU'ge belly had stopped
shaking, he carried the food to the house.
In the kitchen Barbara set to work, under the voluble
advice of her sister-in-law, Mary, to prepare the meaL-Jesus
took up his rifle and went up the stream, eyes lowered. Pedro
and Joseph talked in the cool room where the pictures of
Valentino and the ancient Indian hung.
"
It was dark when Jesus returned down the creek. The
children poured from the hillsides to see if he had any game,
and their mother, who had called them without result for
an hour, grasped up two of them and drove the others into
the adobe, before they could escape.
Under the yellow, glint of the smoking light they wrote
out an order to Montgomery Ward and Company of Denver.

1
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Joseph had sold furs in the spring and later twenty kid goats,
and had saved all the money for this occasion. He had
fifty-five dollars that needed spending. Before the order
was finished it had to be rewritten three times. Twice because changes had, been decided, and the third time because
, the youngest 'of the children, that is the youngest walking,
member, had snatched the order blank from the itable andj
escaped under the bed, and before he could be dragged outl
he had clawed the paper
to pieces. '
,
When the order was finished there was something for:
everyone. Even Pedro, whose wife had an inheritance, had'
placed
an order
for.
a large size bottle of hair oil. There:
,
.
were shoes for each ,member of the house, and over-aIls for
the men, and stockings for the women and girls. Jesus sat
in the corner. There had been something that he had wanted
. to order for Barbara, but he could not speak now in fron~
'. of so many of them.
i
It was a week before' Pedro took his bahy in his arms
and, with hi's wife following, set out over the mountain~
fo.r ,his home; and still three days later before Mary's husband rattled up the canyon in an ancient model ''T'' truck~
with solid rubber tires on the fr.ont wheels, and demanded
that his wife and children return home to the city. When
they left the truck was loaded with vegetables of all varieties~
To Jesus, as he watched,,it seemed that they loaded .the truck
with all the food that it could possibly bear, then thr-ew the
children on top of that, then dr()-v.~ off slowly, down the~ tr~i1,
out to the prairie. Across theLthin running stream the gar~
~:~f=~:~IY shorn. No protection there now for, hi1ng .

-t'
0.

~

',In Au~st whe~'the s~reallJ had al.~ost stopped flowirg,
and the sun poured Into the canyon, borIng for the c'enterj of
"
the earth, Jesus got a 'job.
, Jesus' 'uncle Dap., broth:er of Old M;8.ria, came over th~
.mt>untain trail Qne ~venitig- to stay ~.whi1e, but also bringing
, - ' goOd news. . THe ~governmeni:biQlogic~l survey had decided
•
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to poison prairie dogs,in that district. Those srlall burrow- "
ing animals were the dearth of that W~stern country ~ T:3ey'
dug hoies and mowed down vegetation over areas sometimes
covering several square miles, then moved on to the S'ame11 ~
performance at the next well vegetated spot. The government had decided to poison as many as possible.
A week af~er Dan arrived with the good news, the go~
ernnient director drove up with a truck load of poisoned
grai~. Old Joseph's house being the first along the canyon
trail~ the director stopped there and unloaded the poison.
Uncle Dan was waiting for him an? asked for a job3for
lll
himself and Jesus. The jobs were given and Jesus appointed _
foreman for the district. He wls given orders to hire si~
other men and I?roceed to distribute the poison.
Gallantly Jesus, Dn an old saddle, astride one of the long- _
lipped work horses, set out up the canyon to hire his men.
He :flound six men eager to work for the mont!). that the
poisQn would last, and to receive the three .dollars a day the
government paid, for a man and horse. They accepted Jesus'
offer, but looked sullenly after him as he rode away.
The first morning the six' men rode up together and
waited silently for their orders. Jesus had things straight in .
his own mind, but he had no idea how to tell the men what
to d~. So he showed them the sacks of poisoned grain that
were: to be tied to their saddles, and Dan explained how they
were to scatter a handful , of grain near each dog hole they
saw during
the day's ride.
•
That first day Jesus rode silently"behind the group, following where they led. The second morning he told them
that he believed they would work out a certain section near
a Juan Gonzales' farm.
At the end of the week Jesus took a half hour every
morning to give each man explicit and detailed orders as to
what he was to do that d~y. Through the day Jesus was left
alone with Dan, as the others grouped together talking in low
tones, which turned t<1 silence when J esps approached.
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, . Among the men, who were1-all black,rdark-haired, lowbrowed !\:lexicans, was one young fellow of twenty. He was
fat and aily; but he had been to school in Trinidad and had
finished the'i fifth grade. This" young Pablo knew of no
especial r.eason why he should be taking orders from Jesus.
'" The thought that Jesus was his master was insufferable to
Pablo. Pablo had a cousin, a tall slow Mexican who had
been perfectly sati~fied to 'do his work quietly at first, but
who was very touchy· by the end of the week, und~r the crafty
plan of the fat ~ablo.
"
On Sunday 'there was no work. It was a·calm day with.
the sun boiling.along the edges of fleecy white thunderheads,
tokens of rain to come. O'
Jesus lay i:tI the shade of the largest apple. tree and"
listened to the heavy drone of insects around him. ' Barbara
sat nearby, watching the goats along the hillside. Jesus
stretched lazily. He was enjoying his day of rest afte.r labor.
Th~ white clouds boiled, passing overhead, changing shape
.
as Jesus watched.'
. Barbara, from the side and rear, watched Jesus' face
as he chewed on a tough apple skin. Half in the \lot sun she
drowsed and thought' about the children she did not have,
although she had been marrie'd two years. As'she watched
she saw a man come out of the trees up the canyon and walk .
toward the adobe.. She did not speak to Jesus, who lying
down, did not see. She saw that the man was Pablo.
Pablo spoke a moment with Old Joseph at the aoorway :
of the adobe, then came across the creek to the apple tree.
"Como lo va?" he said to Jesus. ~'How .are you? How
are you ?" His mouth worked loosely, and he slobbered over '
his chin. He took'the bottle from his hip pocket. "Have a
little," he said.
.
Jesus took the bottle and swallowed ·some. of the wine.
and passed it to Barbara. She looked at the bottle and,,,
handed it back to Pablo.
"How goes things?" Pablo asked Jesus. "How are
things?"
~

I.
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"Good. Good." Jesus relaxed and began talking.
When the bottle was empty Pablo stood up. "We will
go up to my house. We have more up there," he said, looking
at the bottle.
'
~
Jesus was up instantly, but Barbara caught his
"No,;·Jesus," she said. "Not today. Please not t'oday."
:Jesus shook her off and the two men s~rted without
another word, unsteadily up the path.
They. had been gone an hour before Barbara got. up
from beneath the apple tree and went hurriedly across the·
stream to the house. She went inside and came out with an
old straw hat on her l].ead.' Old Joseph saw her go, but did
not speak.
Under the trees she began to run, ·her heavy sides rolling. Coming over the slight bank she saw Jesus and Pablo
and the tall cousin in the yard below her. Jesus fell from a
blow as she looked. He was up instantly and with flaming
Indian eyes, and Indian savagery that came down to him
from the old Indian in the picture, he knocked Pablo down
and began beating the tall cousin back· against the wall of
the adobe. Jesus knocked the cousin down, just as Pablo
came up from behind and mashed Jesus' skull with a hard
driven rock. He fell stiffly backward, and Pablo began
beating in his face with the rock.
Barbara was down the bank, heavily over the fence and
as she passed she grabbed a pitchfork and, swinging wildly,
she struck Pablo with the first blow and knocked him over.
With c~azed eyes she made for the tall 'cousin who stJod a
moment before he turned and ran. She came back for Pablo,
but he staggered to his feet and plunged
inside the door of
.
the shack before she could reach hIm.
Jesus was blinking ·as she bent over him: the blood covering his eyes until he could not see. He struck at lier before
she could speak, then lay still when he heard her voice.
It was, dark when Old Joseph met th~m, halfway homerand together Barbara and the old man dragged ;r~us along, ,
over rocks, feeling for the path.
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In the house they bathed his face and hands, pulling
away flakes of dried blood, and felt the holes and knots aboUJt
his head. One eyebrow was laid open half an inch, the eyeball bulging crazily to the side.
Through the night Old Joseph walked softly before th~
door of the room. He felt the cold night wind, bu~ mostly h~
heard the mutterings from the bed where Jesus~ lay. He
looked at the high stars, and thought of his father, whose
pictnre hung on the wall across from Valentino~s, with. hiJs
white hair long and untamed.; Joseph felt his own closecropped hair, and thought of 'the changes that had come
during the last fifty years. He knew what his father -Would
have done in such a case as this, and he would have acted
instantly, not dragging his decision through the night like
this.
Still Joseph waited for the morning, doing nothing, unt~l
he saw how Jesus came out. He knew that with the blood
that flowed in his veins there could be only one decision.
Still he waited.
At daylight the muttering lessened and in the half-liglilt
Joseph leaned i.nside the door and saw his son, dark on the
pillow and Barbara asleep, kneeling beside the bed. He went
closer to~be sure that both were breathing, and straighten~d
when he knew they were.
Outside again he looked out over the rimrock that sep- arated him from the world, and saw the beginning of a beautiful morning. He went down to the stream and wasned lis
head and face, and went to his bed beside Old Maria, n~t
answering her questions. Just before he slept he knew
,and was glad that he had waited.
felt stronger, somet
how,' than the Indian in the picture. He was glad that lit
would be he who 'went for the sheriff that day, and not someonef\.else sending fQf the-sheriff to hunt him.
II
"
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. Self in Retrospect
By ROBERT L. DARK, JR.

What of these instants men are living?
Instants live on and death defy.
Time is the constant not frail humans
Who recede and die.
Turn back the leaves of your life's volume;
Study each page in retrospect.
Who is that person found depicted?
Him whom you expect?
No. It is not your youthful image
But is a ghost intangible,
Someone with whom communication
Is impossible!

/

Fog in New. Mexico
By KATHERINE

POWERS GALLEGOS

Pale ghost, long lost from a chatoyant sea,
Sighi.ng of gulls and green waves breaking high;
Why do you still haunt my blue door,
White ghost that weeps for a far distant sea?
Deep in my soul salt tides rise and fall,
Crumbling mud wall, uprooting gray pine tree.
Mu~t I, too, haunt blue doors at daw~,
If I go back to some forgotten sea?
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.Smoke 'Talk
GRATEFUL to Profesgor C. H. -S. Koch for introducing

me to a new periOdical of great distinction. Christendom by name, it is a quarterly which will go into its second
. volume with the next (autumn) issue. Anyone interested'
in a really fine interpretation of the world today ought to
look at Christendom, on file in the University Library, thanks
to Professor K o c h . . ,
.
Christ~ndom has as complete and varied a bo~-review
section as I have ever seen, as well as an exceedingly wellclassified section of announcements of new books. Its conliberal
tributors are, generally, members of faculties of
'b
schools of divinity. Some of t~e theological and philosophical articles are 'pretty hard going for the lay reader. But
there is a plenty for the general reader. What immediately
strikes the attention is the well-integrated point of view that
the magazine las a whole maintains. This may be accidental
but it looks more like good editing..
. The point of. view is somewhat as follows. The breakdown of liberal democracy which extreme conservatives and
extreme radicals complain so loudly about, is not due to any
inherent fault in democrp,tic theories. We should admit,
however, the justice of the radical charge that the economic
system under liberal democracy has gone so far astray as
almost to wreck the whole political and social fabric. And
we should admit also the charge of the extreme_conservatives
that the anti-authorita,"ian . philosophy of individualism
under which liberal democracy once flourished, is n~w seen
to be a great breeder of diffusion and unrest. But going all·
the way with the radicals would mean the enthron~ment of
the naturalistic and materialistic ideas which have already
caused so much havoc; going ~ll the way with the extreme
conservatives would mean having the totalitarian state with
.no individual freedom of conscience or action. Let us reenthrone authority separately iitmen;s individual consciences, thereby saving men from the bitter materialism of
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-today at the same time that we preserve the system of
political democracy. In short, let us revitalize the Protestant
tradition.
I do not mean to say that I have given in this summary
something which is argued up one page and down the other,
in Christendom. I have simply tried to state what seems to
me to be the raison d'etre of the magazine, its underlying
theme, the thing th~t gives)t unity and direction. It is the
organ of a group of liberal Protestant thinkers who are alert
to every variety of political and philosophical thinking today.
Christendom, it seems to me, states, analyzes, and defend~
the best of the liberal tradition of the last three hundred
years.
#
. The position of Christendom, if I have correctly stated
that position, is open to attack from two sides, -by two kinds
of totalitarianism:: communism and fascism. And if any
reader thinks that the possibilities of our haviqg any two
such things to contend with, are very slight, he is the very
reader who needs to look into Christendom. The editors and
contributors are very much aware of the growing disillusionment with the liberal order, and are prepared to wage
controversy with the advocates of totalitarian theories.
And make no mistake about it: the latter are very formidable
.controversialists.
" The point of view represented by Christendom leaves
room on o~e side for a great deal of conservatism in morals
and phil@sophy. But don't get the idea that it has any
affinity with the Saturday Evening Po.r~t or Liberty League
point of view. Christendom's point of view also leaves room
for a.very progressive attitude in matters of political theory.
Christendom fills a need, and apparently is ~ling it very well. :
DUDLEY WYNN.

-
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THE POETS' ROUND-UP
HE 'ROUND-UP of the Santa Fe poets, now in its eighth
T . year
and in a fair way to become an in~titution, was held
the 13th of August in Hazel Hyde's patio. There had been
an attempt to sidetrack it in favor of a lecture by somebody
" four poets only.
or other, or the reading of poems by three or
But the readiness of fifteen poets to read and of 250 persons
to attend shows so much vitality in the occasion as it stands
that it will doubtless continue unchanged.
The vitality of the Round-Up from the point of view of
the audience· is the interest attaching to seeing and hearing
so many poets, for three or four minutes apiece. It has the
variety of ~ld time vaudeville. From the point of view of the
performers it is the opportunity to read new and unpublished
work. From a more general point of view it is an excellent
way for a new poet to make his bow, under the affectionate
eye of his seniors.
.
On the other hand, a lyric poem is the l~st thing one
cares about bellowing to an out-door audience. It is difficult
enough to read to a small audience in a quiet room. The true
lyric is not made for platform delivery. For this reason,
sufficiently obvious, most poems read each year at the Round- .
Up are impersonal, and many of them take ~arrative, topical, declamatory,~pigrammatic or humorous forms.
This year, Thomas Wood Stevens read four lyrics frem
an unpublisheel long poem, and by his presence and trained
voice achieved a success which is not usual at Round-Ups or
elsewhere. Witter Bynner read several exquisite lyrics, floating them, so to speak with humorous and children's verses.
He read" also a posthu~ous poem of gregtbeauty by
A. E. Housman. Lucy Sturgis More, Grace Meredith, and
Ina Cassidy also read lyric poems, with varying success; but
in any case one admires them for sticking to their guns under
difficulties. I mean, a poet's first duty is to use the pronoun
"I."
'.
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Mrs. Konopak chose her poems well, reading three of
local interest, and one, "Black Jesus," on our unfair treatment of ;the negro.. Mrs. Hughes read two ballads, one· of
them with the Irish flavor which makes ,her work unique
among Banta Fe poets. Peggy Pond Chorch, who last year
chose a series of unforgettable lyrics, this' year read a poem
on the death of Will Rogers, which is a new sort of thing
for her to do. It was well liked, however. Haniel Long
called his offering "Hailie Selassie before the League of
Nations," and for the third successive year at the Round-Up
he belabored the point that the world won't improve until
each of us does something about himself. He appears
ob~essed by this idea.
Marie Garhmd Fiske, in tny opinion, came off as well as
any of us, winning her audience instantly by eleven telling
epigrams of alarming honesty. Lenora Curtin was a decided
favorite too, because of the charm of her "versos," brief
translations of local Spanish word-catching and wisdom.
And the same was true of Stanley Vestal's verses on the first
families of the Southwest, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Rabbit et a1.
Dana Johnson concluded ~e program, as usual, with
one of his most amusing diatribes, this time on Santa -Fe's
drinking,water, muddy from a recent cloudburst at the second reservoir.
Ernest Thompson Seton was a guest of the poets, and
reaa his well known sketch of rat and rattlesnake, which has
t~e power of gripping adult as well as adolescent .through its
celebratipn of courage. The remaining poet to speak of is
Alice Corbin Henderson, who began the' program with a
moving tribute to Langdon Mitchell, who died last autumn.
Mrs. Henderson then read four sonnets called "Three' Bets,"
a record of conversation and points of view, about the condition of Hfe today. To me it was an unusual and memorable
series, aJ!ld I regretted that the. conditions'of the Round-Up
did not set it off at its true value. For such work, a different
kind of program, with two or three or four poets reading,
*.
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and in the evening, in the shaded lights of a friendly room,
might well be offered Santa Fe as a supplement to the RoundUp; and perhaps next year Writers' Editions will work"out
such a scheme.
'.
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HANIEL LONG.
JOHN COLLIER IN NEW MEXICO

John Collier ftgured in Mexico thi~ _summer as one of
the ambassadors of good feeling between our republics.
Eleven years ago it occurred to Hubert Herring that one way
to promote international understanding was to encourage
relations along cultural lines. To that end, he organized the,
Committee on Cultural Relations with Latin America which
this year held its ,eleventh seminar in Mexico.
~c:
The seminar is composed 'of students from the United
States who spend several weeks in Mexico, listening to lectures by authorities from both countries and using their own
eyes and wits to see how Mexico is meeting her problems.
Some of her problems are quite different from ours. Others
are so alike that one country's experience may be invaluable
for the other.
John Collier believes that Mexico's methods of rural
education for both adults and children, of land ownership,
of co-operative 'marketing, of her. methods of dealing with
Indians generally may offer us valuable suggestions for our
management of Indian affairs. On the face of it th~ situation is very different. Our Indians are very few in cdplparison .with the bulk of the population. Latin Americalns like
to r~mi1;1d us that we: have killedoti our Indian problerlt. Still
to Mr. Collier there is nothing negligible about Indians, and
he has for years atched Mexico's wresting with a' group
with traditions, w ys and manners of thinking quite "distinct
from those Gf whi emen. He even; a few years ago,; ri~Igro
severe criticism b inviting Moises Saenz, a distinguis1ied
'Mexican educator to look over our IyCiian' situation and
advise. ).Wr. Colli r incurred th~ sharp displeasure of cer,
j,j.
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tain con~essmen who felt that it was un-American to assume that anybody could know more than we did. Mr. Collier characteristically stuck to his guns and Mr. Saenz spent
some time in New Mexico and Arizona.
At the eleventh seminar in Mexico this summer~ Mr.
Collier not only made one of the most effective addresses of
the program, but he spent time visiting schools, talking with
educators, and studying co-operatives in Indian villages.
As an ambassador of good will, John Collier is a suc.. cess. Intense and serious, eager to learn and' quite without
bombast or what Mexicans consider typical Yankee conceit,
he makes friends with Mexicans and convinces them that at
least one gringo thinks they are doing worthy and significant
work.
'
t-

ERNA FERGUSSON.

The Earth lSi Like a Ship
I

'

I

B¥ MAX KAUFMAN
I

The ~rth is like a ship
That Fails and never lands;
All on deck ~y
.
Inauc(lible commands.
Life is born ~board,
Rocked upoD,the waves,
Then goes down the hull
To be put in graves.
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The Burning
By

DOROTHY MARIE DAVIS

A little hungry tongue of flame darts out
And curls along the rotted sagging sill ;
. The old foot-guttered timbers writhe about
~~
As if some life pervaded Bodie still.
~·iThe glutton blaze devours saloon and hall;
!
It ~reeps along forgotten ridge and ~after
1
And licks the cobw~bs from the mouldy wall
And roars and· crackles high demented laughter.

"/

ci:

Old Bodie burns! They say they do not know
What spark set it afire, but old men tell
Of greeds and hates it kindled ye.ars ago, .
Of mine depths heated as from coals of hell.
Some smouldering revenge but six feet deep
Leapedfre~ to burn old Bodie
town, asleep..
.

j

Sonnet
By IRENE FISHER
"1 loved thee once, 0 Atthis, long ago."
'1
So Sappho sang. The slender chor~s of spring,:
For one who knew thee, nevermore will bring
The musie of thy yoice with all its low
~
Deep cadence to the listening ear. Although
Slow dripping tears cease not their salty ~ting,
I am aware of this the year's upswing,
How once 1 loved thee, Atthis, long ago.
I am not sad. The white plum petals drift
Across my hair with toucn ~ light as thine,
And down th~· wild spring wlnd the willows lac,e
Their greeR against the sky. It is the sign. 't
This spring, the clouds of my dark spirit lift.
1 see, 0 Att~s, wonders in thy face!
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Los Paisanos
Saludo a todos paisanos:

The highlights af the summer season from a literary
point of view have been: the publication of four books,
written by Albuquerque auth(i)rs (we. claimflDorothy Hogner) : the very successful
seriesI of lectures sponsored by Dr.
•
Pearce of the EnglIsh departn1ent, as a feature of the Sum~
mer Session at the University of New Mexico, and the Literary Conference at Las VegaS under the direction of Dr..
Lester Raines, of the Las Vegas NormaI.
According to flattering reviews in leading periodicals
throughout the country, the books written by the local
authors (all of which are reviewed in this issue of the QUARTERLY) are of the highest merit, and according to the b~ok
st-ores the sales have been more than satisfying.
Those who contributed to the success of the University's
series were: Paul Horgan, Haniel Long, Witter Bynner,
Lynn Riggs, S. Omar Barker, Ruth Laughlin Alexander,
Nina Otero Warren, and Michael Gold. Names which attracted; not only Summer School students, but the literati of
the town, and because of the outstanding success of the ,:.'
series, ·plans are being formulated for next summer'~
program.
The Las Vegas Conference annually attracts representative writers, poets and dramatists from Arizona, Colorado,
and New Mexico, and provide$ an excellent opportunity for
the layman and the amateur to learn a few. tricks in regard
to the craft of writing,. as well ~s to hobnob with the successful ones and hold post-mortems on recentlY4'published books.
Everybody had a grand time in spite of the fact that some of
the celebrities held forth, and: held forth. We suggest the
rule of the Paulist Fathers, "No soul is saved after the first
fifteen minutes." Speaking ot post-mortems, Dr. Raines'
[228 ]
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class demonstration of the ,choral reading of Paul H(j)rgan's
The Litany was the hest that we have heard in thes~ parts..
This particular poem of Mr. Horgan's lends itself bea.tifully.
to such an interpretation.
,
All "paisanos" welcome the return of Miss E~a FerIII gusson from a thirte.en months' stay in Guatemala a~d Mexico. Miss Fergusso~, author of Dancing Gods and F~e8ta in
Mexico, is not only one of the most distinguished Sou~hwest
ern writers, but one! of the most popular lecturers. While in
Guatemala she gathered material for her third book, which
she IS under contract to finish by September, and su~ervised
the Latin-America:q. Seminar there. During' the 'summer
Miss Ferg~sson lectured for the eleventh seminar iheld in
Mexico and 'Cuernavaca under .the auspices of the (fommittee on Cultural 'Relations with Latin America. ' Her forthcoming book on' Guatemala will be published by IKnopf,
which co~pany recently published tnree of Harvey !Fergusson's well known npvels in one volume. The book is called
Followers of the Sun, and contains: Wolf Song, I'~ Those
Day~, and Blood of'the Con'querors.
,.
The Story of New Mexico, by Dean G. P.Hamrhond, of
the University of New Mexico, and Dr. Thomas P.Donnelly,
of the Political Science Department, is just off the University
of New Mexico Press. This. history and government book
was recently adopt~d for state use, and represents ~~e work
'of outstanding anCjl representative scholar~ in the[ field of
history and government. One of the significant fe~tures of
the new book, aside from its s~holarly approach, is ithe fact
that it is beautifullY illustrated lin woodcuts 'by.a ~anPt Fe
.' artist. Another important publication by the UJ/Iiversity
Press is a series of handbooks by the University of ~ew Mexico and the School of American Research. The first one,
just off the press, ~s by Dr. Edgar L. Hewett and ~s called
The Chaco Canyon:and Its Monuments. Bobbs-Mer~ill Company annou~c~' as' one of the outstanding publicatlions for
September a book by Dr. Hewett, .:Ancient Life in Mexico and
Central America, which is non~echnical in natUll"e. Dr.
I

"

,

I

•

I

.,
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Hewett, who is president of the School of American Research, has spent years in Mexico and Central- America
exploring, judging, and measuring the remains of the early
life there..
Conrad Richter, whose book of short stories, Early
Americana was published by Knopf last month, has just had
a new book accepted by the same publishers. It is called
The Sea of Grass and will be published in three installments
by the Saturday Evening Post before being released in book.
form. It is generally conceded by representative Southwestern admirers of Mr. Richter that the place left vacant
by the late Eugene Manlove Rhoades in the literary world
will be 'filled by this prol~:fic author, and the~ reputation,
which he has already achieved, warrants this judgment..
One of the most interesting boo~s of the late summer
season is one for children, called Indians of Today, by Mario
and Mabel Scacheri, published by Harcourt, Brace and Company and dedicated to Hugh Bryan, of Albuquerque. Mrs.
Scacheri is an Eastern newspaper woman, editor of a children's encyclopedia, and Mr. Scacheri is one of the most 01il~
standing commercial photographers in the country. They
spent several months in New Mexico a few years ago. The
narrative binds together . n inety of the most beautiful Southwestern photographs we have ever seen. Many of the Indian
character types posed for Mr. Scacheri at the World's Fair in
Chicago where he· was the official photographer, and where·
the acquaintance with Hugh Bryan began "whose true
Southwestern hospitality maqe the rhotographs possible."
The well-known Mabel Dodge Luhan has written the
story of her life in New York which will be published in
September by Harcourt, Brace and Company. The book
will be profusely illustrated and will deal with such well
known people as Heywood Broun, Carr Van Vechten, and the
late Edwin Arlington Robinson. Why it will be called
Movers and Shakers we don't know.
Kay Boyle and Lawrence Vail are editing a book of
.short stories called 365 DaysJ with one story for each day of ,.
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the year. Among th~ contributors are Norman Macleod,
Robert MeAlnan, and i Evelyn Scott. Norman Macleod has
recently sold three p~ms to Esquire.
Samuel French ard COlJlPaqy have brought out in an
attractive volume, two of Lynn Rigg's plays, Cherokee Night _and Russet Mantle. Paul Horgan has just submitted to his
publishers a dramatization of his well known" Harper's prize "
novel, The Fault of An"gels.
Kyle Crichton's name appears among the glittering
array 'of literary talebt who will select the winners of the
. Book of the Month Club's annual series of awards'. Four
fellowships of $2,;50~ each will.be awa~ed to 'authors of
, merit whose work ha~ not had the recognition it deserves.
Among the jurors are:Harry Hansen, Edna St. Vincent Millay, Sinclair Lewis, Carl Van Doren, Julia Peterkin, and
Henry Seid~l Canby. !
Ross Russell, husband of Monica MacArthur, is one of
the young, successful "pulp" writers in Los Angeles. Mr.
Russell is a graduate of the Un~versity of California at Los
Angeles, where his, wife is secretary to Dr. Goodwin, head
librarian. T. T. Flynn, dean of the "pulps" in New Mexico,
and one of the most successful writers of this type of fiction
in the country, was in Albuquerque recently for a visit with
his old friend "Jim" Threlkeld; of the New Mexico Book
Store.
Mr. Carey Holbrook, editor of the Health City Sun, has
just announced the winners of the annual Oren Strong
Poetry contest. The prize-win~ing poem, Futile Spring,
was written by Mrs. M. Cheney, who also won the third
prize for her poem, My Neighbor's Roofs, and received honorable mention, for two other poems submitted. Mrs.
Cheney's poetry has appearea frequently in the NEW MEXICO
QUARTERLY, and both of her prize-winning poems appear in .
this issue. Vallencitos de los Indios written by Manuela Williams Crosno was ~warded the second prIze. Mrs. Crosno is
" also a well known New Mexican poet whose work has been
attracting wide attention. She has published one volume of
I

i
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poetry and some of her, poems have appeared in such well
known anthologies as: Contemporary American Women
Poets, and American Voices. The September issue of the
New Mexico Magazine will contain .a story by Mrs. Crosno
called Martinez Treasure, which is one of a series she b.as
been writing ... Interesting to all of us is the news that the
poetry which has been appearing in the Highway Magazine
for the past several years will be published in an anthology
soon.
Spud Johnson, manager of the Villagra Book Shop in
Sena Plaza, Santa Fe, announces the publication in book
form of Paul Horgan's briiliant story-sketches of Santa Fe,
. entitled, "From ',the Royal City." These appeared first in the
Yale Review and have been acclaimed by New Mexicans as
Mr. Horgan's finest work.
One of the book events of the summer season for Santa
Feans was the publication of Dorothy Thomas' The Home
Place. One of the most important fall publications will be
Witter Bynner's book of Selected Poems. The volume will
represent Mr. Bynner's poetic work of thirty years find will
include the best ofthe contents of Young Harvard, The New
World, Spectra, The Beloved, Stranger, Caravan, Indian
Earth, Guest Book, and a shortened version of Eden Tree.
q

H asta la proxima, .
JULIA 'KELEHER.

..
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Odyssey of the Islands-Carl N. Taylor-Charles Scribners' Sons,
1936-$3.00.
-

The Wide -World Magazine, published in England, has
- long sought for tales of travel and adventure a little .beyond
the horizons known to the average reader. Since Carl Taylor,
as a student at the University of New Mexico, contributed
steadily to this magazine, his patural bent for digging into
the oddities of existence was intensified by this -association.
When he went to the Philippines a few years ago as an instructor in the University there, he was doubtless impelled by
the opportunitIes those islands offered to oile seeking the
bizarre in civilization and experience. Tiring shortly of the
classroom--classrooms the world around being, deadly to
one of his questing spirit-he set forth alone to seek out the ,
unreported corners of life that he felt existed in that maze
of island, jungle, mountain, and sea. That his 'search was
successful his book offers abundant evidence..
Starting in the Sulu Sea with the Bajao sea gypsies, he
found himself in a' world of smugglers and modern day
,pirates. Affli~ted with dysentery he submitted to treatment
at the hands of the medicine men of the gypsies. After adventuring in Zamboanga and Mindanao, he climbed to the
summit of volcanic Mount Mayon'in southern Luz9n. Thence
to Mountain Province to the abode -of the head-hunters and
- ,their' remarkable terracing of the mountain sides for the
raising of rice. From there he sought out, in northeast
Luzon; the jungle home of the pygmies and the head-hunters'who travel by rattan rope froIn; tree top to tree top.
.
In the majority of these tvanderings Carl Taylor was
accompanied only by his cargador, who was both guide and
pack carrier. Occasionally he chanced upon some old timer
in the Philippines, such as Captain London, Tuan Billy, Etheridge, and others, whose colorful existence and thrilling
yarns are reproduced as most interesting embellishments to
the author's,own 'experiences. ,
,
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The book makes no effort to settle the problems of the
Philippines in their relation to the United States. There
are references occasionally to contrasting modes of life and ..
. political practices, but these are· secondary tQ the faithful
reporting of things as the author saw them. As a travel book
of the little known fringes of the Philippines, Odyssey of the
Islands is a fine piece of work.
Our friend, Carl TaYlor,was throughout his life predominantly solitary. In the realms offriendsh.ip and social
contacts he went where his spirit led. Thus his friends were
not numerous but they were stauncher than most. This record of the searching of his 'fine spirit for the peoples and
events that were without the experience of most men was
typical of the life of this man. He ends his book with this
sentence, "My story is told." Odyssey of the Islands will
perpetuate for moSt of us the earnest, expl~ring spirit of·
., Carl N. Taylor.
JAMES P. THRELKELD.
Albuquerque.
Early Americamr-Conrad Richter-A. A; Knopf, New York, 1936$2.50.

All romantic fiction is laboratory fiction, that is, it cannot spring out of immediate experience or immediate environment. It must grow from materials carefully collected
in the research method and brought into the laboratory there
to find life anew under the careful nurture of the author.
Everything, 0:( course, cannot go down in the notebook.
Nature rarely has to, for past or present, her heat and cold,
her drouth and floods, her benevolence and inhumanity are
recurrent, the contemporary scene as satisfactory a record
as the meteorologist's or the geographer's. Conrad ·Richter
has made full use of his laboratory, past and present, so full
in fact that one must add that no good fiction can ever result
from formula or from mere industry in collecting materials.
Early Americana dwells entirely upon the pioneer folk
i,n the West, but they come West from the South and Middl~
.

.
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West, even from England, so that the- folk are"; early Americans-in a fairly general sense. People of a wide range of:
types they are, too, from the patrician Cornelia Porterfield"
mistress of a Georgia plantation, going west to be with her
father, to the cowboys of the Bar C or the desperadoes, of La:
Cruz, the latter echoes of the cattle gangs of William Bon"ney's day. The majority are earnest religious family groups
enduring Indian raids, drouth, isolation, the hardships of
primitive life with courage and faith, above all with a highmindedness and propriety which are essentially aristocratic.
Love is a stable element in their lives, and Mr. Richter
shows it young in the wedding of Laban Oldham and Catherine Lydia Minor, which occurs just after an Indian raid
ends the plans for another wedding, and mature in Nettie
and Frank Gant at odds over the coming of the railroad and
the young engineer with it who loves their daughter Juliana.
, Episodes in pioneer life, such as the arrival of the first piano '"
in a Western town, the rivalry among first settlers over land
boundaries and homestead titles, the trips over the t;rail made
by young women to seminaries in Missouri for schooling,
are the stuff for the pl9ts in Early Americana. With authentic detail and with~.poetically felt mood, Mr. Richter creates
something quite individual in the short story type.
There is a quality a little repetitious in the tight-lipped,
drawn-faced mood which dominates many of the stories. In
fact, Mr. Richter .seems to treat his 'themes with a sort of
compressed' solemnity which' gives them an oc,casional remoteness and unreality in spite of the vivid detail. This may
contribute to the beauty of style, for nowhere is the author's
work unfinished or rough. It is asa stylist that Mr. Richter
is most noteworthy.
,
The following picture is' from the story "Frontier
Woman":
'\
He did not talk fluently or gallantly, as the men
she had known in the South, but she was aware that
there had grown up between them a curious ~ond,
like the walls of a tranquil room. All the way into
~,
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his country she felt it, while the aspens on the
mountains shone like drifts of golden-October
snow, while the train forded icy mountain streams,
crossed upland meadows set with wild evergreens
trimmed like box and yew~ and rumbled by Mexican
villages brown of wall as the earth itself, scarlet
with hung chile and, yellow on the roofs with
pumpkins.
.
It is not easy to select the best story in Early Americana,

but if the reviewer were forced to pick one among them, he
would pick, "Smoke Over the Prairies," and nominate it for
an award, if there were one, as the best Western story in
recent years.
T. M. PEARCE.
University of New'Mexico,
Albuquerque.
The Home Place-Dorothy Thomas,. illustrated by Ruth GannettKnopf, New York, 1936-$2.50.

Dorothy Thomas, who now lives in Santa Fe but writes
about a middle western farm, is another literary importation
o-f whom New Mexico can be very proud.
The Home Place is ,a tale of the depression, but fro~ a
new slant. Miss Thomas deals with the families of three
soris, forced by hard times l;>ack on the old folks. And her
theme is not primarily poverty nor how to get out of it, but
the rub of antagonistic personalities held too close together.
It seems much ~ore worthwhile than th~ typical offering, all
disaster, or thePolly-annish one in which some gallant soul
changes all natulje by raising apples or hens.
.The Home place is a woman's book in the best sense,
toid from a wpmaU:s point of view and infused with a
woman's sensitiveness to what is going on. The conflict is
among the women and only they are sharply characterized.
Each qf the three wives is a distinct type. The older kitchen
martyr, kept comfortable over the hot stove by the cloak of
her own self-righteousness and her disdain of her si~ters-in... _
'"
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law. The, cheap city girl, who caught the family baby in an
,office where they both worked, and who whines and loafs disgustingly. And our heroine. Daughter of a small,;;town
banker, she was used to the daintinesses of life. Especiallyshe had known·and thought indispensable a privacy fn which
she could exe,rcise her talents for ller husband and' child with
some degree of dignity. The incident of her braving the'
family displeasure to give the child her orange juice is only
one of many poignant notes. .Th~ reaction of such a woman
to a houseful of bickering and her final escape, with dignity
,
intact but ravelled nerves, is well done. .
Aside from this Phyllis, the most sympathetic character
is Mamma Young, serene, self-respecting farm woman~whose
house would always stretch to take in one more--orie more
. family, not indjvidual. Her saying, probably sUms up the
book's philosophy: i'Sing a hymn, ~aymie, and go your own
way." Perhaps the younger women knew no hymns- and
could only go thE!Jr own way by talking about it.
.IERNA FERGUSSON.

Albuquerque'.

Lane of the LlafW-T. M. Pearce-Little, Brown and Company, Boston,
1936-$2.75.
"

It was a lucky day not only for th~ Professor but for
the reading U. S. A. when T. M. Pearce found Jim Cook,

sometiines known as Lane, seated on a bench before Cabin
'Number Five of an Albuquerque tourist camp. When a
skillful writer and .a willing tale teller who has lived high
deeds meet,; the result is a book worth reading from the crisp
Preface to the the Conclusion-an old man's d,ream.
Few men now liVing have known more adventure than
Jim Cook. Born the son of an Indian trader on the Staked
Plains in Texas in 1858, he was in the saddle as soon a~ he
could walk; the nearest n~ighbor sixty miles away at old
Fort Mason. After the Civil War he helped drive cattle with
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his father and John Chisum on the first drive over the
Chishm Trail. That was in 1866.
When he was twelve, he had his own herd, his mother'
having died and his father been killed by the Indians. Then,
for three years he lived a captive of the Comanches, married
White Swan and ~scaped back to the Llano. Life with 'his
Indian girl bride was a plains idyl as he retells it after sixty
years. It was during this time that he scouted with
Mackensie, White, Swan riding with him. Together", they
stole fifteen hundred horses from the Indians and then cut
out a: large herd for themselves when the horses were being
killed by the commander's orders. White Swan's death
from a rattlesnake bite ended Jim's adventurous poyhood.
,As a reckless dare-devil cowboy, he broke broncs,
branded cattle, not always the boss's, on the Two Circle Bar
and X I T Ranches, knew Billy the Kid, took orders from
Captain o. J. Wiren, one of Quantrell's band, outsmarted
Ch~rley Goodnight and Gatewood, the Yankee cattle buyer.
With a twinkle in his eye he ratiOlfalizes h~s trickery and in
all sincerity says, "Men in those days we~ all honor. There
was no graft or strife between them." It was during these
days that he was known as "Jim Lane the Great," Lane being
used instead of Cook for reasons of his own. He hints that
the change in name had something to do with the Lincoln
County War. The best story of the cowboy days, a story of
courage without chicanery, is the round-up of the f~mous
"dun bl!nch" of wild mares. It is told, with a Will -lames
verve.
In 1885, with barbed wire and the Texas "lease law,"
began the passing of the cowboy and of ~he good life. for
Jim CooJ:t. For fifty years now, in the Dakotas, in New
Mexico, in Canada, in his dreams of a Wild ~Test Par~ in
Utah, Jim has searched for the Old West that has passed
from the North American scene.
The writing 'member of the firm of Cook and Pearce,
along with Cook himself, see's the good life in the primitive
,life. Like Stanley Vestal and J. Frank Dobie, like Mary
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,Austin, like many of the rest of us, Dr. Pearce seeks to escape
from an industrial, standardized age by making the old days
live again on the printed page. So it was with the",Romantic
Movement, so is it now with the New Regionalism.
The style of Lane of the Llano is in keeping with the
stories told~imple, "a spade is a spade" diction, short direct
sentences, and suspense, the secret of all good tale telling..
Tales that are fraNkly tall relieve what otherwise,"might be
too much like bragging.
The format of the book, could' not be improved, good
paper, clear print, the cover a soft orange like a, western
jacket- with the hero on a bucking ,prone, the original and,
useful map end-pa:pers, the full of action drawings by Walter
J. Heffron, and the forceful portrait of Jim Cook by Clytie
Ogden, all add to the beauty and interest of the book.
Artists, publisher, a sympathetic recorder, and an old man
with an exciting past and a lively memory have united to
make a corking book.
~

...

MABEL MAJOR.

Texas Christian University, Fort Worth,
The

Flowe~·mg ot'New England-Van Wyck Brooks-E. P. Dutton &
Co., Inc., 1936-$4.00.
_
~

Van Wyck Brodks is of the generation of crities who,
just after the war, stirred young America to a realizati'on of
the low state of 'its culture. Brooks, Waldo Frank, Lewis
Mumford, Randolph Bourne, and others centered their criticism upon what came to be labelled the Puritan-Industria]
complex, their hatred of which at times was almoslPsychopathic. For a good many years, however, Mumford and
Brooks have not b~en content to revile American rootlessness; they have probed deeply for such roots as they could
find. If they have ~estricted themselves to the New England
scene, it is mainly hecause that is the scene they know best.
Mumford's
"Golden Day" was a fruitful critical work, and
.
"
~
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Brooks' "Flowering of New England" can now stand beside '
it as a portrayal of the attempt of New England to develop
an integrated American culture.
With a wealth of intimate detail, Mr. Brooks brings the
New England of 1815 to ;1865 vividly before us. He has
chosen an unusual method.: What is ess~ntially a critical and
historical work, based upon diaries, letters, literary works,
and: documents, is neverth~esspresented as rather plain narrative with few quotation ptarks and Iittl~ formal documentation. The method is illuminating, espeically when Mr.
Brooks is giving us the milnd of a man-Emerson, Thoreau,
or Hawthorne, for eximpl~. Brooks' narrative is apparently
a skillful compiling and rephrasing of material from the
works of the man in questiCj>n. It is as if Brooks had got inside
his subject's mind and had made that subject reveal himself
to us out of the intimate ~xperience·recorded somewhere in
his work. The method gives the effect of immediacy and the/·,
illusion that the author is' completely objective. One is not
made to feel that a twentieth century Brooks is arbitrarily
explaining or- interpreting
the nineteenth century
mind.
.
.
But if this essentially narrative method gives the illusion of immediacy and obJiectivity, it also gives considerable
confusion. Letting New; England narrate its own mind
makes this book about New England almost as chaotic as
one's unco-ordinated impressions of New England. Every
chapter is vivid, but the material spills over from one chapter
into another; one never quite knows clearly where one is in
time. One expects from: the historian a clear demarcation of
periods and types and from the critic some interpretation
and some analysis of processes of growth. Consequently,
there is some disappointment here when the reader finds that
the New England of 181~ to 1865 is presented largely in
terms of itself, with too little regarq to plan or to an orient- .
ing framework.
.
Nevertheless, it would be absurd to i~sist that an author
so thoroughly steeped in hi,S material as Brooks is, should
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Score obvious points with pedagogical thoroughness.. Out of
this abundance of! material, points do emerge. The most
striking is that there were giants in the earth in those days,
.'
that New England in her golden age produced sturdy men
who knew what th~y wanted, who were capable of fervor and
hard work and di~cipline, who w~re not afraid t<j)ground
their civilization a~d culture on rigid moral principl~. Boston from 1815 to 1~50 waS an intellectual capital" very much
like Edinburgh of the eighteenth century, in which Ithe man
of business, the lawyer, the portrait painter, the ot1ator, the
scholar, the preacher understood one another:-' Th~t such a
culture had its limitations is proved by the fact th~t almost
the only artist was I the portrait painter-, who glo~ified the
sturdy independence and the moral rigidity of' th~' man of
affairs. But there, was social cohesion, a :unity of b~lief and
desire, that gave the age its backbone and its trelmendous
capaCity for achievement within its own limitations.!
What giants they: were! The greatest politickl
figure
.
I
.
was Daniel Webster, "a demon of a man, a fulltblooded,
exuberant Philistine, with a demiurgic brain' andl.a bull's
body ... wtth an aN-subduing personal force, an eye! as black
as death and a look like a lion's" who rose, even whT he had
guests, "at four o'clock ~nd lighted the fires, roused~he cocks
with his early-morning candles;' milked and fed the s~ock and
chatted in the kitchen with his farm-hands, q~oting ~r. VirHow sincere the love of learning!gil, the Roman farmer."
;
I
There was Elihu Burritt, of Woreester, the "learn~d "blacksmith," a self-taught linguist, "who, as an apprentice. had
kept a Greek grammar in the crown of his hat to stu~y while
he was casting brass cow-bells, who made a version ~f Longfellow in Sanskrit and ma~tered more than, for1jy other.
tongues, .toiling at the forge or in the evening .'.:." And
Burritt was no freak, Mr. Brooks insists; he was t~pical of
the "younger 'gene:ration of 1840." The North American
Review, fruit of New England's love of learning, had a
standard "severe and thorough ': some of its reviews representedfive months of study, during which the"reviewer went
I

..

-

.,
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behind the author, read all ~he works that he bad read and
verified all his citations." There was the "artist-cavalier"
Prescott, who, partly blind, ispent ten years writing Ferdinand and Isabella; working( harder than any Boston merchant, but with such ease aI!d verve that hardly anyone knew
him as more than a witty, exuberant, gallant young dilletailte
about town, "running over With' animal spi,rits," dressed in
a "gay blue satin w~istc~at,;tall, graceful, with light brown
hair and a clear and ruddy;complexion." And Ti~knor, the
quiet Harvard scholar, whoi corresponded with every celebrity in Europe and, almost lone-handed, ferreted out more information about Spanish literature than all Spain itself
knew! After German romanticism came to New England,
there was William Ellery Channing, .Transcendentalist and
Unitarian preacher, challenger of Boston's shop-keeper's
morality, who "wished to live 'under the open sky,'" who
"was always young for liberty, not the mere terrestial liberty
that Webster represented but a liberty of the intellect and
spirit that tended to form a superior race ~f men," whQ with
his flaming kindness and "large opinion of human nature'"
was the 'only person in Boston from whom two poor deluded
old women would take food, believing that everyone else'
wished to poison them. Of like breed, the high-minded Emerson, the spectre-haunted HaiWthorne, the wiry recluse; Thoreau, true rugged individualist to whom individualism meant
anything but the right to eKPloit others.. The list is by no
means exhausted, but it is long enough to indicate that at
one time New England came very near to being the republic
of free men that such Puritan republicans as John Milton
,had envisioned.
The ~ey to the greatness of New England in her
"renaissance" period is in a passage which Mr. Brooks
quotes from Channing's note-book: f'A noble school is profit- '
able only to noble spirits. The learner must have something
great in order to receive great lessons." Being great, New
Englanders could profit by great lessons from abroad. Boston and Cambridge were alert to every current of world-
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feeling and world..thought. Intellectually there l'fas a stir
that Europeans recognized as the basis of
sometb1/ng
great,
•
I
and yet New England greatly overcame her defl~rence to
Europe, was" solidly and substantially herself, h~r culture
largely indigenous and the 'e<jual of European ~lture in
receptivity. "
"
:
Why, then, the great wave, "later, of expat~iation of
noble minds like Henry James and Henry Adams? : Why did
New England not fulfill the promise she earlier ,ave of a
substantial regional American culture, indigenous and autonomous, and yet alert to influences from the gr~at world
outside? This is a.question to which Mr. Brooks ~ves only
partial answers. Perhaps he will answer it directly in another volume which he promises, bringing the litEtrary history of New England up to 1915. There are, howeyer, hints
as to answers. The Civil War gave a loose to New England's
I
latent and wide-spread Whiggish Federalism. New
Eni
. gland, after all, was not best represented by .Em~rsoh-, and
Thoreau, but by the devotees of the rising factory system.
Emerson's and'Channing's noble humanitarianism ~nd idealism were as ineff~ctive, and, in a way, as-unrelated to realities, as the usual baccalaureate address-an answ~r, by the
way, which Mr. Brooks gave also some years~ ago in an
essay entitled "Highbrow and Lowbrow." The greed which
motivated the westward movement could not be overcome
even by the numerous NewEIigland school-teachers in the
West. The factory system on the Eastern seaboard and the
Jacksonian democracy of the West overwhelmed New England's over-intellectualized culture.
Van Wyck Brooks has played.fair with the Puritanism
that he used to criticize so severely. In this labol' of love one
can read this much between the lines: that closely-knit,
vigorous, hearty Puritanism of New Engl~nd was admirable; nor was it as graceless or austere as usually pictur.ed.
But there is no 'romantic nostalgia in Mr. Brooks' view.
True, he does identify New England's "flowering" and de,cline with the Spenglerian culture-cycle: a p~edominantlY
~
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.
rural way of life, with religion, faith, hope--an· abundant
expression of this vigor-decline. But no .fancy moral1essons are drawn from this identification, and there is no pin-ing for faded glory.
. After all, the greatest value of "The Flowering of New
England" is the variety and abundance of its telling detail.
If one should read Vernon Parrington's chapters on New
England in the second volume of Main Currents in American
Thought, in order to.get the main lines clearly laid down, and
then should read Brooks' work to get the intimate details of
the culture of New England, one would have a most excellent
introduction to a truly great periOd in American literary
history.
DUDLEY WYNN.

Albuquerque
Old Bill WilliamB, Mountain Man-;-Alpheus H. Favour-The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, N. C., 1936. 229 pp.;
maps, illustrations, notes, bibliog., index-$3.00.

Mr. Favour, of Prescott, Arizona, is a lawyer by
profession, who makes his debut in the field of Southwestern literature with this biography of one of the ·'few
mountain men who have been commemorated by placenames. As shown on the folding map (p. 24), Williams
Pas!:!, Colo., and Bill Williams Fork and Bill Williams' Mountain, Ariz., were named for this old trapper and scout.
The author has based his work on the results of a very ,
extensive search for source material, and the critical reader
will be grateful for the list of sources and the reference notes.
Yet he may wonder how carefully ~r. Favour used some pf .
his authorities, as he finds numerous minor errors in spelling, dates, and historical facts. Bancroft, for example,
spells "Melgares" correctly, but our author has followed
Duffus (p. 10). Why should he use Leavenworth's misspelling of the name "Antoine" (pp. 10; 51, ill.)? Sibley did not
stay in Taos over a year, nor did he proceed to Mexico City
(192~ note 15) ~ errors which would have been avoided by
/'
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reference to Hulbert, Southwest on the Turquoise Trail, and
to the New Mexico Historical Review. He questions the
accuracy of Ruxton (p.65) yet quotes him freely.
Not all readers will agree with Mr. Favour that Bill
Williams "had no peer as a hunter, trapper, marksman, and
horseman" (p. 75), but all will agree that he has given us a
very sympathetic portrayal of the old mountain man, his
family' background, :his early lif~ in Missouri and among the
Osage Indians. The last chapters of the book tell us of the
disastrous Fremont expedition of 1848 and seem to clear Old
Bill of the blame put on him by Fremont and others (p. 169) .
The general reader in the' field of Southwestern litera- "
. ture will find this a very informative and fascinating book.
From his birth in 1787 until 1825, the setting of the story is
in Missouri and the. Osage country; from the latter date qntil '
his violent death at the hands 9f the Utes in southern Colorado in 1~49, it is a, story of the far West. We#are gratefUl
to Mr. Favour for giving us such a comprehensive and syIhpathetic biography ,of this old mountain man who 'has been
too long neglected by historians.

"

<

• MAUDE McFIE BLOOM.

. Rio Ruidoso, N. Me~.
The Olive Field-Rillpp. Bates-E. P. Dutton & Co.-$2.50.

Spain in the h¢adlines: history being heroically' made.
Even as this review is being' written, the newspaper dispatehes ~and how uniformly contradictory they' have been)
tell of Nazi Germany's ultimatum to the ~loyalist, people's
government. .There is the usual' talk of such obscurantist
things as "honor," "nationals," and "the 'na:tional pride."
But every Russian child knows that behind these various
diplomatic fictions lie the less mythical business of "property," "investment," and "imperialist fortification."
It requires more than the ordinary demands of literary
criticism to discuss a book whose content is part of a time's
tension and the general econo~ic and cultural contraction
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(fascism) of an era. One remembe~s the headlines .and the
newsreels and the editorial obfuscations. The Olive,Field is
the second novel of Mr. Bates dealing with the present-day
Spain of resolute class struggle and revolutionary working...,
class action.
.,
t
The Olive Field is an eloquent and shrewdly understanding novelistic treatment of those forces, and their impact on a people's consciousness towar~s revolutionary social
action, which today represent the source springs of Spain's
crucial historical period. This novel belongs to that body of
contemporary literature which deals with the lives and
struggles of workers. It is both proletarian in content and
revolutionary in its political implications and sympathies.
The IQcale is Los Olivares, the olive-producing region of
Andalucia. Mr. Bates, in those pass~s relating to the
agricul1tural life of the people, is both poet and musician.
There is great tenderness and passion in the novelist's tre~t
ment of the political meetings, the dances, the religious processions, and the festivals, the loves, the frustrations, the
bjtter struggles of the olivarios of Andalucia. Joaquin Caro
and Diego Mudarra, olivarios and passionate anarchists,
are the protagonists. There is revealed a.lucid insight in the
psychological and political development of Caro against the
futile revolutionary purism of the anarchists (as represented
by the intense Mudarra) ,to the acceptance of the Communist position in creating an, affective workers movement
against the triple alliance of the church, the landowners, and
the fascism of the military forces of 'the state. Mr. Bates
succeeds where too many proletarian writers have failOO:
and that is in creating living reCognizable personalities
rather than precise political abstractions.
But there are many things in the novel which are inade'quate and lacking in complete artistic conviction. There are
huge passages filled with distracting irrelevancies (the telling and extension of a fotktale, detouring a significant <?r
-crucial psychological or political development) which indicate an essential lack of discipline in the selection of preg-
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nant detail. There a;re, tQ the greater 'abandonment of complete understanding, :sections which are thoroughly mystical .
and unintelligible in terms of character motivation. The
conversations at the political meetings are frequently ultraliterary and couhteriieit.
.
. The Olive Field, finally, is more than a novel. Its contents and immediate politt£al meaning can be ignored only by
quibbling litterateur~. It is, together with its abundantly
dynamic charaeterizf3,tions, a relentless indictment of the
SoCl;:tlistic coalitio:p ~overnment of 1931 and itS failure to
provide the needed land reforms and wage laws. It is a
novel which illumiIWlltes a contemporary crisis (a defeat of
the reactionary forc~s by the People's Front in Spain will
advance anti-fascist' action everywhere) in enduring and
memorable terms. The Olive Field is another piece of literary evidence of the heroic statqre and dIgnity that workers
everywhere achieve under the impact of revolutionary action
and struggle.

,
,.

i

VINCENT GAROFFOLO.
Albuqu~rque,

N. M.

1

,

\

South to Padre-Dorothr Childs Hogner-Lathrop, Lee and Shepard,
1936-$2.50.·
.
.

The appeal of Dorothy Childs Hogner's recently published travel-bo.ok li~ in her colorful directness of approach
and simplicity of style, combined with the fact that it is
stunningly illustrat~d by her talented artist-husband, a man
who, incidentally, happens to be an experienced camper, with
a "knack" for aiwaya knowing what to do with pots and pans,
rations arid rattlejl, lfords and finances. Such a combination
of art, talent, and practicality in husband and wife is rare,
and the record of the vagabond·iilg holiday of the Hogners is
a delight to read and:a joy to remember.
Starting out from New York "with $300, a twenty-nine
model Ford with a reconditioned engine, a few relics of past
camping trips, plus ~, few new .'ones, ·a typewriter, paint and
I
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canvas" they didn't miss seeing or doing a worthwhile thing
on the 6,500 mile trip which took them through Louisiana,
acr~ss Texas, and on down to Monterey, Mexico. The real
adventure, the objective of the summer vacation, was the
exploration of the hitherto unknown Padre Island, "surprJsingly a part of Texas." The dot on the map has now become
"the place where the Hogners went" so:rf1ewhat in the manner of Byrd, in the 'opinion of their friends.
Accurate, historical, geographical, and botanical data,
reflecting the author's scholarly trend, link together bits of
realistic characterization, and impressions of cities and industries, crabs and gnats; bull-fights and Portuguese-Men:
of:War. We learn that "rice was first !mported to America
by chance. In 1694, a ship, sailing from Madagascar to
Liverpool, England, was caught in a storm, nearly wrecked,
'~and blown
so far out of its course that it went for repairs to
f
Charl~ston, South Carolina, then under the English flag.
The c~ptain
of the ship made a present of. some rice grains to
.
the gcj)vernor of the colony. Thus the first rice was planted
in AnJ-erica." And that "Spanish moss which in the.sunshine
is silvery ,grey, and at night makes an eerie filter for stars
and moonlight, is not'a true parasite, but an epiphyte or
planbliving on air."
Offsetting a wealth of factual material and research, is
Dorothy Hogner's delightful sense of humor, and her consciousness of the beauty to be found in life and living.
I

JULIA KELEHER.

Uni'l.'ersity of New Mexico,
Albuquerque.

·... '
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PERS~NALLY SPEAKING
~

Dear Amiability:
Yours is a hard fight these' days, eh? 'Since Charles
Lamb died out of this world, you have sickened and wellnigh died too. Alas! For you have a cheery palm and a
smiling face with dimples, and a heart that beats with warmness.
' <~
Where have you gone in the turmoil? Will an ad find
you? ... something like this: "Dear Amiability: all forgiven;
please come home; the whole family needs you."
Not, of course, that you are entirely gone. You are like
-forgive the shuddering analogue-one of those breathing
presences in Algernon Blackwood's horror stories, pregnant
with dread not far away, yet unseen; felt yet invisible. Perhaps the allusion is even apter than it seems at first (isn't
it'remarkable how biting a pencil makes it ooze ideas?) for
at times I suspect that you color black with rose-you' cast a
brilliant light on the sombre, and the sombre gleams dece:gtively. But, shucks,.such a st6ne to cast at you! '
. No, you flash yet in;the shadows, Amiability, shy, almost
ashamed. And one of your most 'pleasant flashes is by way
of a little book 'of verse, Amity Street, by George M,eason
Whicher. He nurses, 'one of his poems declares it, ''''a secret,
sickly dream of fame"; but how he slips away from that
damp diaper to dance! Here, Amiability, we catch a quick
glimpse. of you in the shadows, before you slide away again
from these days when men scratch their heads constantly-.
from perplexity, not fleas:
l

Herrick Up to Date (Almost)
Whenas in style my Julia goes,
Oh, methinks how clear she shows
That costumes now are largely hose.

\.

,

.

!

r'"

Next when I cast mine eyes and see
Where drapery was wont to be,
Oh, how the v~uum frighteth me!
{,-
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'lThe Amiable Whicher." Not too bad a name? Of
course not a ticket on the trolley-car to the future ... but how
many men can write lyrics like Haniel Long or short stories
like Saki or realism like James Farrell?
But I'll tell you one thing, my fast disappearing corI
respondent! And that is you disappear faster when one con- .
) templates the history that forms the background of Paul
Wellman's Broncho Apache-the whole bestial, bloody story
that culminated in the treachery which sent Geronimo and
Massai, a warrior, to exile amd death in Florida. As Massai
fights his way back to Arizona, across 1600 miles of country
from Illinois, the sympathy is with him, with this brave
man, :pot with Mary Ellery or the tinker whose lives almost
are forfeit on the way.
C1ose, close this memory, and close too the memory of
the white man's desecration of the South Seas. Turn to a
crackerjack, unimportant story, such as Srmke Bit Jones, by
Dane Coolidge; and let the bitter things fade as western
guns crack and the litlfe Jones, gold prospector, outwits' and
outfights the treacherous Hathaway . . . but only, of course, _
with the help of Kate, who possesses a copyright method of
stopping an express train.
Beautiful days are rare in this life, transient as dew.
It's that kind of day now, the kind of day that calls for a
warm patch of mesa, six by six, surrounded by space, looking
to distant mountains, no shi~t, an .obedient, unobtrusive car
quiescent behind a knoll; and five hours of lying there. To
see how one abides ther..e, even for such a short while,- is a
good test of many things. To read in such a surrounding,
moreover, Aldous Huxley's Eyeless in Gaza would freshen
the critical eye and vivify the understanding. All things
seem possible there: even 10lVe and compassion. And how
penetrating the mesa is! . . 1. it tells what sound and fury
comes from a hollow drum; and what beats from fibres pul.sating with sincerity; and so beats Huxley's Eyeless.
"A beautiful but ineffectual angel," said Arnold of Shelley. "Impossible and chimerical," say many today to HuxI
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ley's earnest plea. for brotherhood. But it was those like
Arnold who made the dr¢ams of Shelley ineffectual; and it is .
those who believe that love and compassion-embarrassed
words as they are-are ~o be scorned who put them to distant and dreadfulliiding.
So, you see, correspondent not forgotten, we return to
you again in the end, ev~n as Huxley. And why not? There
are more to the m.ushroor family than toadstools!
!

WILLIS JACOBS.

Albut/uerque.

\

esertLines
By WI

lAM ALLEN WARD

The time betw n the sunset and a star
Is :filled with g ld that sets the butte afire.
The gulch across the naked foothill's should~r
Is a wound cut deep by some forgotten boulder.
The eagle sits on the ea~yon's crimson rim
Watching the panther far under him.
The moon above is a pirate ship of old
Sailing west in search of hidden gold. ~
<*
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